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ABSTRACT

Fifteen New Zealand novels, published between 1983 and 2000, are considered with
regard to their representation of the magical child figure. The child is a benign and
regenerative figure in the earlier works in this period, with its magical qualities used
to heighten its role in a redemptive progression towards the reform of social structures
depicted as damaging of cultural and environmental heritage. Later in the period the
regenerative possibilities offered by the child diminish, as the relationship between
the individual child and adult society diversifies. Where a clear adult/child dichotomy
in the early works renders the child as essentially positive and life-giving, the later,
more complex field renders the child as less symbolically powerful, more individually
threatening and less physically and characteristically distinct from the adult.

The novels examined are Keri Hulme’s the bone people, Patricia Grace’s Potiki,
Cousins and Baby No Eyes, Witi Ihimaera’s The Whale Rider, The Matriarch and
The Dream Swimmer, Rachel McAlpine’s The Limits of Green, Fiona Farrell’s The
Skinny Louie Book, Elizabeth Knox’s Treasure, Sue Reidy’s The Visitation, John
Cranna’s Arena, Anne Kennedy’s A Boy and His Uncle, Anthony McCarten’s
Spinners and Peter Hawes’s A Dream of Nikau Jam.

The novels are considered within the context of the history of the child character in
literature, and particularly of the thematic traditions surrounding child characters
throughout twentieth century New Zealand literature. The simultaneous vitality and
vulnerability of the child figure, and the transcendent qualities of the magical child,
are found to be critical to its construction. These qualities are examined through the
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novels’ representations of filiation, nationhood and in the persistent construction of a
symbolic relationship between the magical child and various manifestations of a
metaphysical void.
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1: Introduction

1.1 Argument

The premise of this thesis is that the magical child has been a major figure in recent New
Zealand novels for adults, and that the use of this character may be examined to reveal a
developing range of expressions of personal and cultural identity. Fifteen New Zealand
novels, published between 1983 and 2000, are studied; each features a child or children
distinguished by a supernatural quality or ability. The prominence of these figures suggests
that they have an archetypal resonance in the national literature, representing those aspects
of a collective identity that may be embodied in the simultaneous fragility and vitality of
the child, and in the transcendent qualities of the magical child. As their portrayals shift
between idealism and ominous strangeness, so too do the readings of cultural circumstance
that they collectively represent.

There is a remarkable consistency both to the characteristics ascribed to the children of
these books, and to the themes that surround them. Very few grow up in the care of both
biological parents, and often there are several dislocations of parentage and genealogy in
the child’s history. At times they suffer physical trauma or disability, and many also suffer
significant emotional trauma. They are loners, rarely depicted in school settings; some are
aphasic. Their limitations in the mundane world are countered by each child’s possession of
qualities or abilities that expand the boundaries of reality itself. Some are distinguished by
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magical talents; they read minds, heal, access magical realms or have superhuman physical
prowess. Some are magical in their origins; their conception or gestation evades realist
explanation. Others exist entirely outside the bounds of the physical world. In each case,
the child is connected to the numinous in such a way that it is an essential aspect of their
identity.

The narrative utility of the child’s magical associations is not consistent throughout these
books, and it is in this area that distinct patterns are discernable within the period discussed.
There appears to be a loose chronological basis to these patterns; broadly speaking, those
novels published earlier in the seventeen years covered by this thesis are more likely to
employ their child characters in redemptive roles, and to construe their sufferings as
sacrificial. The magical characteristics or experiences of these children are presented as
real, often integrated without question into an otherwise familiar reality. These children are
written in opposition to figures and institutions of damaging and restrictive authority; in
that opposition, they represent forces of individualism, creativity, and personal and cultural
survival.

Books written later in the period are more likely to question the redemptive investment
made in the child character, and the assumption of their healing or even benevolent
tendencies. The appearance of the child’s magic may be questioned, as is the assumption of
childhood vulnerability. The potential for malevolence is admitted into the construction of
the child figure.
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Throughout these books, the children are frequently depicted in close connection to a voidlike entity, present in the texts either as a metaphysical reality or a prominent symbol, to the
degree that it becomes a defining feature of the thematics that these children invoke.
Consideration of the relationship between the child and the notion of a void is thus an
organising principle of this thesis, as this relationship reveals key aspects of the child’s
magical nature and its function in these narratives.

As might be expected for any fifteen novels written by different authors within two
decades, a logical development of themes does not occur in strict accordance with the
chronology of publication. Therefore, rather than discussing these books in strict
chronological order, I have structured my argument around four distinct thematic clusters,
which yet reflect the broader chronological pattern indicated above.

The first of these clusters is a group of novels by Maori authors, in which the child is a
positive, redemptive figure who, though subject to great suffering, heralds a renaissance of
Maori cultural and environmental values. These children emerge from void-like oceans
under life-threatening circumstances, suggesting a transcendent resurgence of personal and
cultural identity. Books in the second group discussed here are by Pakeha women writers;
again the children’s magical nature is pitted against cultural, environmental and personal
destruction, yet these children survive to adulthood before performing – or failing to
perform – their redemptive tasks. In the third group, again by Maori authors, the child is
again called upon to surmount the possible annihilation of identity. In these books the child
figure exists within, or is pitted against, a metaphysical void or limbo, which
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simultaneously provides the child’s magical identity, and nullifies or threatens their ‘realworld’ existence. Here the prospect of redemption diminishes significantly as the child
struggles to survive. In the final cluster of novels, by a group of Pakeha authors of whom
three of four are men, the child’s progression to maturity takes on alien tendencies. These
children are of apparently supernatural origins, but their characterisation tends to destabilise
both the certainty of and the implications of their magical qualities, including the precedent
for such children to be depicted as innately benevolent.

1.2 Context

i. Critical

The particular prominence of the child character in New Zealand’s literature throughout the
twentieth century has been noted by a number of commentators. Until recently, however,
the only work of any length on the subject was M.H. Holcroft’s Islands of Innocence
(1964), a short compilation of his Macmillan Brown lectures on the subject. This small
book, though not deeply analytical, at least provides some discussion of a remarkably
enduring phenomenon; Holcroft wrote that he was not alone in the opinion that ‘it’s of
childhood that New Zealanders write most freely and with the strongest sensibility’ (6). He
noted the possible role of literary precedence in establishing this pattern, and suggested the
works of Katherine Mansfield as a potent source of influence, before dismissing that
influence as a ‘superficial’ factor. He went on to instead ascribe the tradition to two
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sources: a metaphorical relationship between the child character and New Zealand as a
‘youthful’ nation, and, perhaps less credibly, a national tendency towards nostalgia brought
on by a lack of interesting subject matter in New Zealand’s small cities. He predicted that
the use of the child figure would soon diminish, in keeping with the growing maturity of
New Zealand as an independent nation.

Revision of numerous of Holcroft’s points, including this last, is provided by a more
contemporary and analytical work on the subject of the child in New Zealand literature:
Nicola Maree Judkins’1997 thesis, “Seers, Saints and Savages: The Mythical Figure of the
Child in the Contemporary New Zealand Novel”. Judkins reaffirms that ‘the continued
appearance of the child figure in central roles in New Zealand literature is [a phenomenon]
worthy of discussion’, and proceeds to elaborate some of the multiple layers of sacred and
popular mythology in which these figures are embedded. Judkins’ work has some bearing
on this thesis; she lucidly identifies and analyses the primary features of the appearance of
the magical child in three novels which will also be discussed here: Keri Hulme’s the bone
people, Patricia Grace’s Potiki and Witi Ihimaera’s The Matriarch. However, Judkins’
broad use of the term ‘mythical’ to define the parameters of her study then leads her to
discuss a group of three realist novels by Pakeha authors of little relevance to the current
study; in Maurice Gee’s In My Father’s Den, Michael Jackson’s Rainshadow and Noel
Virtue’s The Redemption of Elsdon Bird, the child has no supernatural associations, but is
‘mythologised’ as a victim of a local cultural puritanism.
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Protest against such puritanism is certainly a conspicuous and well-documented thread of
New Zealand literature; it has been a feature of depictions of the child since John A. Lee’s
Children of the Poor (1934), and the presence of this tradition can certainly be felt in some
of the works discussed here. This thesis proposes, however, that there is a significant body
of Pakeha literature much more closely related to the content of those Maori novels
discussed by Judkins: namely, novels which also feature magical children. The number of
both Maori and Pakeha texts in this thematic group has in the last few years increased
enough to warrant substantial further examination, and that is my purpose here. I have,
accordingly, restricted my choice of texts to those which bring magical or supernatural
qualities, events and entities to bear on the depiction of the child, hoping to chart and
elucidate an unusual propinquity among a considerable number of texts by some of New
Zealand’s more prominent writers. The persistence of the magical child figure to the degree
that some version of it should feature in fifteen recent novels suggests that an analysis of
the figure and its implications is timely.

ii. Historical

Lawrence Jones identifies two ‘waves’ of social change affecting the literature of the postprovincial period, both of which have strong bearing on the novels to be discussed here.
The first includes the expansion of public discourse to include the voices of Maori and
women, as part of a broader shift away from ‘the narrow, monocultural society of the
previous period’ (“The Novel”, 178).
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The emergence of these voices was born by

…the move to a consumer society, increasing urbanization and suburbanization,
the sexual revolution, the feminist revolution, the growth of racial and cultural
consciousness, the emergence of a more distinctive youth subculture, and
changes in family patterns – these and related phenomena gave the novelists
[very different] material….
(178-9)

By the 1980s, writes Jones, ‘pluralism and relativism ha[d] come more to be taken for
granted rather than felt as something to be achieved, and there ha[d] been an increasing
diversification of theme and mode’ (178).

The influx of new voices represented diversity when directly contrasted with the literature
which had previously excluded them; yet in the introduction to Opening the Book Mark
Williams observes that in the 1990s,

the voices that formerly contested the seemingly unassailable assumptions of the
1930s generations have ceased to be marginal, have become in some cases the
establishment….. [I]t might be argued that women and Maori writers must still
struggle against forms of masculine and /or Pakeha bias, but their writing no
longer needs to be argued for.
(13)
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The entry of a broader range of perspectives into a hegemonic culture is thematised in
many of the works through which, at the level of literature, these changes occurred. A loose
coalition of themes is therefore visible in many works written in the last thirty years of the
century, in which hegemony is challenged and overturned or expanded, often at great cost
to heroic representatives of a new guard. In the books this thesis considers, this coalition is
comprised of Maori, feminist and environmental values, an assertion of individual spiritual
experience over orthodox religion, and opposition to ‘economic fundamentalism’.

On this final point, it is worth recognising that the hegemony posited by these books is not
quite the ‘puritan monoculture’ (Jones, “The Novel” 178) that appears in the works of the
Provincial period. Here the second wave of social change identified by Jones becomes
relevant; in the 1980s1, he comments, New Zealand was engulfed by

an increased economic and social individualism, increased economic
stratification and the cutting back of the welfare state, [and] increased economic
internationalization…..
(179)

This movement (notorious in New Zealand as ‘Rogernomics’) is contiguous with the
dominant ideologies of earlier periods in that, according to the representations made in

1

He identifies the election of 1984 as representing the turning point.
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many of the texts considered here, it operated to exclude or diminish the voices and
experiences of those traditionally marginalised.

It is not difficult, therefore, to identify a continued polarization of values in operation at the
time in which these texts appear. Maori, feminist and environmentalist ideals are posited
against certain traditionally exclusionary mechanisms of state, church and secular society,
as well as against the new danger of economic primacy. It is this context in which the
magical child emerges, a potent agent, in these texts, in the struggle between these
polarised values.

1.3 Definitions

i. The Child

Childhood is considered within this thesis as the entire period from conception to
adolescence. The later boundary is advisedly indefinite; given the flexibility with which
texts themselves construct childhood, it would not have been useful to confine my use of
the term by a specific age. Instead I have followed the texts themselves, considering as
children those characters who, though their ages may never be explicitly stated, are made
distinct from adult characters by their youth; this distinction may be physical, it may take
the form of economic, social or emotional dependency, or it may be rendered as 'futurity'
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(to adapt a Jungian term): the suggestion that the child will one day become 'like' the adults
around it.

There is shared territory between childhood and adolescence in several of these books, as
there often is in non-literary discourses about childhood (legal and biological, for example).
Numerous characters discussed are followed by their authors into adolescence and
adulthood, sometimes retaining their supernatural abilities or connections. Rather than
abbreviate discussion of a character at the point at which he or she ceases to be a child
(however that point might be decided), I have in each case discussed the character and her
or his representation as a whole, but centred discussion around the implications for the idea
of magical childhood. In addition, several key texts here represent the unborn child as a
distinct entity or character around whom the typical associations of childhood are
intensified; they are an important inclusion in this study.

I have, in certain instances, included in peripheral discussion characters who are not
chronological children, but who are established by the texts they appear in as essentially
childlike. Innumerable adult characters in novels display characteristics described as
childlike; the very few I believe warrant mention here are represented as childlike in their
mental and behavioural capacities, rather than as having childish personalities. Where I
have included discussion of such characters (as for the works of Janet Frame) it is because
of a particular thematic relevance; they demonstrate or extend concepts that are important
to the wider body of literature.
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A further consideration is that the word ‘child’ has two related but distinct meanings. It
may be used to refer either to a person in a particular age group, or to a person in a
particular relationship: all people are the children of their parents. Though this thesis is
concerned with the first definition, certain of the critical texts referred to make occasional
expedient use of the second (particularly when discussing Christ as the son of God). While
these definitions refer to different groups of subjects, both may be considered referents to a
shared body of characteristics. This mutable group of qualities, as it is expressed through
literature, is the subject of Chapter Two, where a more detailed discussion of the concept of
the child and its history in literature is entered into. Where theorists have made significant
points using the broader definition, their ideas have not been excluded from discussion.

ii. Magic

For a provisional definition of magic I use Wendy B. Faris’s: that it is ‘something we
cannot explain according to the laws of the universe as we know them’ (167). Clearly the
laws of the universe are not known in the same way by all people, and magic itself is a
provisional concept, with different implications afforded by different cultural and temporal
settings. The novels discussed here emerge from two different racial groups – Maori and
Pakeha – and from a variety of sub-cultural perspectives. Yet each novel demonstrates an
awareness of, and response to, what might be termed a ‘monoculture’, in which accepted
notions of reality are fixed and comply with the understandings of contemporary secular
science. Each of these novels also includes events or characters that fall outside those
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understandings, so that they represent a body of literature in which the expansion of the
represented reality beyond the bounds of rationalism is a regular, perhaps expected, feature.
In the works of Chapters Four and Six, this expansion is a realisation of the books’ cultural
orientation; it allows the introduction of material of Maori mythological origin. In the
works of Chapters Five and Seven, the magical material tends to be sourced in strands of
Western folk mythology and Judeo-Christian theology. The fifteen books include instances
of precognition, psychic communication, witchcraft, the presence of supernatural realms,
and the presence of religious spirits, ghosts and aliens. All of this material I classify as
magical: it is unaccounted for within accepted scientific models of reality.

Three particular areas of magic arise in association with the child figure over the fifteen
books: mystical inexplicability characterises the child’s abilities, their substance, or their
origins. The majority of the children discussed here are notable for their magical abilities,
though they have varying degrees of agency in the use of those abilities. They may have
mental access to realms closed to others, such as the spirit world, events of the future, or the
minds of other humans or animals. At times their abilities may manifest in the physical
world, as in an ability to heal, or to perform supernatural physical feats. The relationship
these abilities have to the development and resolution of plot is different in each case.

My use of the word ‘abilities’ must be qualified here. These manifestations of magic are not
necessarily controlled acts of will; the children’s contact with the numinous may be less a
product of a power they exercise, than of a role they have apparently been cast in by outside
forces. In some instances the child’s magical experience appears to originate entirely
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externally, having little or nothing to do with any quality or characteristic of the child’s –
such as the voyages into 'the Void' Tama’s grandmother takes him on in Ihimaera’s The
Matriarch, or the visitation of the Virgin Mary to the Flynn sisters in Sue Reidy’s novel. In
both these novels, however, as with most of the novels discussed here, there are indications
that their child characters have been mystically chosen for the roles that they play, and are
possessed of an essential mystical quality that equips them for that role. The children are
therefore frequently surrounded by classical signs of that fated role; omens may accompany
their birth and growth, their parentage may be magical, interrupted and/or obscured, and
there may be suggestions of the preordination of events that they participate in.

Two smaller groups of characters are discussed here. The first contains two of Patricia
Grace’s characters, who are not magical by virtue of any action or perception of their own,
but because of their physical substance – or lack of it; they are kehua or ghost children,
both of whom had died before childbirth. These characters participate in the narrative from
beyond the physical realm, where their half-lives in a spiritual limbo are a manifestation of
the loss of identity threatening many child characters examined in this thesis.

The second small group contains children who are of apparently magical origins, but have
little or no accompanying magical ability. These children, discussed in the final chapter of
analysis, seem to be or are the products of supernatural conceptions, having apparently
originated through contact with entities such as aliens, ghosts and witches. Their gestations
and births tend to reflect this supernatural influence, and where the years after birth are
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portrayed, the children remain distinctive, though not characterised by the manifestation of
magic.

In most of the fifteen novels the magical content is presented as ‘real’; that is, while
individual characters, or even groups of characters, may express doubt over the veracity of
that content, it is nonetheless accepted by the narrator, and by those characters whose
viewpoints are presented sympathetically. In most cases, there is nothing presented in the
narrative content that might run counter to a magical interpretation of events; those doubts
that are expressed are readily dismissable, and may even be directly dismissed by the
narrator or sympathetic characters.

In this respect, most of these texts could be considered magic realist, as they posit this
accepted magical content within an otherwise familiar reality. For the most part I have not
provided a genre-based analysis in this thesis; such an analysis would require an extended
examination of the validity and stability of magic realism and other such genre
specifications in the current cultural and theoretical context. While such an examination
would be of interest, it stretches well beyond the focus of my concern here with the figure
of the child. However, a functional definition of genre is useful and necessary to facilitate
discussion of the treatment of child magic. For this definition I draw again on Faris’s work;
she suggests that the magical realist text ‘contains an “irreducible element” of magic…. In
the terms of the text, magical things “really” do happen…’(167). At the same time,
‘[d]escriptions detail a strong presence of the phenomenal world … a fictional world that
resembles the one we live in’ (169).
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The definition is valuable in allowing the identification of two basic deviations from this
generic pattern that occur in the texts analysed here. Parts of The Limits of Green and The
Skinny Louie Book, and all of Arena, are set in an unfamiliar worlds, which are yet
recognisable as projections of a (more or less post-apocalyptic) future New Zealand. While
this may take these books outside the magical realist genre, I believe this has little bearing
on the analysis of the construction and significance of the magical child figure, which
remains a significant presence within them.

More significantly, the final two novels I discuss provide an alternative, realist
interpretation of the magical events they depict, allowing a possible interpretation which
discounts the presence of magic entirely. In both works, hesitation between interpretations
is possible at the conclusion of the text, making them classifiable as examples of the
fantastic, according to Tzvetan Todorov’s primary specification that ‘the text must oblige
the reader to consider the world of the characters as the world of living persons and to
hesitate between a natural and a supernatural explanation of the events described’ (33)2.
With Faris, I believe that a reader’s natural inclination to interpret events according to a
familiar reality must be taken into account (Faris 188, footnote 18), and in these instances, I
consider it will tend the reader towards a realist interpretation, ending the hesitation, and
resolving the antinomy Amaryll Chanady defines as essential to the fantastic genre. Yet I
include discussion of the children in these works as magical characters; I do so on the basis

2

Both texts also fulfil Todorov’s other essential condition, that the reader ‘will reject allegorical as well as “poetic”
interpretations’ of the events.
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that the apparent presence of magic, accepted by the narrators and/or some characters for
significant parts of the works, undeniably contributes to the construction of these children.
The possibility that they have magical origins is not eliminated in the texts, though it may
seem to the reader unlikely; thus they constitute a continuation of the magical child
tradition in this body of literature. Indeed, I consider the shift in genre that these works
effect, and the doubt it introduces into the portrayal of these children, as significant to the
development of that tradition, as will be discussed in Chapter Seven.

1.4 Scope and Limitations

Despite the rich history of the child character in New Zealand literature, it is not until Keri
Hulme’s 1983 novel, the bone people, that this figure begins to be so consistently portrayed
in direct connection with the magical. This is the point at which I begin my analysis in
detail. Some analysis of relevant texts written before the focus period and featuring children
is provided in Chapter Three; this obviously does not comprise the full-length history of the
New Zealand child character that, as Judkins points out in her thesis, might usefully be
written.

I have also restricted my study of the magical child to those appearing in novels written for
an adult audience. Such characters are the standard fare of children’s fiction; because they
are considerably less expected in the adult novel, it is there that their persistence begs the
current analysis. This study might have been broadened to include magical children
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appearing in short fiction and perhaps even poetry; I found nothing in those genres,
however, that would significantly contribute to the range or depth of the thematic
discussion provoked by the novels.

Though this study was prompted by my impression that there are an unusual number of
magical child characters in this particular body of literature, I have not here attempted a
quantitative analysis to establish that this is the case. Little scholarship is necessary to
ascertain that the motif features more strongly in the last twenty years of New Zealand
literature than in any other period; whether it is a stronger feature of New Zealand’s
literature than that of other nations (particularly other former colonies) is questionable. It
would seem premature, however, to attempt the kind of comparative study that would
answer such a question before first examining the nature, extent and possible origins of the
motif in New Zealand itself. I have therefore worked from the fact of the presence of such
characters to develop thematic readings of their portrayal.

1.5 Thesis Structure

In order to inform those readings of a broader context I have provided two establishing
chapters. The first of these discusses a brief history of the child character in Western
literature and its interpretation, largely through the works of recent theorists on the literary
child. The second chapter then turns to New Zealand literature before the focus period; this
chapter discusses the local tradition of literary children from which the current strand of
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magical children may be seen to develop. These preliminary chapters inform the work that
follows: close readings of fifteen core books in four thematically grouped chapters,
allowing discussion of the books individually and of the motifs that are notably sustained
across different books. The novels have been grouped according to what seems to me to be
their most prominent shared themes; many have elements in common with works from
other thematic groups, and these commonalities will be examined further in the concluding
discussion which follows the chapters of close analysis. This discussion will also reflect
further on the chronological development of the magical child theme that is apparent over
the span of novels examined.

i. Chapter Summary

Chapter Two uses the works of theorists on the depiction of the child in literature to provide
an overview both of the history of the child character in literature, and of current thinking
on the thematics of the literary child. I have focused on those elements of both criticism
and history that have particular relevance for the themes that emerge within the focal area
of this study. These include the construction of the literary presence of the child, the child
as a mystical and redemptive figure, the child as vulnerable to filicidal and victimising
forces, the child as threatening entity and the child’s relationship to language. This chapter
also discusses the particular role of the child in the post-colonial, and more specifically, the
New Zealand context. The use of the child as a national metaphor, and its links with a
nostalgic and pastoral vision of national identity are considered.
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Chapter Three discusses the demonstration of relevant themes and theoretical concepts
through the child characters of New Zealand literature before the focus period. The works
discussed here are also novels, with the important exception of the short stories of
Katherine Mansfield, which are a vital beginning point in any discussion of the child figure
in New Zealand literature. Beyond Mansfield, I have restricted the focus of this chapter to
novels, where the depiction of the child abounds. Some of these novels characterise the
child primarily by its lack of agency; he or she is pronouncedly victimised, often, as in the
Pakeha novels Judkins discusses, by forms of secular and religious puritanism. In others
childhood is an idyll threatened by imminent adulthood, usually in the intimated forms of
sex and death. In many of these works the child is used by adult characters as a mediatory
figure or even a scapegoat, casting the child in the familiar position of suffering for
another’s benefit. The redemptive potency of this pattern is explored overtly by some
authors, and at times there are hints in the child’s portrayal of the mythological significance
that emerges in the main body of the thesis. In the most revealing of the early works
(particularly those of Janet Frame) the child becomes visible as a being defined in
language, and in that capacity as ultimately available to the millennial fantasies of the adult.

The fourth chapter discusses the magical child as it first appears in the works of those
writers who led the vanguard of the Maori novel in the 1980s. In novels by Keri Hulme,
Patricia Grace and Witi Ihimaera from this period the magical child emerges as a symbol of
a Maori cultural renaissance. These novels depict the figure as a redemptive relief to
problems of cultural and material dispossession. The children of these novels effect a
change in the environmental and social consciousness around them through a combination
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of mystical ability and physical sacrifice, qualities textually associated in each case with the
archetypal figures of Maui and Christ3.

The magical child also emerged in the late 1980s and early 1990s in the works of a number
of Pakeha women. Chapter Five discusses novels by Rachel McAlpine, Fiona Farrell,
Elizabeth Knox and Sue Reidy, in which the child is again possessed of redemptive powers,
and is represented with attendant references to the figure of Christ. As in the works of
Chapter Four, the child’s powers are used to counter cataclysmic threats to the
environments and communities around them, threats also represented as variations on an
entropic void. The pattern of risk and suffering made obligatory by the child’s magical
calling or ability is present here as in several of the Maori novels. Yet the characters of
these novels (who, unlike the majority of characters discussed in this thesis, enjoy relatively
undisturbed relationships with their mothers) are followed into adulthood, where their
powers are allowed to mature; there is therefore a reduced significance given to the risk
experienced by the child as child. Unlike their counterparts in Maori novels, the
culmination of the dangers these characters experience occurs in adulthood; life-threatening
redemptive sacrifice is not required of them as children. Acts of sacrifice and risk are,
however, performed by the matured characters, and the nature of the conflicts depicted
throughout their lives link these novels closely to the works of Hulme, Grace and Ihimaera.

3

It is worth noting that other scholars (Judkins,Sarah Low) have identified the thematic connections between
the works of these authors; criticism has tended to consider Potiki and the bone people in concert with The
Matriarch. This chapter, however, uses Ihimaera’s The Whale Rider in place of the latter. Though The Whale
Rider is a considerably more minor work, it is thematically closer to Potiki and the bone people. The
Matriarch will be discussed in the following chapter.
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The development of the magical child figure in a second group of novels by Grace and
Ihimaera emphasises the thematics of sacrifice and suffering. Here the child’s progression
to maturity is thwarted by the various nullifications of physical, emotional and spiritual
identity that are advanced by the child’s environment. Each novel uses the motif of a
metaphysical void to embody these threats. The void is a physical manifestation of the
potential loss of identity, and by extension, existence, which endangers the child both as an
individual and as a representative of Maori culture; in these novels there is no assurance
that the child will reach adulthood intact. Yet the void, or Te Kore, is not an entity external
to Maori culture; it emerges from within Maori mythology to mediate both internal and
external dangers to the child. As an amniotic symbol, it is closely associated with the
mother figures of these novels, whose representation is highly problematised, and who
embody challenges to the children’s survival and growth posed by the source of their own
existence.

Throughout the works in Chapters Four, Five and Six the magical child is invoked to
represent and defend a community-based environmentalist and/or feminist agenda which is
under threat from economic rationalism and orthodox Christian forces; the unity of voice
with which these polarities are presented is striking. Chapter Seven examines a fourth
group of novels, published a little later than those discussed thus far, which disrupt the
consistencies of ideological alignment visible in the earlier novels. In works by John
Cranna, Anne Kennedy, Anthony McCarten, and Peter Hawes the child is portrayed as a
potentially antagonistic force; while endangered communities and environments remain a
significant presence in these novels, the child is by no means certainly employed in the
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protection of those entities. These children are magical (or appear magical) by virtue of
their supernatural conceptions and gestations; their bizarre beginnings put them at physical
odds with their mothers, and, it would seem, with nature itself.

If a suggestion may be derived from earlier works that the magical child of the Pakeha
novel enjoys a growth into maturity rare among the corresponding children of Maori
novels, this suggestion is here exaggerated. A prominent motif among these books is of
unnaturally pronounced physical growth; fears of the child as an alien and parasitic entity
comes to the fore at the same time that its explicitly supernatural qualities are undermined.
While each of these novels resolves the antagonistic tendencies it suggests in the child
character, the images rendered here are not consistently those of the familiar sufferer and
saviour, but of a being whose essential nature is uncertain both to adult characters and to
readers. More often than not the task presented to these children is not that of redeeming
those around them, but of surviving and transcending a mutually dangerous maternal bond
to become redeemed themselves.

Concluding discussion is provided in Chapter Eight, providing further analysis of the
overarching concerns that emerge in these books. The filial relationships depicted in these
novels can be read as metonymic representations of complex interactivity between the
individual and several spheres of community and environment, from immediate family to
nation to the land itself. Two closely connected themes have emerged repeatedly: that of
the ambiguous parent and that of Te Kore/the void. The symbolic interchangeability of
these two entities is stressed by the frequently paradoxical interplay of life-giving and life-
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threatening qualities, and of presence and absence, in the depictions of both parent (usually
mother) and void. The void is predominantly a death image in these texts (though it may
also be read as a womb-like vessel of life’s beginnings), and threatens annihilation
following unchecked imbalance. While the void may be read within the context of racial
allegory in those texts concerned with Maoritanga, the equally prominent theme of an
endangered environment lends added contemporaneity to the symbol; regularly
foregrounded are the interdependence of humans and the ecology (‘Mother Nature’), and
social concern for the fragility of that relationship. Many of these texts also display concern
for the consequences of industrialist and economic rationalist policy at corporate and
government levels; the child in these texts is usually an image of the vulnerable individual
in an uncontrollably modernising society - a use of the child figure akin to that found in the
Romantic literature of industrialising Europe. In these cases, there is at times occasion to
interpret the structure and interactions of the nuclear family as a microcosmic
representation of the relationship between the individual and their ‘mother’ country.
Preceding these symbolic interpretations is the direct representation of the child character
as a unique individual in a specific family context; at this level the links between the texts
offer insight into understandings of the child and family held by the writers of this period.
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2: The Child in Literature: Theory and History

2.1 Overview

This chapter considers the representation of the child primarily through the traditions of
Western literature. This provides a context for interpreting many of the characteristics
prominent in New Zealand’s magical child: its mystique, the balancing of its spiritual and
redemptive qualities with its vulnerability to injury and victimisation, and its potential
development into an agent of threat.

The construction of the child through the mythological traditions of Maori and broader
Polynesian culture is also relevant to a number of the works discussed in this thesis. The
availability of scholarly consideration of the child in those traditions is far more limited; of
the theoretical material discussed in this chapter, it is represented only in the work of Jung
and Kerenyi. Rather than attempt to stretch this chapter to address that lack, I have found it
more useful to address the relationship of particular Maori mythologies and mythological
figures to individual works as they arise in the analysis of my core group of texts.

Any detailed consideration of the representation of the child must examine the question of
what a child is, and this question is of initial concern to many of the theorists who study the
child as a cultural or literary entity. Few are satisfied with defining childhood in terms of a
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fixed period of years; Reinhard Kuhn, for example, asserts in Corruption in Paradise that
‘[t]o establish age limits and proclaim any human figure falling within them a child would
be too arbitrary’ (6). James Kincaid points out in Child-loving: the Erotic Child and
Victorian Culture that even beyond the mutabilities of fiction, legal and biological
determinations of the child are varied and unstable:

Despite… public assurances, officials have betrayed a great deal of uncertainty on…
literal definitions of children, an uncertainty that seems not to decrease with time. The
most obvious sign of trouble is the proliferation of categories and numbers to mark
them with. Is a child something from 7-14 or something from 0-21? And what’s a
youth, an infant, a boy or girl, an adolescent?
(70)

For many contemporary scholars in this field, informed by post-modern thought, questions
like these are indicative of a deeper problem: the child evades definition because an
authentic, definable child does not exist. Kuhn maintains that ‘the child is more than an
aesthetic invention leaping ex nihilo into a fictive existence’ (4), yet he shares with the
theorists he quotes a certain agnostic position on the child’s nature:

To try to seize this protean figure and force him to expose his authentic identity would
be a vain enterprise, for it would lead us to question, as does Leslie Fiedler, the
legitimacy of the child as a representative of a preexisting reality: “So ubiquitous and
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symbolic a figure is, of course, no mere reproduction of a fact of existence; he is a
cultural invention, a product of the imagination.” The psychologist Daniel Lagache, as
quoted by Jacques Lacan, goes even further by negating, at least in his early stages, the
independent existence of the child: “Before existing in himself, by himself and for
himself, the child exists for and through others; he is already a pole of expectations,
projects and attributes.”
(4)

Similarly, Virginia Blum, in Hide and Seek: the Child between Psychoanalysis and Fiction,
‘resists an encounter with a material child that...remains inaccessible’:

I do not attempt to distill from the fictional accounts a historical truth of the guileless
victim of adult distortions. In fact, I not only deny the existence of such a child but also
cannot identify an authentic child, because the terrain of childhood itself is a mythical
country, mapped out by adult consciousness ceaselessly in search of its subjective
experience in another time and place.
(14)

Reminders that the textual child is an adult construction are in part prompted by the critical
suspicion that readers may be seduced by that child’s apparent veracity – a veracity which
is perhaps attributable to a relatively short history of representation in literature. Robert
Pattison, in The Child Figure in English Literature, suggests that
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the reader or viewer, coming across a child, will be tempted to say, “Well, here is
something from real life, not a figure, but just what it seems to be – a child.” The fact
that the child is not regarded as a figure or image gives it added potency, for the truth is
that this particular depiction of reality is relatively new to English literature.’
(44)

It has also been argued that representation of the child is particularly fraught with issues of
subjectivity, because, as suggested in the introduction to Infant Tongues: The Voice of the
Child in Literature (Elizabeth Goodenough, et al),

[t]he relative inarticulateness of children makes any representation of their
consciousness necessarily a tentative and fundamentally artificial construction of adult
writers and audiences....
(3)

Yet the notion that representations of the child require special attention in this regard is not
universally accepted. Brian McHale, in his contribution to Infant Tongues, questions the
tendency of contemporary theorists to stress the particular unknowability of the child:

...I find myself compelled to contest...[the] assumption of a kind of “exceptionalism”
with respect to the representation of children and childhood. The assumption would
seem to be that children constitute a special case, representing special difficulties of
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access and representation because, as objects of representation, they are always
inevitably Other than the adult writers who undertake to represent them and their
experience. This seems to me a fallacy. If representation is always culturally mediated,
always repertoire-based, … then no object of representation is any more directly
accessible than any other, and the representation of childhood presents no greater (or
lesser) difficulties than does the representation of adulthood. Raw reality is always
Other, and that Other is always inaccessible and unrepresentable except mediately,
through the repertoires our cultures provide.
(219)

Why, then, should contemporary discourse on the representation of the child so often focus
on the unknowability of the entity as it exists, or fails to exist, beyond the text? An answer
is suggested in the figure of the ‘enigmatic child’, an archetype which Kuhn himself
identifies and documents as eminent throughout the history of Western representations of
the child. Kuhn writes that

the puer senex, the cryptic child, old beyond its years, was a commonplace topos in the
Latin literature of late antiquity and retained its popularity in the Middle Ages, when it
was employed as one of the clichés of hagiography.
(24)

This topos is an extension of the Platonic concept of anamnesis, in which childhood is a
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time of the soul’s forgetting, when knowledge and goodness (which may later relearnt by
the adult) have been lost. In forgetting, the child is separated from, and denied access to, the
body of adult thought and experience, just as childhood is obscured to the adult. The
separation remains a motif well beyond the Middle Ages, and is eloquently summarised in
Coleridge’s suggestion that adults must have been ‘dipt in the Lethe’ to produce their ‘utter
oblivion of a state [ - childhood - ] so godlike’; children themselves ‘give no... information’
of it, and the bulk of adult recollections are ‘absorbed by some unknown gulf into some
unknown abyss’ (260-1). Such statements are closely related to those of the modern critic
noting the absence of the definable, authentic child; they contribute to a tradition in which
the marking of the child’s apparent unknowability becomes in itself an assertion of essence.

For many contemporary writers on the child the awareness of the constructed nature of
childhood is central to the interpretation of its history. Phillipe Ariès’ seminal Centuries of
Childhood argues that rather than being universally identifiable and identified, childhood is
an idea which scarcely existed before the Renaissance:

No doubt the discovery of childhood began in the thirteenth century, and its progress
can be traced in the history of art in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. But the
evidence of its development became more plentiful and significant from the end of the
sixteenth century and throughout the seventeenth.
(45)

Following from Ariès, Peter Coveney’s The Image of Childhood suggests that it was not
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until the late eighteenth century that childhood became ‘an important and continuous theme
in English literature’.

Later scholarship argues for an earlier and stronger cultural and literary presence than either
Ariès or Coveney had credited to the child. Mark Heberle, in Infant Tongues, writes that

Over the last decade... the Ariès thesis has been powerfully questioned by other social
historians who have examined previously neglected primary sources such as diaries and
autobiographies. Moreover, several important recent studies of literary children in
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century texts demonstrate that the child emerges as an
important and complex subject in English literature during this period…
(30)

Kuhn, though aware of the limitations of the idea of childhood, does not extend those
limitations historically, arguing that ‘the child has always been more or less central to
human concerns’ (9). Even crediting such objections, however, the impact of Ariès and
Coveney’s work endures: Kincaid remarks that it remains ‘safe to say that Ariès and his
followers have driven a sharp wedge between the child and nature, shown us the
contingent, determined nature of this phenomenon, the child’ (61-2). Their work towards
defining the contingencies of that phenomenon contributes to the understanding that the
signification of this particular human age group is not uniform across eras and cultures, nor
even within them. Once again, however, it is worth noting that there is a strong correlation
between the recognition of the child’s contingent nature (i.e. its evasion of any stable
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definition) and the construction of the child as mysterious and indeterminate – a
construction which, though it may not be universal, is certainly pervasive. This construction
is a key underlying feature of the magical child character, who, by evidencing an essential
connection to the numinous, evades quantifiability within an adult understanding of the
world.

2.2 Early Literature

In early depictions, the ‘enigmatic child’ may often be read as an empty vessel, or a tabula
rasa. Plato depicts, in Meno, Socrates inducing a slave-boy into geometric reasoning
beyond the scope of his learning. The episode is intended to demonstrate that knowledge is
remembered, rather than acquired; the child has forgotten, yet (when provoked) can access
the divine knowledge of the soul. Reading the episode, and the principle of anamnesis
itself, as constructive of the child leads one immediately into ambiguity: the child, when
compared to the adult, is notable for being both closer to (having only recently lost) and
further away from (having yet to regain) the state of ideal knowledge. George Boas’s
reading of the episode, and of the depiction of the child elsewhere in Plato, finds the child
defined in reference to what it lacks:

One might think that the myth of Meno would have led men to seek in infancy a
repository of all knowledge and goodness, but when all is said and done the slave-boy
would have recalled nothing if he had not been teased along the path by Socrates. In the
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Laws(653 A-B) children are spoken of as creatures whose first sensations are pleasure
and pain. Virtue and vice enter their souls in this form. ‘But as to wisdom and settled
true opinions, a man is lucky if they come to him even in old age’. Children are
incapable of reasoning. And later (Laws, 760 A) Plato says that even though a man be
born with a favourable nature, if his education is bad, he will turn into the ‘wildest
creature on earth.’
(12)

There is evidence here of the ‘vacuity’ which Kincaid sees as definitive in the construction
of the child (79). Its nature is not understood in terms of any positive quality, but in relation
to what it does not have, what it has forgotten, or what it may be filled with (virtue and
vice, for example). Boas’s reading of Aristotle strengthens the impression - in
Nicomachean Ethics, he finds,

The child’s psyche is so vacuous that he has not even any innate love for his parents…
and acquires filial affection only when he also acquires the power of understanding and
discrimination.
(12-13)

The child in this inchoate, loveless form will later be evoked in the development of the
menacing child figure; more often, however, the image of the empty is adapted towards a
life-giving ideal.
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The leap between vacuity and potential is easily made. Kuhn suggests that ‘children can be
considered as incomplete beings who in their very lack of completion possess gifts that are
lacking in the finished product’ (6), for ‘inherent in the child are all the possibilities of the
man, some of which have been realised in his ultimate form while most have been
discarded’ (7). In recognising this connection, the empty child can be seen as a simple
variant of a child who is perhaps more familiar to the contemporary reader, and is certainly
more immediately visible in the texts to be considered here: the child who represents
innocence, possibility and an untrammelled vitality.

Often the empty or incomplete child’s ‘innocence’ signifies that it has yet to be corrupted
by the corporealities of sex or death. The Platonic belief that such influences are destructive
of an essential life-spirit leads to the association of the child’s spirit, presexual and as yet
untouched by death, with the life-giving and regenerative aspects of nature. The reading of
childhood as a particularly ‘natural’ period of human life is visible in Cicero’s description
of children as ‘specula naturae’ – windows on nature. Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe has its
foundling nature-children develop in a prolonged sexual innocence; they represent the
beginnings of the literary association of the child with the pastoral. This association
becomes a key factor in the Romantic use of the child to countermand the incursions of
industrialism on a pastoral ideal – it will also be an essential component of the construction
of the New Zealand magical child, who is often called upon to revive an endangered
organic ecology.
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The child, in embodying uncorrupted new life and in seeming to offer new life to others, is
a potent symbol of resurrection. Kuhn notes the use of the child in this capacity as a
recognisable feature of ancient literature; it

predates Christianity and is found in the famous prophecy of the birth of Immanuel, the
child nourished on butter and honey who will reject evil in order to choose the good
(Isaiah 7:15). According to Ovid, in the Metamorphoses, Iacchus was a child-god in the
Eleusinian mysteries, a redemptive puer aeternus. For Vergil, Ascanius, the son of
Aeneas, is the subject of a miracle when lightning plays harmlessly around his head,
presaging the salutory role he will play. And in his messianic fourth eclogue Vergil
sees in the figure of a baby boy the herald of a golden age. The child as savior is firmly
established at the very core of the Christian and classical traditions.
(44)

It is also firmly established in the group of novels that will be examined in this thesis, in
which the child as saviour is a primary motif, irrespective of the various attitudes towards
Christianity that the texts present.

The child’s resurrective function is intimately connected with the image of the child as
victim, an image which also has strong precedence in both the Christian and Classical
traditions. Vrana Hempstead argues in Filicide: The Mythic Reality of Childhood that the
child endangered by its parents is one of the central images of both mythologies. As
Hempstead suggests, filicide is a prominent motif in the oldest recorded Greek mythologies
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(Hesiod’s Theogony gives us the repeated swallowing or burial of the child by the father)
and recurs through the epics and tragedies, including in the Oedipal tragedy which has
Laius and Jocasta mutilate their child, then leave him to die by exposure. Filicidal content
is also, as Hempstead points out, prominent in the mythos of the House of Atreus, of which
the cannibalisation of children is a founding act. Followed by the sacrifice of Iphigenia by
her father, which facilitates the Trojan War, and later by the exile of Orestes under threat of
his mother and her consort, the suffering of child figures plays a vital role in the Oresteia as
a dominant mythological thread of the era.

The particular relevance of the filicidal tradition to the New Zealand magical child is
emphasised by Ihimaera’s extensive referencing of the Oresteia in The Matriarch and The
Dream Swimmer. In Ihimaera’s, as in many of the New Zealand texts, the child is not
protected by his or her parents, but experiences them as a source of threat (maternal threat
becomes a distinct thematic thread, and will be discussed as such). The Oresteia provides a
model of the child’s alienation from the parent as symptomatic of wrongdoings or
imbalances in adult society overwhelming the security of the filial bond; the child’s
suffering is used to propel the narrative towards the establishment of balance through
justice. Though numerous of the New Zealand novels replicate this progression from
childhood suffering to social restitution, Ihimaera’s diptych is arguably unresolved in this
regard (as will be further considered in Chapter 6).

Hempstead’s examination of Judeo-Christian material finds filicide as prevalent there as in
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Greek mythology. The examples he uses are the symbolic and actual sacrifices of children
by their human and heavenly fathers: Adam and Eve cast out of the Garden, the sacrifice of
Isaac by Abraham demanded by God, and the sacrifice of Jesus as the son of both man and
God.

As much as the child may be endangered by the presence of the filicidal parent, the parent’s
absence is also a source of suffering – one experienced by the majority of the children in
the core group of New Zealand novels. Barbara Estrin addresses the figure of the
abandoned child in relation to a number of the stories discussed by Hempstead. The
foundling narratives she examines (in The Raven and the Lark) as a thread of Renaissance
literature have their precedents in classical and Biblical exposure stories, which she notes
are often formed around motifs including adoption, ‘parental fear of supercession’ and the
sacrifice of the child. Estrin, like Hempstead, includes the Christ story in her discussion of
early child figures, and considers it as an exemplary expression of the vulnerability of
children, and of the thematics of their victimisation:

[Christ’s question from the scaffold: ‘My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?’]
is logical – Why is the innocent child abandoned? Why does the father demand the
death? He points in his desperation to the cruel center of the lost-child theme. The
moment of loss, that ninth hour, lends his story a requisite credibility. It has to be felt to
be real. Even God must experience the loneliness of being “forsaken,” without parent
or friend. Christ is Isaac and Abraham combined, the sacrificer and the sacrificed, the
“seeker” for man and, in his final act, the abandoned child as well. In returning to his
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Father he saves mankind, phrasing the experience of the Hebrews in formulaic terms,
presenting the new world through the metaphor of the foundling.
(28)

One might expect the figure of Christ to be immeasurably influential in reinforcing the
redemptive mystique of the child, and in affirming its potential for rebirth and salvation.
Pattison, however, argues that a contrary belief was powerful and persistent aspect of the
Judaeo-Christian tradition: Augustine’s thinking on Original Sin had established the child
as a ‘creature of will’ (18) and as much in need of salvation as an adult. ‘For the
Augustinians,’ writes Pattison,

the child became an adult figure, his innocence residing in his lack of bodily
development but not in his lack of wilfulness.
(18)

In Kuhn’s words, this ‘far more somber tradition’,

usually associated with Calvinism, holds that the unformed child, as a being deprived
of divine grace, is given over entirely to the satanic forces of nature and is redeemable
only through a training designed to eliminate all spontaneity.
(41)

The concept that Satan may lurk behind the child’s enigmatic facade is one which develops
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into a theme of literary childhood still current. Kuhn describes contemporary evil children
as they appear, for example, in the horror text:

When they are not victimized, they become victimizers, but in either case they are the
instruments of a higher and sinister force. Today their innumerable progeny have
captured the popular imagination and continue to multiply.
(40)

Pattison stresses a conflation of the child and the adult that occurs in the Augustinian view;
the two phases of human life are not separated by the concept of innocence. To the
contemporary mind, such a conflation seems unnatural, and it is this sense of a disturbance
of expected patterns of growth and development that pervades the tradition of the
‘menacing child’1. Kuhn’s phrasing in the above passage - ‘...innumerable progeny...
continue to multiply’ - suggests similar ideas of unnatural development, pointing to
uncontrollable growth and multiplication as a source of menace. This fear of overgrowth is
hinted at in New Zealand literature, particularly at moments when narratives present the
maternal point of view (as in particular short stories of Katherine Mansfield’s, or Keri
Hulme’s). This fear intimates an impression of the child (particularly the unborn child) as
not only unknown, but uncontrollably parasitic; this becomes a visible feature of the
children discussed in Chapter Seven of this thesis.

1

The phrase is a chapter heading of Kuhn’s, though he does not specifically discuss overgrowth as a
characteristic of the type.
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Despite their difference, apparently contrary beliefs in the child’s innocence or corruption
contribute, to some degree, to a united literary end; both traditions contribute to the
emergence of the child (during the Reformation, according to Pattison) as ‘a literary figure
around whom ideas of our original nature, our fallen condition, and our hopes for salvation
cluster’ (Pattison, 20). Both traditions, too, affirm the necessity (and constructiveness) of
the literary child’s suffering; it is a means towards the surmounting of evil by good,
whether that evil is portrayed as internal or external to the child.

2.3 The Romantic Child

Strong emphasis is placed by a number of critics on the development of the literary child
that occurred during the Romantic period, when it was brought into greater visibility than it
had previously enjoyed. Coveney writes that

[w]ith Blake’s ‘The Chimney Sweeper’ and Wordsworth’s ‘Ode on Intimations of
Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood’, we are confronted with something
essentially new, the phenomenon of major poets expressing something they considered
of great significance through the image of the child. ...It seems inescapable that the
appearance of the modern literary child was closely related to the revolution in
sensibility which we call the ‘romantic revival’. The creation of the romantic child
came from deep within the whole genesis of our modern literary culture.
(29)
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Yet the qualities of what Coveney identifies as ‘the romantic child’ were closely related to
those of the child written before Romanticism: the affinity with nature and the spirit that it
acquired in the tradition of childhood innocence were easily adaptable to the artistic
concerns of the age. Accordingly, an increase in the child’s visibility followed:

The child could serve as a symbol of the artist’s dissatisfaction with the society which
was in process of such harsh development about him. In a world given increasingly to
utilitarian values and the Machine, the child could become the symbol of Imagination
and Sensibility, a symbol of Nature set against the forces abroad in society actively denaturing humanity. Through the child the artist could express his awareness of the
conflict between human Innocence and the cumulative pressures of social Experience.
If the central problem of the artist was in fact one of adjustment, one can see the
possibilities for identification between the artist and the consciousness of the child
whose difficulty and chief source of pain often lie in adjustment and accommodation to
environment. In childhood lay the perfect image of insecurity and isolation, of fear and
bewilderment, of vulnerability and potential violation.
(Coveney 31-32)

Such uses of the child depend on the assumption of childhood innocence; ‘corruption’ is
external to the subject as child, seated in the subject’s impending adulthood (where it may
be expressed as ‘experience’), or through other adults. Treatments in this manner do not
necessarily idealise or ‘romanticise’ the child’s experience of childhood – for this is the
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state which makes the subject vulnerable to violation – but idealise the innate nature of the
child itself, upon whom such violations are undeservedly imposed.

This pattern is visible in Blake’s Songs of Innocence and Experience, which reflect Platonic
notions in that they depict childhood innocence as a function of incomplete knowledge,
while suggesting that the child is closer to God in this innocence. Indeed, the Songs of
Innocence suggest a state in which the child is one with God known as Christ the Lamb, an
association which affirms the child’s suffering as part of his or her spiritual sanctity. The
Songs of Experience suggest the intrusion of knowledge into this state – as physical love is
discovered, the strictures of fleshly existence, of a jealous and punishing God, and of
religious authority as a social ill are also brought to bear on the individual2. Like
Wordsworth’s ‘Prelude’, the Songs align the child with nature and the pastoral, while the
losses of adulthood are correlated with the city and its symptoms.

There are parallels to be made with the period in which New Zealand literature turns so
strongly to the figure of the magical child. The concerns which engaged public discourse,
particularly in the first of these two decades, were of cultural loss and environmental decay.
The ‘Maori Renaissance’, beginning in the 1970s, articulated both the Maori loss of
cultural and economic capital, and the possibilities for recuperation. This discourse
dovetailed with a growing awareness of, and concern for, the environmental impact of

2

Ronald Paulson also argues that the Introduction to the Songs of Experience expresses the progression from
innocence to experience through the trope of the artist’s progress: ‘the act of writing robs the piper of his
artistic innocence – it severs him from his lyrics, when previously the artist and the poem had been
inseparable and the lyric was the breath of the lyricist.’ (131).
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human habitations on a global scale; vigorous environmental concern was based on an
equivalent sense of ‘denaturing’, which was perhaps particularly vivid in the New Zealand
context because of New Zealand’s strong pastoral mythology. The Maori approach to land
and environmental sustainability became, within this New Zealand discourse, Romantic
‘Other’ to the apparently uncontained progress of the capitalist project.

In the Romantic period, the effect of the use of the child in counterpoint to widespread and
momentous social change was to further concretise the separation between child and adult
which, according to Ariès, had its institutional roots in the development of religious
education for children in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (397). Blum writes that the
period further isolated the child as an ‘extrasocial haven from a growing sense of anxiety
attendant on adult-level experience’ (4), contributing to what Kincaid identifies as the ‘utter
differentiation’ of the child from the adult. The construction of the magical child in many of
the New Zealand texts discussed here further reifies this differentiation, especially where
childhood is inscribed as a particular repository of the magic which is lost to adulthood.

The role of childhood innocence in defining the separation between adult and child is
visible in Rousseau’s Emile, a text which had a key role in the construction of the child of
the Romantic period. Emile begins with the assertion that ‘[e]verything is good as it leaves
the hands of the author of things, everything degenerates in the hands of man’ (37). Thus
the assertion of childhood innocence is fundamental to Rousseau’s educational theory; a
child is good to the degree that its education builds on the child’s original affinity to
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Nature, avoiding the false sophistications of the social, adult world.

Yet Rousseau did not suggest that the child should remain in its original state; Emile was,
though unconventional, an educational treatise. Boas summarises the contradiction inherent
in Rousseau’s position; the child is

born good but becomes vitiated under the direction of schoolmasters who would
deform him to suit their own ends. Prejudices, authority, necessity, bad examples,
social institutions, all stifle a child’s natural aptitudes. At the same time we are weak,
helpless and ignorant at birth and hence require force, help and judgement. These can
be gained only by education.
(30)

Though Rousseau posits childhood as an original, undegenerated state, he does so within
the context of a tract which aims to alter that original state such that the individual may
survive within the confines of the (corrupted) social world.

2.3.1 The Deconstruction of the Romantic Child

The contradictory nature of this construction of the child figure is considered in Derrida’s
Of Grammatology, where Derrida establishes it as a demonstration of the logic of the
supplement3. Derrida identifies childhood as

3

Although discussion of Derrida’s analysis at this stage constitutes a disruption of the chronological account
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…the first manifestation of the deficiency which, in Nature, calls for substitution
[suppléance]. Pedagogy illuminates perhaps more crudely the paradoxes of the
supplement. How is a natural weakness possible? How can Nature ask for forces that it
does not furnish? How is a child possible in general?
(146-47)

Derrida indicates that this contradiction signifies an a priori lack built in to the constitution
of Rousseau’s child. This child, who in being ‘Natural’, ‘ought to lack nothing at all in
itself’ (Derrida 145), instead requires supplementation by an outside presence in order to
exist. The paradox is representative of the functioning of the myth of the origin: the child
appears to occupy a pre-Lapsarian position of purity and wholeness, but in fact that position
is founded on lack; the child is utterly dependent on the very adults who seek to define their
own flaws in comparison to the child’s apparent wholeness.

The operation of this paradox has application, of course, well beyond Rousseau and the
Romantic period. Indeed, this is what theorists such as Kincaid, Kuhn and Blum point to in
their deliberately articulated evasions of a definition of childhood. To define an authentic
child would be to represent the child as original presence without accounting for its
simultaneous and necessary absence – an absence which is seen throughout both critical
and fictional works as the child’s unknowability and incompletion.

built in general through this chapter, I think its applicability both to Rousseau’s work and to the construction
of the child that is strengthened in this period of literature makes it indispensable at this point.
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In the primary texts this thesis draws on, the supplementarity of the child is first visible in
its use as the polar opposite to a particular vision of social reality. Social and economic
power is controlled by versions of a rationalist, exclusionary hegemony, founded on
cynicism, resource consumption and cultural limitation, to which the child offers a magical
alternative: life-giving, sustainable and culturally enriched and enriching. Yet, over the
period this thesis covers, when those principles first represented by the child have
ostensibly become more integrated into the society represented by these texts, the
regenerative possibilities of the child seem to diminish, simultaneous to a diversification of
the relationship between the individual child and adult society. Where a clear adult/child
dichotomy had rendered the child as essentially positive and life-giving, the complexified
field renders the child as less symbolically powerful, more individually threatening and less
physically and characteristically distinct from the adult.

While the adult/child dichotomy may have disintegrated somewhat in these later texts, this
is not (based on my readings of them) because the society which the child was opposed to
has adopted more of the principles that the child was seen to represent. There is little
evidence in the books in the later years of the period discussed of society as more inclusive
or equitable in terms of gender or culture, or as more socially and environmentally
sustainable. Known social structures are in some instances more positively presented
(Spinners, The Dream of Nikau Jam) but the promise the figure of the child embodied in
earlier works is largely undelivered; in many of the later texts, this promise does not figure
at all. With diminished consensus between the texts on social conditions and social needs,
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there is also diminished consensus on what the child is, or what the possibility is that the
child’s magic can bring about. Though the child remains ‘other’, the reading of what that
‘otherness’ may offer society, frays.

2.3.2 The Romantic Child, Maternal Absence and the Menacing Child

A Derridean reading of the child’s role gives the opportunity to consider the presence, and
absence, of the mother in texts that depict the child. Derrida finds that in Rousseau’s
writing of his own childhood (Confessions), the figure of the mother is invoked as the
anterior presence that will provide an account for and a solution to the child’s ‘natural’
deficiency. In ‘chicken and egg’ logic, the fulfilment that had been promised and not
delivered by the figure of the child now seems promised by the mother, as the origin both
of the child and of the child’s deficiency. Both mother and child become links in a chain of
substitutes for an origin that is itself mythical, always seeming to hold the promise of
completeness and self-sufficiency, always revealing lack and requiring supplementation.

The relationship between mother and child is thus vital to the textual composition of both in
Romantic literature as elsewhere. The importance of this relationship is underscored by the
fact that in representations of the child the absence of the mother is always a visible
absence, indicative of the relationship between the child and its environment. As Carolyn
Dever writes of later fiction (Death and the Mother from Dickens to Freud),
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...maternal absence, often so normative as to go unnoted, is a sign that something is
different — and perhaps amiss — within the individual, the home, and the world.
(22)

Mary Jacobus, too, notes that the role of the mother is key to understanding the broader
symbolic role of the child, as representative of the individual:

Mothers and myths of origin have the same function, which may in the end be to
remind us that something is always lost in stories of the constitution of the subject,
whether we call it the body or an undivided self.
(16)

In the New Zealand magical child texts, there is a surprisingly high frequency of absent or
debilitated mother figures, which at once adds a certain independence to the child character,
and evokes a sense of lack as essential to its constitution. The child, separated from the
mother’s care, is made distinct from its origins; an element of mystery has entered its
construction as a character, as it can no longer be accounted for purely as the sum of its
parents. At the same time, the early loss of the mother preempts the child’s separation by
maturation, so that (despite the frequency with which it appears) this pattern does not
describe itself as normative or natural, but as a source of childhood suffering, and even of
dysfunctional character formation.

It is useful at this point to return to the figure of the evil or menacing child, of whom
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motherlessness (along with unusual or fantastic conception and gestation) is often a
composing factor. The removal of the mother may signal the removal of the child’s link to
humanity, making the ‘other’ entirely alien; we might see this in the narratives of
changeling babies or of Frankenstein’s monster, which both enter human reality in the
breach created by maternal absence. These ‘children’ enter life already formed; though they
simulate humanity they are in essence, alien, imperfect but complete, devoid of the
possibilities (for becoming a human, familiar, and perhaps even redemptively whole)
inherent to the incomplete, innocent human child.

Yet the notion of completion is also significant in considering those bad children of more
common human origins; such children are often frightening perhaps because they lack the
dependence of their more innocent counterparts. In texts such as Hughes’ A High Wind in
Jamaica and Golding’s The Lord of the Flies, children are suspect or menacing in relation
to their liberation from dependence; they sustain a society of their own distinct from adult
society4, and thus may determine their own rules. In other texts (The Scarlet Letter 5, The
Turn of the Screw) the individually dangerous child is also notable for its ability to make
decisions beyond the sway of, and even beyond the knowledge or comprehension of the
adult subject. In this respect, ‘innocence’ as the boundary that so strongly distinguishes the
child from the adult in the Romantic schema is dissolved as the child exercises the ability to
make choices; the gap between the adult and the child closes.

4

The children’s alliance with the pirates in Hughes’ work does not discount the fact that both groups are very separate
from a much more familiar, normative adult reality.

5

Though Pearl’s evil originates in her mother’s transgression, it makes her unfamiliar enough for her mother to question
‘whether Pearl was a human child’ (104).
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In the New Zealand text where the magical child is rendered as the ‘bad’ child, the child’s
independence is a significant factor, signalled by features which announce the physical
proximity of the child to the adult; overgrowth and the child’s ability to feed at the adult’s
expense – according to the dictates of the child, not the adult – may be features 6. For the
New Zealand magical child, then, as for the Romantic child, innocence and dependence are
closely linked (if not synonymous); further, both are strengthened by a textual need to use
the child as a foil for problematic social structures.

2.4 Psychoanalysis and the Post-Romantic Child

Coveney notes that through the Victorian era the use of the child as a symbol of redemptive
power and innocence was weakened by a sentimentality that was eventually ‘ventilated’ by
Freud. But Freud’s revision of childhood ‘innocence’ in favour of a complex, and sexual,
consciousness, in which lay the roots of adult consciousness, can only be seen as deepening
the potency of the child image for the adult writer. The psychological inscription of
childhood as a determining source of adult experience seems throughout the twentieth
century to have further propelled the literary focus on the child as victim (for the child’s
traumas are redoubled in significance) and as a potential fund of (now psychological)
enlightenment and redemption for the adult consciousness.

6

Large physical size may indicate the corruptness of corporeal overgrowth, rather than the transcendent spiritual maturity
that distinguishes the ‘good’ child, who in these texts (as in many others) may conversely appear to have the face and
wisdom of an old person.
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Kincaid suggests that the Freudian use of childhood (and our own) has the same motivation
as that of the Romantics: these representations are impelled by adult needs and desires, and
are facilitated by the absolute, and largely unchallenged, differentiation of the child from
the adult. Such a differentiation is contingent upon, and reinforces, a construction of the
child as an impermanent, and ultimately empty, being:

As a category created but not occupied, the child could be a repository for cultural
needs or fears not adequately disposed of elsewhere. For Freud, for pedophiles, for
parents and pedagogues, for all of us, the child could carry meaning, a meaning that
might, moreover, easily be deleted. The child was impermanent, untrustworthy,
protean, here-today-gone-tomorrow. Whatever meaning we placed there wouldn’t last
too long. The child could be erased, was in fact in the process of being erased even as
we packed the meaning in.
(78)

The most familiar of the more specific meanings that Freud ‘packed in’ to the figure of the
child is its role in the Oedipal drama. Maude Ellmann (Psychoanalytic Literary Criticism)
points out that this drama has the ‘disturbing implication’ that

love is never merely a relationship between two people, but always a contest between
three, even if the third is present only as a psychic obstacle. Because of this triangular
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enmeshment, sexual identity is torn between the impulses to identify, desire or compete
with both maternal and paternal prototypes.
(13)

The development of the portrayal of the child in twentieth century literature reflects this
‘triangular enmeshment’, with fictions such as What Maisie Knew and The Go-Between,
or, in the New Zealand context, The Young Have Secrets and The God Boy, presenting the
child as caught between maternal and paternal figures. The child is required to mediate the
parental figures, often at a cost to his or her own identity. Blum writes on the power of the
mediatory illusion as it appears in psychoanalysis and literature:

This messenger function of the child ensues from a faith in the child’s ability to unify
what are irremediably separate – first and foremost, the man and the woman who
produce it. Yet the child cannot be any more successful at permanently dissolving the
difference between the sexual couple than it can elevate the real to the ideal.
As a result of the dependency upon the child to elide the differences it contains (in
both senses of the term), the child of imaginative literature tends to emerge as a gobetween who not only conveys messages between adult parties but cements otherwise
disparate agencies.
(7)

For the New Zealand magical child, this disparity may be rendered as a conflict between
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‘Mother Nature’ and patriarchal power structures, both of which also threaten the child’s
ability to individuate and/or exist independently. It is the child’s task, however, to survive
those threats, at times in order to function as a uniting agent between the ‘disparate
agencies’ these texts present: individual mother and father figures, Maori and Pakeha
world-views and lifestyles, religious and secular world-views, magic and reality, life and
death, life and afterlife, etc. It is perhaps a confirmation of the ultimate impossibility of this
task that the child as a uniting agent exists, in these texts, outside the boundaries of realism.

The mediatory function of the child figure is stressed by Jung in his study of ‘The Myth of
the Divine Child’ (in Introduction to a Science of Mythology, with C. Kerényi)7. Jung
describes the child image as a vital symbol in the individuation process, where

it anticipates the figure that comes from the synthesis of conscious and unconscious
elements in the personality. It is therefore a uniting symbol which unites the opposites;
a mediator, bringer of healing, that is, one who makes whole.
(115)

Jung’s reading of the child image is less concerned with the individual in the context of the
family, than with what he takes as the universally significant archetype of the divine child,
as it emerges from the collective unconscious. In describing this archetype, he and Kerényi

7

I am indebted to Judkins’ thesis for making me aware of this work and its relevance to the current field of
study.
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draw their material from a range of mythological, often non-Western sources, rather than
from the traditions of Western literature upon which most studies of the image of the child
have depended8. Jung’s interpretation of this source material offers an account for the
mystification of the child evident there, as it is in the core body of literature studied in this
thesis. Jung sees the child’s mystical qualities as a direct function of its mediatory role in
the psyche; in facilitating the creative union of the conscious with the unconscious it
performs a function which is beyond the comprehension and capabilities of the conscious
mind:

...the various “child”-fates may be regarded as illustrating the kind of psychic event
that occurs in the entelechy or genesis of the “self.” The “miraculous birth” tries to
depict the way in which this genesis is experienced. Since it is a psychic genesis,
everything must happen non-empirically, e.g. by means of a virgin birth, or by
miraculous conception, or by birth from unnatural organs. The motifs of
“insignificance,” exposure, abandonment, danger, etc. try to show how precarious is
the psychic possibility of wholeness, that is, the enormous difficulties to be met with in
attaining this “highest good.”
(118)

8

Jung and Kerényi work on the figure of the divine child figure and its attendant imagery has numerous
points of relevance to this study (as Judkins’ has noted), and is of particular use in offering an account for the
oceanic void, the most prominent of the motifs which accompany the magical child in New Zealand’s
literature. Jung and Kerényi share a contributing source with a number of these novels; among the
mythologies studied by Kerényi is that of Maui’s ocean birth. The congruence of Jung’s theories with the
works detailed here may then be less prescient than it seems, developing at least in part from common
material, rather than from the overriding applicability of Jung’s interpretations.
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It is the child’s role in symbolising the process of individuation which, according to
Kerényi, leads to its persistent depiction in connection with the element of water. An
‘undifferentiated state’ (87), ‘boundless water is... [l]ike the womb of the mother... an
organic part of the image of the Primordial Child’ (67), and represents the unconscious,
miasmic state from which the child image emerges to perform its mediatory function. This
reading also offers an account for another symbolic state found in close connection with the
child in the literature studied here: that of the vacuum or void. Jung writes that the child is

threatened on the one hand by the negative attitude of the conscious mind, and on the
other by the horror vacui of the unconscious, which is quite ready to swallow up all its
progeny, since it produces them only in play, and destruction is an inescapable part of
its play.
(120)

Jung therefore sees the presence of symbols of the unconscious (figured here as the ocean
and the ‘horror vacui’) as integral to the structure of divine child mythologies; the child as
a psychological archetype requires their presence to express its origin, its function, and its
precarious situation.

Such void symbols are intimately related to the child as symbol; in both, emptiness and the
unknown are configured as generative potential. Indeed, the child in its earliest form is one
with this element: Freud discusses the earliest, unconscious experience of the child, who
does not yet distinguish itself from the world around it, as ‘the “oceanic” feeling’
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(Civilization and its Discontents, 5). As Jung's reading suggests, however, the element of
'oceanic feeling' has destructive characteristics inherent to its composition: it is an element
of limitless power, with the ability to take life as well as generate it. It would seem to be
this omnipotence which is lost in the process of identity formation; in separating from the
maternal element and acquiring subjectivity, the individual acquires the limitations and
vulnerabilities upon which the mythology of childhood is formed.

In the first magical child novels discussed in this thesis (the bone people, Potiki, The Whale
Rider) we see the child emerging from an endangering ocean; the moment of emergence is
a critical moment of identity formation. In other texts (The Matriarch and The Dream
Swimmer, Cousins and Baby No Eyes, The Limits of Green and Treasure) the void
reappears as a dangerous magical state or an afterlife, which may threaten the subject’s
(often newly formed) identity. While the magical child is often called upon to act in
defence of the maternal element (rendered as an endangered environment) the child is also
contested by that element, as its identity and existence in the paternal world of logic is in
danger, in these texts, of being ‘swallowed’ again by the figure of the ‘void’.

Jacques Lacan argues that it is the process of individuation, in which the child forms an
identification of itself as separate from the world around it, that forces the child into
symbolic language as the social 'Law of the Father'; the beginning of language is the end of
unmediated experience, and therefore 'constitutes in the subject the eternalization of his
desire’ (Écrits, p. 104). This traumatic acquisition of language and identity (through the
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'mirror phase') is the equivalent of Freud's Oedipal moment, and may be seen as analogous
to the biblical 'Fall' of humanity into sin. It can be read as representative of the death of
childhood itself, in which the individual first experiences what Kuhn describes as ‘the
irreversible and ineluctable impoverishment which leads to adulthood’ (6).

In such a reading, 'true' childhood, the mythologised period of innocence and wholeness,
must be located in the prelinguistic state. There is support for such a location in the lexicon
of childhood itself; as Goodenough, et al, observe, ‘the problematic of child language and
consciousness is radically signified by enfant, the French term for the child, and its Latin
cognate infans, “unspeaking”' (Infant Tongues, 3). In fiction, the identification of childhood
with the prelinguistic may be seen in the frequency with which representations of the child
extend its silence beyond infancy; in these texts, this is the case with Hulme’s Simon,
Farrell’s Tia and the child in Arena. Furthermore, the child’s subjection to paternal law is
suggested in numerous of these texts through tropes such as violent paternal discipline (the
bone people, The Limits of Green, The Visitation), destructive economic rationalism
(Potiki, The Limits of Green, The Skinny Louie Book, Spinners) and repressive religious
orthodoxy (The Limits of Green, Treasure, The Visitation). In each of the works in
Chapters Four and Five, these aspects of paternal authority extend to either threaten the
child directly, or to endanger the ecology (perhaps figured as a maternal element) in which
the child, and life itself, exists.

Julia Kristeva theorises the period before the child's entry into symbolic language, and
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subjectivity, in terms of a semiotic chora. The chora as Kristeva writes it borrows from
Plato's notion in the Timaeus of a primum materia, but it is also a conceptual descendant of
Freud's '“oceanic” feeling'. It is 'a nonexpressive totality formed by the drives and their
stases in a motility that is as full of movement as it is regulated'. The chora, preceding the
paternal law of symbolic language, is regulated by the maternal law of the body, though
‘one can never give it axiomatic form’. Although it precedes 'evidence, verisimilitude,
spatiality, and temporality' (Revolution in Poetic Language 26), among its traces are the
bodily drives evidenced in language, such as ‘melody, rhythm, semantic polyvalency’
(Black Sun, 14).

Depictions of the magical child suggest connection to this state through the use of a
heightened poetic language to depict the child’s words and thoughts (the bone people,
Potiki, Cousins) but also through the magic of the child itself, which in its substance evades
the rational boundaries of individuality (as in psychic communication), temporality (as in
precognition) and spatiality (as in kinetic healing powers or supernatural physical feats).
Ihimaera’s depiction of Te Kore (in The Matriarch and The Dream Swimmer) and Grace’s
depiction of the wheiao (in Cousins and Baby No Eyes) also have much in common with
the chora; these also evade temporal and physical laws (particularly the boundaries of
individuality) and are linguistically signified through rhythm, tone and poetic ambiguity.

It is worth noting that the two children considered in this thesis who are depicted as actively
harming others follow a distinct entry path into language: the girl-child in Arena is silent
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until becoming immediately and fully linguistic, while Maurice in A Boy and His Uncle
speaks very little until he acquires a diary, in which he writes ‘facts’: ‘the slant of the rain,
the pressure of the wind, the lateness of the bus and the precise angle at which it
approached the curb due to road works’ (217). In these texts the poetic promise of the
child’s silence is torn away to reveal an aptitude for rational language which accompanies a
capacity for violence.

2.5 The New Zealand Child

Through the metaphor of childhood we may interpret not only phases of the physical and
mental development of the individual, but (as we have seen) aspects of individual or
collective consciousness, or indeed, of the development of any form of identity. Further
consideration of the child figure in the New Zealand context requires discussion of the
metaphor of the child as used to understand the development of nations or peoples, an idea
which has a powerful role to play in the construction of colonial, and post-colonial,
identity. Boas suggests the roots of this idea:

...from the time of St Augustine down, mediaeval writers conceived of human history
under the metaphor of ages, each age corresponding to one of the days of creation and
also to a period of human life.
(60)
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In the eighteenth century, he writes, this metaphor took stronger hold through an
interpretation of the ‘Law of Recapitulation’ (that ‘ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny’)
which

asserted a parallelism between the child and primitive man. … The savage was
supposed to think like a child and many of the characteristics of children’s arts and
beliefs were held to be like those of savages.
(61)

The parallel was a commonplace of Romantic thought, and remained so well beyond that
period. Rousseau compared Emile to the noble savage (Emile, 118-119), while Hegel,
writes Amaryll Chanady (‘The Territorialization of the Imaginary’) used the analogy to a
less flattering end,

describing the indigenous inhabitant of the New World as the eternal infant, immature,
lazy, and (in this respect worse than the European child) totally incapable of mental and
psychological development…
(135)

Boas notes that the currency of the belief in the childish nature of ‘primitive’ cultures was
protracted by Freudian thought, in which ‘the psychology of the child is frequently utilised
as a substitute for that of primitive or ancient man’ (Boas, 66). Doubtless the use of the
analogy was also of continuing service to the aims of colonisation.
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Yet the use of this metaphor was not restricted to the description of colonised peoples; one
need only consider the term ‘mother country’ to find evidence of the popularity of the
metaphor of the child as descriptive of the colonial nation-state itself. In this there is
something of a replication on a nationalised scale of the individual pattern mapped by
psychoanalytic theory: looking towards the ‘mother country’, the colonist is confronted by
the physical presence of the sea. The place of origin is confounded with the miasmic
‘other’, against which the nation, and the nation’s subjects, must define their identity. The
pervasiveness of this metaphorical transaction gives justification to a reading of the
proliferation of child characters in New Zealand writing as a conscious or unconscious
consideration of nationhood.

A manifestation of the identification of the colonial subject with the child figure is found in
the prevalence of the lost child motif in Australian cultural material, as documented by
Peter Pierce’s The Country of Lost Children. In colonial Australia, he writes,

...the lost child represents the anxieties of European settlers because of the ties with
home which they have cut in coming to Australia, whether or not they journeyed here
by choice. The figure of the child stands in part for the apprehensions of adults about
having sought to settle in a place where they might never be at peace.
(xii)
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The Australian ‘lost child’ is an emissary into an environment which seems irreconcilable
to the settler, and his or her journey into it represents both its dangers and the attraction of
its novelty. ‘Just because the bush seemed “a place of enchantment”,’ writes Pierce,
‘children left home, crossed creeks, plunged into it, often never to return alive’ (58). Yet
these children’s journeys also offer the hope of a reconciliation between settler,
environment, and that environment’s original occupants. This possibility is signified, Pierce
suggests, by the role of the Aboriginal trackers who appear in many of the stories, for

often [the children] were saved by Aboriginal men who had been dispossessed of this
same land. Here, potentially, was a most potent image of reconciliation between black
and white Australians. All too soon, it was forgotten.
(xii-xiii)

In the late twentieth century, Pierce writes, the lost child theme evolves, assuming
significance as a symbol of Aboriginal dispossession itself, notably through the idea of the
‘stolen generation’. Rather than being a medium for further infantilisation, as it was in
colonial rhetoric, the metaphor became useful to ‘generate a healing narrative’, which
‘could still become a means of reconciliation’ (200-201). In such a narrative (as the title of
the Bringing Them Home report suggests) the journey of the child as emissary between
states would in fact be completed, the ‘lost’ returned.

Certainly the child is a potent figure in the Maori novels discussed here, which generate
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‘healing narratives’ (not always resolved), if not reconciliation narratives. Only Hulme’s
novel shows Maori and Pakeha explicitly building communities together (and even then,
largely through the suggestion of future events); the novels by Grace and Ihimaera show
Maori communities in the process of recuperating and protecting lost culture, history and
land. Much of this process appears internal to those communities; however, there is
adversarial engagement with Pakeha governmental and commercial agencies which
threaten or obstruct Maori land ownership and recuperation, and the occasional friendly
exchange with individual Pakeha who are supportive of the recuperative process.

The novels by Pakeha authors, as a general rule, do not consider Maori/Pakeha relations at
all; the possible exception is Arena, in which the ‘Guest’/‘Host’ interactions may be read as
a metaphorical consideration of New Zealand race relations. Despite the general silence on
the issue of race, the child in the Pakeha novels still invites interpretation in terms of
nationhood, following in the colonial tradition.

Lydia Wevers observes that, as in Australian literature, in New Zealand colonial literature

writing about children explored questions about dependence and cultural
identification which functioned as a metaphor for larger issues of colonial relationship
to the ‘parent’ culture.
(‘The Short Story’ 281)
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This early writing also made use of the figure of the lost child, as exemplified by the title of
an 1864 anthology, Literary Foundlings, which suggests ‘a metaphor of separation from the
‘Mother’ country...’ (246). The ‘mother country’ mythology is made directly (if
incidentally) visible through the historical settings utilised in The Skinny Louie Book and
A Boy and His Uncle; however, it is possible also to see the repeated representations of
parental loss in the Pakeha body of work as a more subtle and pervasive trace of this
mythology.

Yet, while many of the children in New Zealand’s literature (including in this thesis’s focal
period) are separated from a parent or parents, their lostness is not as frequently
foregrounded as in Australian colonial tales, and it mingles with an idealising tendency
which was perhaps less available within the penal history of white Australian settlement. In
the New Zealand context, colonial identification with the figure of the child interacts with a
particularly Romantic national self-concept, based around a mythology of the pastoral
ideal, and the loss of that ideal. Patrick Evans (The Penguin History of New Zealand
Literature) writes that

The urge to make British colonies overseas was an effect of the industrial revolution of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but so too was the popularity of pastoral poetry
that evoked pictures of the country paradise the revolution was thought to have done
away with. …The scouts the New Zealand Company sent here in the years before the
Treaty saw the country through the golden lens of this poetry: even the air breathed a
freshness that raised the spirits, one of them said; and another was fascinated by the
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unchanging nature of the local bush, presumably because in the never-never-land of
pastoral poetry nothing ever seems to fade and die. [The New Zealand Company’s
reports]… worked up the commonplace that Britain had lost a heritage of pure and
authentic rural life, and made that heritage seem to live again as a prospect in the
future. Small wonder then that one emigrant spent his last night before landfall in New
Zealand dreaming of the new country as ‘a perfect fairy land’.

What did they do with this enormous delusion once they reached New Zealand? By and
large they kept on pushing it ahead of themselves, either into the hinterland, as if the
country’s scenic wonders could redeem the realities of day-to-day existence, or
overseas, so that the Britain from which they had come was turned into the lost
paradise they had been seeking.
(19-20)

Here the logic of the supplement identified in a Derridean reading of the Romantic child
takes on a localised significance. Few terms could express the congruence of the
mythologies of childhood with this national mythology better than ‘never-never-land’; the
foregrounding of the child figure in New Zealand’s literature suggests that in New Zealand
childhood itself came to play the role of a most promising literary hinterland, seeming to
offer the resurrection of the nation’s lost fairy tale.

This fairy tale also has a contemporary equivalent in the notion of New Zealand as a
‘green’ haven from environmental degradation. This haven is never more visibly present
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than when it is under threat; it is depicted as whole and intact only as a future fantasy and in
nostalgic visions of the past. In those recent works which depict the magical child figure as
the saviour of this endangered paradise, there may be a conflation of the nostalgic idealism
surrounding childhood with that surrounding an ‘intact’ environment.

Holcroft quotes Dan Davin’s introduction to the 1953 collection, New Zealand Short
Stories, as he touches on the operation of a local nostalgia through which the figure of the
child is associated with a bygone, but longed-for, era:

Men are predisposed to believe the past better than the present. And in our time writers,
like psychologists, have tended to look to childhood for the sources of their troubles,
believing that the rose sickens in the bud. Yet the fact that so many of these stories turn
back to the author’s early life … may have its special significance. In our civilisation,
so quickly achieved and so soon found wanting, there is a special place for the myth of
the good old days when neighbours were people you spoke to and on whom you
depended.
(Davin, 8-9)

Again, this mythology is connected to a specifically colonialist experience: Holcroft argued
that the New Zealand use of the child figure rose from a national

need of the emotional reassurance which comes with a recovery of infancy. As a nation
grows older it offers a widening variety of experience, richer in the opportunities that
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writers are constantly seeking. And perhaps, as New Zealand feels more sure of itself
and of its place in the world, and cuts at last the umbilical cord which now rather
weakly links us to a distant country, we shall know a security in the wider family that
will teach us new themes and disciplines.
(63)

Holcroft was aware that this was a particularly Pakeha use of the child figure, inasmuch as
he lamented that there was, at the time of his writing, no evidence of childhood written
from a Maori perspective in the nation’s literature. He speculated that Pakeha write of
childhood because it ‘makes us emotionally aware of security as an abiding human need,
especially in these islands and against our raw young history’. The Maori, however,

may not have any similar need or longing. He grows up in a family which widens into a
tribe; and although there are individual failures and tragedies…, the loyalty and
affection of the family are spread among uncles and aunts and cousins with an even
depth and intensity, and do not often fail.
(62)

Holcroft remarked that ‘[i]f we don’t hear soon from Maori writers about their childhood, I
don’t think we shall hear at all’ (63). The prediction, and the assumptions about Maori
culture and psychology that it earmarks, are painfully dated by the development of a Maori
literature in English which, from the 1970s on, takes a very strong interest in depicting
Maori childhood. As Judkins writes, in response to Holcroft’s comments,
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there were so few Maori writers in English earlier not because of a supreme
tranquility of mind, as Holcroft suggests, but because of that very fragmentation and
erosion of identity in the face of colonialism, from which he claims they were exempt.
(3)

The use of the child figure in Maori literature, as it emerged from the 1970s onwards, has
also been described as having a particularly Romantic impetus and manifestations. Peter
Beatson, in The Healing Tongue: Themes in Contemporary Maori Literature writes that

In the double trauma of being thrust away from local geographical and social ties and
drawn in by the metropolis, Maori people have had to adjust to a process almost
identical to that which began in Europe with the Enclosure movement and which
culminated in the creation of the new classes of the modern city. The Maori have had
about two or three decades to adjust; Europeans had two or three hundred years....
(13)

The idea is supported by N.B. Albinski’s essay in International Literature in English:

Newly fledged writers, the beginning of a culture’s literature, denial of conflict –
together the images are of naivety and innocence. Maori literature of the early 1970s
abounds with such images, and Ihimaera has described his first published collection of
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short stories, Pounamu, Pounamu, as his “Songs of Innocence,” an apt definition also
for his early novels. Here Romantic images of childhood abound.
(40)

Yet Judkins makes the point that commentary on romanticism as a motivation for the New
Zealand portrayal of the child gives the erroneous impression that the portrayal of the New
Zealand child is rife with nostalgia and idealism. She argues that, at least in the Pakeha
novels she studies, this is far from accurate:

Rather, childhood for the Pakeha writers is portrayed as a fearful time, the childish
senses providing magnification and distortion not of joy and wonder (as a romanticised
conception of childhood would have it), but of terror and confusion and guilt.
(4)

Such negative experiences are indeed visible in many of the works that will be discussed in
this thesis, by both Maori and Pakeha authors, both before and within the focus period.
There are two points I would make, however, in response to Judkins’ argument. The first is
a clarification of terminology: Judkins uses the term ‘romanticised’ as synonymous with
ideal; yet the Romantic construction of childhood is marked, I believe, not by the exclusion
of experiences of ‘terror and confusion and guilt’, but by the positioning of the child, often
an undeserving victim of such experiences, against the aspects of adult ‘progress’ from
which those experiences emerge9.

9

See the discussion of Blake, page 33.
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Secondly, while there is indeed an idealising strain to the alignment of the mythologies of
childhood and of New Zealand identity, this is structural in nature and does not preclude the
depiction of childhood experience that is less than ideal. John A. Lee’s Children of the
Poor, for example, has its protagonist experience many terrible events as a result of social
injustice. Lee’s point is not to portray childhood as a terrible time, but to absolve the child
of responsibility for his social circumstances and their consequences, elevating the moral
worth and emotional appeal of the child in the eyes of the reader. If we read the child as a
metaphoric representative of the colonial experience, then the isolation, displacement and
instability the child undergoes exacerbate, rather than diminish, both the accompanying
sense of nostalgia and the idealisation of the subject; the reader is poignantly aware of what
‘might have been’, and perhaps should have been, for a figure so innocent and vulnerable.
This is consistent with the use of the child figure within the structure of the originary myth,
in which the idealisation of childhood is inextricable from the perpetual deferment of that
ideal’s fulfilment. It is this double nature – the ideal and its impossibility – which gives the
child figure its mythic power and broad utility as a fictional device.
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3. Representations of the Child in New Zealand Literature, Mansfield to Frame

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the kinds of representations made of the child in
New Zealand literature before the focal period of this study, in order to establish the context
from which the magical child character of the late twentieth century emerged. This chapter
does not comprise a detailed analysis of every fictional representation of childhood in New
Zealand fiction; it instead comments on those works that have particular bearing on the
development of the magical child archetype. In these works we see the child figure
developed as a rejuvenating haven for the adult imagination, as the victim of both social
and familial dysfunction, as a perpetrator of violence and eventually as a millennial figure
with the potential to determine adult fate. Each of these roles contributes to later
constructions of the magical child character. Some works are also presented for contrast,
suggesting the limits of the contemporary patterns by sketching those areas they do not
reach or barely reach – such as collective representations of the child in the school
environment, and the reflexive consideration of childhood as the formative site of adult
psychology.

3.1 Katherine Mansfield

The child is first visible as a significant entity in New Zealand fiction in the stories of
Katherine Mansfield. A significant portion of Mansfield’s fiction focuses on child
characters and childhood experience; she uses a remarkable variety of thematic approaches
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to this material. Mansfield’s earlier ‘colonial’ New Zealand stories and her European
stories include portrayals of the child as both victimised and victimising; the European
stories suggest Freudian influence in narratives where childhood experience is suggested as
a determinant of adult behaviour. The early New Zealand and European works also include
moments of pointed critique of the mythologies of idealised childhood. In the later New
Zealand stories, however, Mansfield turns certain of the features of such mythologies to her
advantage, employing the figure as a source of rejuvenative energy with both personal and
nationalistic implications.

Lydia Wevers (‘The Sod Under my Feet’) considers Mansfield’s European stories and later
New Zealand stories in the terms of Edward Said’s description of a modernist movement
from ‘a failed idea or possibility of filiation’ to a compensatory ‘affiliation’. According to
this distinction, writes Wevers,

…the stories in which filial or familial structures break down or are unregenerative,
unproductive or self-defeating are the stories located in the country of modernity,
Europe

(37)

while in the later stories we see New Zealand itself, in contrary movement, ‘gather
together, becoming itself, a country, a people, a family, visible and present’ (37). The
earlier New Zealand tales, however, also bear the signs of broken filiation that Wevers
identifies in the European stories, ‘replete’, as those European stories are,
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with instances of incompletely achieved relationships between men and women which
damage the filiative structures of the family, and beyond the family, society….

Children within these damaged structures are emblems of damage itself, from (among the
European stories) the quintessential victim of ‘The-Child-Who-Was-Tired’ (‘perhaps the
most deprived and put-upon of all Mansfield’s heroines’ (Pamela Dunbar, Radical
Mansfield, 34)) to the remembered child-selves in ‘Je ne Parle pas Français’ and ‘A
Married Man’s Story’ who are offered in explication of the dysfunction of the adult
protagonists. Though the children of these stories are victimised, they are not, as the child
victim of the Romantic vision often is, afforded a position of innocent opposition to that
which victimises them. They are the products of their environments, and no more innocent
than that which damages them – the child-who-was-tired, for example, suffocates the infant
in her care, as she is suffocated by ceaseless labour and oppression.

Those stories which investigate childhood through the perspective of the adult character
make the implications about the impact of childhood experience on the development of
identity more explicit and generalised; as Dunbar observes, these stories are indeed radical
in their integration of (then new) psychoanalytic principles, investigating ‘the nature of …
[childhood] traumas and the way they have governed the formation of their subjects’
personalities’ (73). Such an investigation revises the construction not only of the adult
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subject, but of childhood itself, as it became in the post-Freudian world a site of deepening
psychological complexity and significance.

That such a change outmoded certain aspects of Romantic childhood is addressed ironically
by Mansfield herself in ‘Something Childish but very Natural’. This story’s teenage
protagonists are not children, though they are enamoured with the state of childhood – ‘
“That’s all life is – something childish and very natural. Isn’t it?” muses Henry, quoting
Coleridge – and it is this puerility on which their relationship both forms and founders.
Their shared love of things childish screens their opposing approaches to sexuality, which
is seen by Henry as a function of the natural world, and by Edna as a signifier of adulthood.
The contrast exposes the superficial nature of their view of childhood, and causes the loss
of their dream-like relationship. As Dunbar comments, ‘to the extent that [the story’s]
pastiche of Romantic/ Victorian sentimental attitudes fronts fundamental criticism of them
it becomes a disturbing… fable on the perils of clinging to the condition of childhood’ (98).

In Mansfield’s early New Zealand stories, in which the colonial landscape is most visible,
her child figures invoke the lost-child motif which Estrin identifies in Renaissance
literature, and which Peter Pierce locates as central to Australian colonial literature. ‘The
Woman at the Store’ and ‘Millie’ parallel the dangers of the unfamiliar physical terrain
with those of treacherous moral landscapes; the colonial subject is equally lost in both. The
child of ‘The Woman at the Store’ has witnessed her mother murdering her father. The
child has one point in common with the idealised child figure – artistic sensibility – and she
draws everything she sees with extraordinary clarity. The environment itself, however, has
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perverted this vision; the drawings are ‘repulsive’ and she uses them for ‘spite’ – to expose
her murderer mother. This child is the psychological product of the malevolence that
surrounds her; as Dunbar notes, ‘it appears that no aspect of the consoling old-world
Romantic vision can be sustained in the alienating environment of the new colony’ (45).

‘Millie’ replaces the actual child with the surrogate, suggesting the role of the child-figure
in fulfilling the needs of the adult subject. Millie’s childlessness is foregrounded, and
though she claims that she’s ‘never missed’ having children (573), her every perception of
the murder-suspect she harbours pronounces his child-like qualities: he is ‘not much more
than a boy’ (574), and speaks ‘in the little voice of a child talking in his sleep’ (575).
Millie’s latent maternal feeling is aroused: ‘some seed that had never flourished there [in
her bosom], unfolded and struck deep roots and burst into painful leaf’ (574). As in ‘The
Woman at the Store’ however, the outcome is dystopic; Millie’s protective urges are
ultimately overwhelmed by a bloodthirsty excitement at the prospect of the fugitive’s death.

Read as nationalist allegory, these tales, with their murderous mother-figures and
corrupted, betrayed children, suggest a relationship between nation and subject, and
landscape and subject, that is deeply malign. These ‘mothers’ can no more support and
nurture their children than they are nurtured themselves by the harsh locale which
Mansfield paints around them. The lost child of these stories is not, like the foundlings of
the stories Estrin examines, assured of a return home, but instead personifies the anxiety of
settlers in a land where, as Pierce suggests in the Australian context, ‘they might never be
at peace’ (xii).
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In direct contrast to these is the environment suggested by ‘How Pearl Button was
Kidnapped’, a story which also contains Mansfield’s most direct representation of Maori
culture. Pearl Button is a very young child who is ‘kidnapped’ by two Maori women, and
spends an idyllic day with them at their home and by the sea. Again the child is ‘lost’ in
alien surroundings; this time, however, the experience is transformed by contact with the
very people who are invisible in the other colonial tales. Mansfield presents, through these
Maori characters, a relationship to the natural world that is easy and plentiful, in contrast to
the lifestyle of Pearl’s own people, described by her questions to her hosts: “Haven’t you
got any Houses of Boxes? …Don’t you all live in a row? Don’t the men go to offices?
Aren’t there any nasty things?” (522). In her day of being kidnapped, Pearl experiences the
bounty of the sea, freedom from her many layers of clothing, the generosity of her new
friend’s comfortable lap. The landscape has nothing in common with the landscape of
emptiness and hostility conveyed in the other colonial tales, and likewise Pearl Button is a
very different expression of childhood to those found in those tales.

Here Mansfield seems to indulge in those very constructs that ‘Something Childish and
Very Natural’ critiques. The alignment of the child with a bevy of Romantic signifiers – a
‘natural’ landscape, freedom from oppression and responsibility, the Maori themselves –
against the tropes of establishment and authority suggests her as a figure of innocence: the
antagonistic forces in this story are entirely external to the child. ‘Pearl Button’ invests in
an opposition between the natural and cultural realms, and posits the child, and the
sympathy of the reader, with the former. When law and order intervene, however, in the
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form of ‘a crowd of little blue men to carry her back to the House of Boxes’ (523), the
reader is presented with two apparently conflicting narrative movements: the loss of the
Romantic ideal, which cannot survive the intervention of authority, and the return of the
lost child – a resolution which had not been possible in other colonial tales. Though the
civilised and domestic realm that Pearl escapes is presented in an entirely negative light, it
is still the sustained reality to which Pearl will be returned. Her adventure away from home
is appealing, and earns the reader’s sympathy, but ultimately it is no more sustainable than
the juvenile dreams of Henry and Edna.

‘Pearl Button’ provides a momentary external view of the ‘civilised’ New Zealand that
appears in Mansfield’s later works. Wevers describes this New Zealand (largely presented
through the ‘Burnell’ family), as a

deeply conservative representation of nation, …spread[ing] its materialist patriarchal
bounty in oppositional relation to the fragmented discontinuities of arid, post-war,
modernist Europe.
(45)

Wevers argues that rather than generating a new order to counter the filiative failures
described by the European (and early colonial) stories, the Burnell stories reiterate ‘the
patriarchal family (the ‘office’ of the father) as a basic institution of social order’ (40), an
institution which is ‘literally generated by [the father’s] power to surmount [the mother’s]
resistance to childbearing’ (41). Where ‘Pearl Button’ posits the child, with nature and the
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native, as external to such institutions, here there is no clear dichotomy: the child both
supports the institution, and alleviates its effects. Wevers makes the point that the vision of
childhood presented in the Burnell stories holds both personal and nationalistic
implications; she suggests (quoting Homi K. Bhabha, 291) that from Mansfield’s
relationship with her brother, and

…the break with childhood that his death meant to her, came her drive to renew, to
inscribe and make visible the space constructed by exile and by the loss of filiation, the
‘imagined community of the nation-people’.
(38)

These stories, argues Wevers, can be separated neither from the need for a personal
recuperation of childhood terrain, nor from ‘their metonymic function in writing the nation’
(Wevers, 39). Thus the territories of childhood and nationhood coincide; New Zealand
becomes‘a country where the dead are new-born’ (35), a place rediscovered through
childhood vision, and in which childhood vision is rediscovered.

Central to the Burnell stories are the perceptions of Kezia, a character Dunbar describes as
a ‘Romantic’ ‘ideal child – endowed both with a kind heart and with a gift for appreciating
beauty’ (173). Yet Dunbar also acknowledges that the characterisation of the child is
sophisticated enough to include ‘supressed anxieties and … a sense of incipient and
disturbing sexual awareness’ (148) which are elements that speak more of a post-Freudian
understanding of childhood. An affinity with Romanticism might, however, be seen in the
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use of Kezia’s perspective as a regenerative force. The sense of newness which pervades
Kezia’s perceptions, and her wonder at the world around her, plays a significant role in
creating Mansfield’s intended effect of family life as ‘warmth and hydrangeas’ instead of
‘hatred and linoleum’ (quoted in Dunbar, ix).

The depiction of the infant Mansfield created to represent her dead brother affirms the
child-figure as a revivifying presence: the emotional detachment of Kezia’s mother Linda,
which forms a core theme of the Burnell stories, is thawed by the baby’s smile in a pivotal
moment of ‘At the Bay’. Yet Linda’s detachment is worth examining, for despite the
resolution offered by that moment, the role of children in these stories is made significantly
more complex by her attitude. By Linda’s own assessment, at least, ‘she did not love her
children’: she ‘was broken, made weak, her courage was gone, through child-bearing’, and
had ‘no warmth left to give them’ (223). The children are a symbol of uncontained
regeneration to her – ‘[t]he children and the gardens will grow bigger and bigger’
(‘Prelude’, 54) – but it is a regeneration that threatens her own destruction1.

Ultimately, however, Linda’s fear and detachment is overwhelmed by emotional
connection with her son. ‘I don’t like babies’, she informs the infant, but his affection is
both unswerving and contagious:

1

The antagonism this suggests between the life forces of mother and child is present as a significant thread of
later New Zealand works.
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‘[H]e only squeezed up his eyes, slyly, and rolled his head on the pillow. He didn’t
believe a word she said.
“We all know about that!” smiled the boy.
Linda was so astonished at the confidence of this little creature….Ah no, be sincere.
That was not what she felt; it was something far different, it was something so new,
so… The tears danced in her eyes; she breathed in a small whisper to the boy, “Hallo,
my funny!”
(223)

Though Mansfield has disturbed the assumptions of maternal love, and of the child’s ability
to incite it, their restoration constitutes a resolving force and the emotional core of her most
substantial fictional setting2. The rejuvenating power of the child counteracts the effect of
alienating social structures on the individual, and provides life at the heart of Mansfield’s
depiction of New Zealand as a child’s realm.

It is perhaps this final articulation of the child’s role that has the clearest echoes in
contemporary New Zealand literary treatments of the child; in more than half of the books
discussed here, the child is a renewing agent who offers life within and against the
incursions and failures of the social fabric. Yet there are other echoes, too; parallels of the
problematic relationship between child and landscape and child and maternal figure can be
found in the numerous works here which forewarn or directly depict environmental
calamity. Though there may not be any direct link between, for example, ‘The Child at the

2

See ‘The Sod Under My Feet, 43.
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Store’ and Arena, they share a barrenness of landscape and an absence of maternal warmth
which suggests a powerful and persisting counter-myth to the ‘greener’ renditions of New
Zealand as a mother country.

3.2 Robin Hyde

Robin Hyde’s Wednesday’s Children also invokes the figure of the child as a rejuvenating
presence for the mother. The depiction of its child characters seems considerably more
simplistic than Mansfield’s, until it is revealed in the novel’s last pages that the children
depicted are imaginary, the wishful fantasy of an alienated woman. The children have been
constructed as (to borrow Blum’s description of the Romantic child) an ‘extra-social haven
from the anxieties attendant on adult experience’; the novel is unusual in making their
status as constructed beings a central narrative device.

It is not until the end of Wednesday’s Children that the reader is given to understand that
the five children born out of wedlock to Wednesday Gilfillan, and maintained on a
paradisiacal island with her lottery winnings, are figments of her imagination. It emerges in
the novel’s last few pages that island, lottery money and imaginary children had been an
escape from life within her half-brother’s household, an existence so oppressive that
Wednesday’s alternative to the imaginary life she creates is suicide. Wednesday ‘did not
want to die, she just didn’t want to live as she had been living, as it seemed inevitable that
she must live’ (110). She sees herself as one of ‘thousands of Wednesdays, of older women,
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of disillusioned and disconnected males, of frightened young girls’ who ‘wander unhappily
about the world wondering whether to die on a mountain top or in the middle of the ocean
would cause their relatives the lesser inconvenience’ (112).

Wednesday, by severing ties with her family and defining her own physical and
imaginative territory to occupy, creates another alternative for herself to combat the
restrictions of her social circumstances. Though she might otherwise be ‘just there to
contain things, a receptacle for simmering personalities’ (113) she inverts the image by
becoming a source from which things emerge – a mother who turns out fine children of her
own making, even finer than ordinary children in that they are imaginary, and therefore
unable to turn their maker into a receptacle for their own simmering personalities.

Like many works, Hyde’s uses the child figure as a means of possible escape from – or
resolution to – the problems of the adult world. Like most fictional children, they are
aligned with the world of the imagination; but Hyde is unusually canny in making them
actual products of the imagination, for she thus safeguards them from assimilation into the
adult world. Their various adventures all have an air of the fantastic about them – Attica
kidnapping a choirboy to use as a model for her sculpting, Dorset running away with a mad
prophet in search of the Holy Land, Naples playing happily with a lion in its cage at the
circus.

Reinhardt Kuhn writes that
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the cartographers of [the] fictional countries [of childhood] are of necessity adults, and
thus there is always a residue of doubt in the reader’s mind concerning their
geographies.
(65)

The children’s adventures, and the idyllic nature of life on the island, do not constitute a
convincing cartography of childhood; the resolution of the novel, however, reveals that this
is not their intention. Rather they are a portrayal of what someone ‘edged off the earth’
(274) (as Wednesday describes herself) might create as an imaginative haven: there are no
intrusions from outside society except the most benign – no school, church, unwanted
family or social presences; the island even remains blissfully sunny through the middle of
winter. Wednesday need not attend to the less entertaining aspects of motherhood, as her
Maori maid Maritana performs the labour that maintains the household. The island is
effectively a world where Wednesday herself may become a child – a child, that is, playing
grown-ups.

The romance of Wednesday’s idea of her children is pronounced: she writes that
‘…children and puppies and flowers have always seemed to me the most hopeful of living
things’ (274), and the children she creates for her romance, which might be seen as
projected aspects of her otherwise suffocated psyche, neatly embody numerous of the
characteristics most frequently associated with the child. The infant twins are a picture of
blank and appealing innocence, ‘so fat and pink that they looked like cabbage roses, or pink
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sugar Dutch dolls’ (21). Naples is a nature child, able to conjure up exotic animals simply
by wishing hard enough, while Attica is an artist, untouched by repression, who wanders
the island naked and unabashed. Dorset, too, becomes a familiar figure when his difficult
journey towards the ‘Holy Land’ with a mad prophet renders him both as a kind of spiritual
martyr and a lost child.

Wednesday’s fantasy children screen almost all evidence of the entity of the child in her
physical life. Wednesday has ‘borrowed’ from a children’s home the only actual children
who appear in the novel, in order to present to them her dying uncle as her own. The
precarious livelihood of these actual children (the orphanage they come from is supported
by Wednesday’s donated lottery money) is a reminder of a drab reality that does not
compare well with the life Wednesday has imagined for herself and her children. Neither
do the children themselves. Seen by Mr Bellister, they are a disappointing manifestation of
Wednesday’s dream:

The trouble was [thinks Bellister], he had somehow expected Wednesday’s children to
be different, to weave around themselves something of the essential Wednesday. They
should be like flowers, like flames, like queer little copper-coloured heathen gods out
of a dim bush. Not necessarily beautiful, but almost violently free from the things that
pin us down. With a pang he realised that what he had been visioning was unreal.
(239)

Bellister’s insight might be taken as a broad comment on the construction of childhood in
the adult imagination; while this kind of fantasy is an optional indulgence for Bellister,
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however, it is an indispensable survival tool for Wednesday, for whom reality is too grim to
be borne without the fantasy intact.

Hyde’s novel The Godwits Fly, published a year later, provides a more detailed image of
the ‘reality’ of children and childhood that Wednesday’s fantasy supplants. Augusta
Hannay is exhausted by the requirements of caring for her offspring in a difficult marriage
with few economic resources; her children’s experience of growing up is tainted by the
‘quarrelling…[which] made everything in the house seem funny and strained, a tone too
loud’ (39). Those typified images of childhood which do appear are undermined by irony:
when Eliza Hannay and her friend Simone become lost in the bush, Eliza feigns
unconsciousness at the moment they are about to be found again, to avoid their parents’
anger. The adaptation of the antipodean lost-child scenario gives the child considerably less
innocence, and more agency, than the type traditionally allows.

As adults, Eliza and her sister Carly also have disappointing experiences of the realities of
children: the jilted Carly decides to become a maternity nurse, her ‘mind filled with a
procession of white woollen babies’ (217) only to discover that she ‘hadn’t the courage or
the strength to help… all the wrong babies in the world’ (221). The ‘wrong babies’ are the
many born deformed, illegitimate, dead or ‘unmentionable’; Eliza herself bears one – her
illegitimate son is still-born; the pregnancy is traumatic, and the birth threatens both Eliza’s
life and her sanity.
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The vast contrast between Eliza’s ‘real’ experience of motherhood and Wednesday’s
imagined experience is linked by the desperation of Wednesday’s life beyond her fantasy.
In the book’s final chapter, the fantasy disintegrates under the pressure of Wednesday’s
new relationship with Mr Bellister, who insists on visiting the island. Wednesday permits
the visit on condition that he does not meet her children; but the visit precipitates her
suicide; the letter she leaves Bellister explains that ‘in a little while, [the island] might be
misty and faraway beside you, a stupid discarded toy’ (277) – the ‘reality’ of Mr Bellister
threatens Wednesday’s imagined reality to the degree that she can sustain neither the
fantasy nor her own life.

Wednesday’s Children posits the fantasy of childhood as a state of purity and vitality – but
only in very limited circumstances, which cannot survive the requirements of the social and
material world. Wednesday’s children seem to exist almost as Platonic forms; they provide
a more sustained respite for her than Linda Burnell can find in her infant son, and
Wednesday sacrifices her own life to preserve their integrity. It seems that once they are
mingled with material realities they will lose their value; they will be as difficult and
damaging to their mother’s well-being as the ‘wrong babies’ of The Godwits Fly, or the
children which had ‘broken’ and ‘chilled’ Linda Burnell.

Chris Price (Opening the Book) writes that

[i]n creating a community of women, children and indigenous people who are close to
nature, Hyde foreshadowed the sometimes uneasy alliances between the feminist,
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environmental and indigenous rights movements that emerged during the 1960s and
1970s, which Hyde herself should have lived to see.’
(60)

These alliances are made very visible by the shared use of the magical child figure to
express the visions of each of those movements in many of the magical child texts. The
children Hyde creates for Wednesday Gilfillan are prototypical in the way they embody the
utopian hopes those movements will be propelled by. Yet Wednesday’s children may also
be predictive in their dissolution; the loss of firm distinction and opposition between
Wednesday and the society she exists outside is paralleled by the loss of the firm distinction
and opposition between those progressive rights movements and the hegemonic social
establishments depicted in the contemporary texts. In both Hyde’s book and those texts, the
magical image of the child becomes considerably diminished (if not disappeared) as a
result.

3.3 John A. Lee

The opposition of innocent child to flawed society has application as social critique in those
contemporary texts which are informed by ideals of social egalitarianism and
environmental sustainability. The didactic origins of such critique in the social-realist
tradition can be seen in Lee’s Children of the Poor, an almost Dickensian drama of the
child as the victim of social ills. Lee’s novel, first published in 1934, is clear in intention
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from the first sentence: it is ‘the story of how I became a thief...' (5). Partly
autobiographical, it seeks to illustrate the causal relationship between circumstances of
extreme poverty and criminal activity (the narrator’s thievery and his sister's prostitution)
demonstrating the principle of socialisation as the key tenet of a plea for social justice. It
also demonstrates the essential role the suffering of the child plays in texts which use its
innocence and vulnerability to establish the need for social reform; this pattern is
identifiable in many of the contemporary texts studied here.

Though Lee's narrator (Albany Porcello) frequently employs a kind of ironic spiritual
humility when he directly engages with the purpose of the work ('so vicious am I that out of
the gutter I see virtue shining through filth' (7)), his primary intention is never in doubt. The
events of Albany’s childhood all demonstrate the operation of an apparently unbreakable
cycle: poverty creates unbearable circumstances, poverty allows only sordid means of
relieving such circumstances, those means drive respectability further away, further
entrenching poverty. Thus Albany steals and Rose sells sex for money in order to abate
hunger, cold and despair before either is old enough for other work. When they become old
enough for legitimate employment, their histories intrude. Positive events or circumstances,
created by luck or by determined effort towards respectability, are short-lived, inevitably
destroyed by a lack of the financial or social means to maintain them.

There is no room in Lee’s portrayal for idealisation of the state of childhood; for his
protagonists, hunger takes its grip too early. 'It may be,' the narrator surmises, 'that we were
both vicious while yet in our mother's womb or as we suckled at her distraught and
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famished breast' (5). Yet there is still here an idealisation of the child itself. Though Lee, in
irony, offers the reader the idea that the child may be innately corrupt, it is clear that the
intention of this passage is somewhat the opposite: the child is ultimately vulnerable,
allowed barely the time in the womb before the corruptions of poverty infiltrate. In this way
Lee makes the perversion of these children’s natures a travesty, while securing the notion
that the child’s natural state is uncorrupted.

By necessity of the book's homiletic function, Albany has few resources with which to
counteract the degradations of his social position; none of those resources is ultimately
valuable under the longer-term pressures of Albany’s life. Albany's relationship with his
sister, his mother, God, his grandmother, and his school and work environments are all
momentary sources of strength or comfort that are fatally disrupted by those pressures,
resulting finally in the court conviction that will send him to a reformatory. 'Doomed to
restraint for seven or eight years' (252), his only weapon against despair now is the
resolution to run away that he chants; a resolution which will in time, the narrator tells us,
see him running and hiding 'like a hare' (254), dehumanised at last.

From the beginning Albany's struggle is defined by the nature of the narrator's enquiry ('a
piece of human accountancy' (7)) as a moral struggle. Yet the grown-up Albany picks over
the recollections of his child self searching for evidence, not so much of an innate good or
evil, but of an innate courage or cowardice within him. It seems that the narrator accepts the
construction of the child as basically good-intentioned, only to defer the moral accountancy
to a secondary issue: that of fortitude. This inquiry too, however, is deliberately fruitless;
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the narrator's conclusion (given almost at the outset) is that 'one is too human to produce a
profit and loss account'. The narrator is therefore able to 'hand the balancing on to detached
souls who, holding their noses, may condemn from respectable heights' (7). No conclusion
can be made about the culpability of the child, because of the culpability of the very people
(and system) who pass such judgements. It seems the book’s true intention is to draw this
culpability to the attention of the reader.

Obviously, none of the magical child texts remain entirely within the bounds of social
realism. However, the clarity of the connection in Lee’s work between social critique and
the child’s suffering offers a basis for understanding the eminence of childhood suffering in
the contemporary texts. The deaths, near-deaths and various physical and emotional
debilitations apportioned to those children are frequently used as a pointed sign of
weakness in the social fabric, made all the more pointed when the potential the child offers
(and which may be damaged by adult misdeeds) is divinely imbued.

3.4 James Courage

The moral aspect of Lee’s approach is echoed, to a degree, by James Courage’s The Young
Have Secrets (1954), where the child is victimised within the domestic environment in
events that emphasise adult wrongs. Courage’s novel, in the mold of Henry James’ What
Maisie Knew and L. P. Hartley’s The Go-Between, depicts the child caught up in the sexual
dramas of the adults around him. Walter Blakiston is sent to live with his headmaster’s
family, as a result of conflict between his mother and father. In his year away, Walter
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witnesses disturbing events in his headmaster’s family, as the three Garnett daughters
compete for the love of one daughter’s husband. Walter is taken into the confidence of
numerous parties as circumstances develop towards tragedy, which occurs in the event of
the married daughter’s stress-induced heart attack. Walter’s witnessing of events, and his
unintentional role in them, have a traumatic effect on the boy, compounded by his
peripheral awareness of the tensions of his parents’ marriage.

The use Courage’s adult characters make of Walter is primarily as an unconscious
messenger; they frequently ply him for information of a significance unknown to him.
Though Courage’s novel is not as overtly didactic as Lee’s, the actions of the adults, and
their damaging effect on the child, have a strong moral impact. This impact is reinforced
through the symbolic device of a dog’s death; Walter had witnessed the dog, fatally injured
by a tram, being thrown off a bridge to drown by the tram driver. Walter, hit by the
metaphorical tram of adult passions, later accuses one of the adult parties of trying to drown
him; his identification with the dog emphasises the impression of his victimisation by
forces, and persons, beyond his control. Throughout, his adult ‘friends’ cultivate his
affection primarily for selfish motives; he is used by numerous parties to obtain information
about both their lovers and rivals. The possible impact of this use of Walter on Walter
himself does not appear to occur to the adult characters, and as their own affairs gather
momentum, the friendships they have cultivated with him are largely forgotten.

As well as functioning as a messenger figure in a sexual conflict, Walter is also caught in a
conflict between classes which has perhaps a deeper bearing on the events which unfold.
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The Garnett family, with their genteel mannerisms and their nostalgia for ‘Mother
England’, are strongly contrasted by the household of Walter’s best friend, Jimmy Nelson.
Jimmy, his washer-woman mother and his drunken father are a grotesque caricature of
working-class life. It is Mrs Nelson’s deliberate and malicious spreading of gossip she has
extracted from Walter which precipitates the death of Hilda Macaulay, the married Garnett
daughter; Mrs Nelson is motivated by spite for the snobbish Mrs Macaulay, whose washing
she launders, and who she believes is ‘[a]lways sneering to people that I’d married a filthy
Maori’ (237).

Thus the class struggle might also be construed as a conflict between two opposing ideas of
national or cultural identity. Mrs Nelson describes the Garnetts as ‘[a] bit stuck-up perhaps,
a bit too English’ (42). Mrs Garnett defends this Anglicism with the statement that ‘we’re
English. ...Why should we get away from England...[when our] roots are still English?’
(51). The alternative, as presented by the Nelson family, is stridently local, but presented
with little sympathy; among Mrs Nelson’s many vulgarities, operative as signifiers of her
class status, is her de facto relationship with her son’s father, who is characterised
according to the most blatant of racial stereotypes. The only Maori portrayed in the book
(aside from his ‘half-caste’ son Jimmy), he is drunken, indolent and violent, a pointed
contrast to the romantic heroism Jimmy sees in both him and his culture. Where the
Garnett’s ‘backward-looking’3 affection for England is contextualised as part of a civilising

3

Lawrence Jones in The Oxford Companion to New Zealand Literature, 600.
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education and a civilised lifestyle, the Nelsons live apparently without history or dignity.
Mrs Nelson’s unseemly embrace of the pleasures of the moment is one with her embrace of
the degraded figure of the Maori, who also has no apparent value for England, civilised
behaviour or hard work, the values prized by the Garnetts.

Walter’s role in both the sexual and cultural conflicts portrayed here is mediatory. By virtue
of his being a child, and therefore not sexually distinct, he bridges the social barriers
between genders, such that members of both treat him as confidante. He also acts as a
bridge between the cultural divides that the novel emphasises, being absorbed at times into
both the Garnett and the Nelson households. Each of these households regards him as an
ally, again because he is seen primarily as a child, lacking in the distinctive features which
would mark him as a member of another class, regardless of his background. But while the
novel achieves a resolution of the sexual conflicts it presents, it does not achieve the same
effect with regard to the parallel class and cultural divides.

Though the romantic menage-a-quatre the Garnett daughters are involved in is presented as
a sordid business with tragic consequences, the perspectives of each of the involved parties
are also presented with a certain degree of sympathy; their crimes are crimes of passion,
ultimately understood and apparently acquitted in the point of view of Walter. Walter’s
distress over events at the Garnetts is resolved by a conversation he has with his mother
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when he returns home; his mother’s admission of a ‘physical love’ for his father allows
Walter to integrate what he has seen of romance as one of the natural processes of life:

By her confession that she too had been a party to those mysterious emotions that had
so agitated Miss Rose, his mother had released him from his guilt and his pain. His
own parents had not been exempt from that madness that had puzzled him and through
which he himself had been begotten. He glanced down at his hands and his body as
though only now did they belong to him, the individual Walter that would eventually
perhaps create his own image.
(269 - 270)

Walter’s new understanding of the nature of the sexual conflict he has witnessed apparently
leaves him without blame for the involved parties. Courage’s resolution of the class and
cultural conflict seems somewhat more partisan. Sympathy for Mrs Nelson is never
achieved through Walter’s point of view, or indeed elsewhere in the novel. Though she
offers a somewhat hysterical explanation of her actions when confronted by Walter, her
character never transcends vulgarity, or an ugly culpability for the death of Hilda
Macaulay. If she and her family are read as versions of a New Zealand identity constructed
in rejection of the civilising influence of English culture and education, and in
acknowledgement of Maori culture, then the novel’s presentation of such an identity is
overwhelmingly negative.
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A further resolution of the hostile contrasts in national identity represented by the Garnett
and Nelson households might be sought in Walter’s reintegration into his parents’ home.
The Blakistons, as a farming family, appear somewhat more acquainted with the physical
realities of the New Zealand landscape than the Garnetts; in this their lifestyle might be
seen as something of a compromise between the presentations of English-New Zealand or
Maori-New Zealand identities. Walter’s future, as envisioned by his father, is as a farmer;
he sees Walter’s education as something of a threat to that aim. If we take the child Walter
as representing particular possibilities of a national future, then the viable alternatives
presented to him are of life following education constructed around an Anglicised values
system, or around the physical life of taming and farming the land. Whatever future
alternatives might have been suggested through the representation of the tangata whenua in
the novel are less than relevant to Walter’s future, and can only be seen as a destructive
influence in his present.

In Courage’s novel we see the source of the child’s victimisation in the traumas and
stresses of the individual family, where the child’s perceived emptiness and innocence
make him the perfect conduit for tensions and attractions across the gender breach. This
pattern has echoes in many texts of the contemporary period (most clearly in the bone
people and each of Ihimaera’s books) where children must at various times navigate
between maternal and paternal figures who are alienated from one another. Often this
pattern is complicated, on the domestic scale, by interruptions of parenthood and various
other internal and external conflicts. However, as was noted in the previous chapter, the
broader pattern of conflict across the contemporary novels can be read as a large-scale
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projection of this domestic scenario: the child must bridge and resolve the alienation
between the maternal environment and patriarchal social structures.

Courage’s depiction of Walter as caught between cultures formed around conflicting
notions of national identity is interesting to contrast with the novels of the focal period.
Where Walter’s viable choices, as a Pakeha child, are between an Anglicised intellectual
life and the physical life of the Pakeha New Zealand farm4 (with Maoritanga a sad and
corrupt background contrast) the Maori children of the contemporary period (and Hulme’s
Simon) must choose between – or find ways to integrate – a recovered sense of Maoritanga
and the demands and incursions of social and economic structures evolved in excluding that
culture. This evidences a considerable shift in the accepted literary discourse regarding the
roles of Maori and European influences on a New Zealand identity.

In noting this, it must also be noted that Maori people are not visible in the contemporary
novels by Pakeha authors5, so any role that the children of those novels may play in the
formation of New Zealand’s cultural identity occurs in a social world perhaps even more
Pakeha than Walter’s. This is not to say that they occur in the same cultural world, or
present the same cultural options as The Young Have Secrets; they do not reach towards
England, and farm life is a distant background. A distaste for tokenism, and an
unwillingness to represent ‘on behalf of’ a different racial group may provide one account

4

Frank Sargeson presents a similar conflict in Memoirs of a Peon.

5

Unless one considers Hulme Pakeha, as C.K. Stead does (‘Keri Hulme’s the bone people’, 340).
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for the absence of Maori in these books 6. Furthermore, utopian (or dystopian)
constructions of many of these novels suggest a critical stance on the hegemonies they
occur within; not unlike that presented in the Maori novels. Nonetheless, if one wonders
what presence Maori culture might have in a world envisioned and fictionally articulated
through the figure of the Pakeha child, the answer is not to be found in these books.

Perhaps the greatest significance of Courage’s novel to this thesis is that it crystallises, in
the domestic context, the use of the child for adult purposes that are not determined by or
related to the child’s own needs or interests. A question which must be repeatedly asked, in
the readings to follow, is to what degree this same pattern occurs in those contemporary
novels which see the child performing acts of self-sacrifice to alleviate situations of adult
making.

3.5 Ian Cross

Ian Cross’s 1957 novel The God Boy also positions the child in the midst of adult conflict;
Jimmy Sullivan is, like Walter Blakiston, conscripted to mediate the differences between
male and female adult parties, and suffers in the process. The God Boy, unlike Courage’s
novel, is told in the first person; it is thirteen-year-old Jimmy’s relation of traumatising
events which occurred to him two years earlier, and this device creates the impression of a

6

Cranna’s Arena can be read as a thematic consideration of the issues of post-colonialism in the abstract,
which would support this idea.
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window into the active formation of personality7. Joan Stevens’s introduction to the book
notes that Cross’s novel is in some respects the direct descendent of John A. Lee’s novel;
Cross’s intention is to examine the circumstances of serious familial dysfunction, ‘an area’,
states Stevens, ‘given fictional embodiment before this only in...Children of the Poor’(7).
The God Boy, like Lee’s novel, seeks to contextualise the anti-social behaviour of a child,
though Cross’s portrait is more psychologically based than Lee’s social tract. It is
noteworthy, though, that while the limitations of the child’s voice tend to rule out the
possibility of extended social observation or comment, Jimmy’s experiences are the result
of a severe family breakdown, and the social factors of this breakdown, touching on class,
gender, religion, and issues of national identity, are made apparent. In this the novel seems
a precursor to the bone people, The Matriarch and The Dream Swimmer, each of which
shows the child character in distressing familial situations which are a consequence of
social dislocations.

Jimmy Sullivan witnesses the conflict between his parents, and reports its outward signs,
without the full ability to interpret them either at the time of their occurrence, or at the time
he tells the story. The reader, however, gleans a picture of a marriage in deep distress,
suffering the effects of the father’s long-term alcoholism, the mother’s secret abortion,
possible physical abuse and creeping financial strain. The crisis erupts; Jimmy’s mother

7

It is noteworthy that only Ihimaera’s diptych employs anything akin to this reflexivity of character, in
Tama’s investigation of his own childhood. Even here, it is difficult to make stable conclusions about the
impact Tama’s childhood has on his adulthood. Questions that arise from this observation are: do the
contemporary novelists eschew notions of personality formation that influenced writers such as Cross,
Ballantyne and even Mansfield? If not, what is it about the thematic structure of these novels that has such
notions recede into the background?
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murders his father and is taken into psychiatric incarceration, while Jimmy is sent to an
orphanage school.

The tension between Jimmy’s mother and father is centred around Mr Sullivan’s failure to
have ‘got on in life’, a failure which he blames on the Depression and on his wife. Jimmy’s
request for a bike (‘I’m the only boy at school who hasn’t got [one] (31)) feeds into the
conflict in ways he intuits, rather than understands, but it is apparent by the time this
conflict arises that financial disappointment is a significant and on-going factor in the
family’s situation. Poverty may not be an exact description of this family’s situation – the
older child is away at boarding school, and Jimmy does get his bike (though we are not sure
by what means) – however it is clear that the bitterness which eats at the parents’
relationship has as one of its roots expectations of economic well-being, and perhaps class
status, which lie unmet.

Intertwined with these are unmet expectations of adequate role-fulfilment by each parent.
Mrs Sullivan commits perhaps the ultimate of ‘unwomanly’ acts by procuring an abortion –
an event which the adult reader has enough information to identify, while Jimmy does not.
On the day of the abortion, Jimmy’s mother is replaced by the abortionist he finds in his
kitchen – a very fat woman who will not let him see his own mother, and who reneges on
the promise of an ice-cream. As a representation of a negation of motherhood, the image of
the abortionist is acute. Later, Mrs Sullivan’s abortion incurs the wrath of Mr Sullivan, who
shouts things at her that Jimmy won’t recount – ‘they were such queer names’ (38) But if
the names denote Mrs Sullivan as a failed wife, mother, and woman, then she had earned
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them, in Mr Sullivan’s eyes, well before the abortion, by ‘pulling him down’ and blocking
his way to worldly success.

Mr Sullivan, by failing to provide adequately for his family (in his own eyes), and by
drinking excessively (in his wife’s eyes) similarly falls short of the requirements of
husband and father. His attempts to account to Jimmy for their lot in life, aside from laying
blame squarely with Mrs Sullivan, also introduce notions of cultural identity dormant
elsewhere in the text. ‘Sullivan is an Irish name,’ he confesses to Jimmy, before redeeming
the family honour – ‘but we’re a British branch of the family. Family went to England from
Ireland and made money there. Merchants. Not many Irish can do that.’ That his particular
branch should have ended up in New Zealand is similarly qualified by the reassurance that
they were a farming family, ‘big people before the First World War’. Mr Sullivan bolsters
his sense of his own status with assertions that he was once not only ‘a wealthy man’, but a
man with connections: ‘an Englishman, an aide to the governor-general, [was] one of my
best friends’ (30).

Where The Young Have Secrets makes no direct critique of Anglophilia as a defining
feature of New Zealand identity (though its ‘bookishness’ may be presented as less healthy
than farming life), in The God Boy reverence for ‘Mother England’ is reasonably clearly
established as a factor of an unhealthy worldview. Mr Sullivan derives his sense of
(stymied) worth from ancestral and social proximity to England and English power; there
could be few stronger indications of his belief in an inadequacy inherent to both Irish and
New Zealand identity. Sullivan’s attempts to expunge or off-set this inadequacy are
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doomed, of course, because of the ineradicability of both his Irish ancestry and his New
Zealand environment, and because it is the fact of these circumstances (and not his
perception of them) that he sees as problematic. A similar sense of impediment pervades
his view of all levels of his environment: he refers to himself as ‘stuck in this godforsaken
dump’ (22), without defining its parameters, allowing us to read ‘this dump’ as referring
simultaneously to his house, his marriage, his job, the town Raggleton, and New Zealand
itself.

Jimmy has no such perceptions of the inadequacies of his surroundings. He sees no
inadequacy in the family home, and considers himself lucky to live in Raggleton, where the
beach is ‘the best place in the world for kids’ (25). The innocence of his viewpoint, and the
phenomenological restrictions of the narrative style, converge in the inference that the
sense which characters make of their situations (not just situations themselves) plays a key
role in the development of events. Hence Jimmy sees the face of the devil in a shop
window, breaks the window and continues his own spiral of panic and distress, only to later
realise that the face had merely been that of the Hindu shopkeeper. Similarly, Mr Sullivan’s
failure to find a more satisfactory reading of his own circumstances, and to derive or
maintain a positive (personal and cultural) identity within them, is key to his downfall. That
the author has prefaced notions of national identity in the largest section of dialogue (and
the only passage resembling self-reflection) that Sullivan is given, adds weight to the
consideration of notions of nationality in the configuration of identity.
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Like Albany Porcello, few resources are available to Jimmy to help him alleviate his
difficulties. He seeks understanding or assistance variously from his sister, his friends, and
the nuns and priest at his Catholic school, finding each either unwilling or unable to help.
Jimmy’s only significant human ally lies in Bloody Jack, a figure quite literally on the
margins of his community. ‘Dirty and old and knobbly’ (24) he sits perpetually on the
wharf, fishing, but catching few fish, and talking constantly, whether to Jimmy or to
himself. Unlike the other figures in Jimmy’s life, he does in fact listen to Jimmy’s troubles.
His advice, in response, also prefaces the issue of perception – he suggests that Jimmy deal
with his troubles by ‘see[ing] nothing, hear[ing] nothing’; failing that, he suggests, ‘just
don’t care’(50). Thus Jimmy is himself led to the manipulation of his own perceptions as a
tool to maintain emotional integrity, and ‘I don’t care’ becomes Jimmy’s, and the book’s,
refrain.

The phrase seems to provide, for the thirteen-year-old Jimmy narrating the story, much of
what the eleven-year-old Jimmy had found in ‘protection tricks’ – compulsive behaviours
he used to distance the stresses of his family life. These tricks are in a sense predecessors of
the magical abilities possessed by child characters in the later novels; ritualised behaviours
of cryptic significance, they work, though Jimmy does not attempt to fathom how. Some
have religious content – as well as shoving his hands under the hot tap, touching the
wallpaper on both sides of the hall, and singing, Jimmy also relies on saying Hail Marys
and (when outdoors) shouting at God. The effect of these tricks is profound and physical,
alleviating the symptoms of extreme stress Jimmy is subject to. Though they may offer
relief, they act as textual signifiers of Jimmy’s suffering, and in this they are closely akin to
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the acts of healing performed by Mayhew in Treasure, or even to the act of speech as
performed by the kehua child of Cousins.

Jimmy’s spiritual imagination and experience have a strong role in his repertoire of devices
to maintain a functional identity. Shouting at God is consistent with his security in the
belief that he is a ‘God boy’ – ‘a boy that God has his eye on’. This belief is fundamental to
Jimmy’s sense of safety, for it means that regardless of mishaps, or of any argument he may
have with God, ‘there’s nothing really to be worried about, because God is watching and
will sort things out’(100). Jimmy even re-images his witnessing of a scene of physical
violence between his parents to include God watching on; it is only when this system of
protective belief is challenged by religious conformity, as presented by the nuns and priest,
that Jimmy becomes violent in response to his situation, breaking windows and attacking
Bloody Jack. The polarisation of a functional individual spirituality against (more or less
empty) institutionalised religion is also found in several of the recent texts (The Skinny
Louie Book, Treasure, The Visitation). Yet where Cross writes Jimmy’s spiritual
communication as primarily a function of psychological distress, the newer texts actualise
their children’s spiritual experiences, in keeping with the reification, which occurs in those
texts, of the child as an entity beyond the full ken of adult experience.

By the time thirteen-year-old Jimmy comes to tell his story, he has integrated violence into
his personality. Violence seems his only defence against the God he no longer sees as able
to, in every situation, ‘sort things out’:
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You know, if I went after God I could beat him, too, unless he killed me. And he
wouldn’t want to, if I know God, and there I would have him. I’d be Pope, whether he
liked it or not, and boy, I would tell people about God, and he wouldn’t be able to do
anything about it, except kill me.
(15)

Similarly, thirteen-year-old Jimmy has been unable to preserve a sense of contentment in
his environment. On the first page of the novel he links his new taste for violence with a
dissatisfaction in locale which seems a child’s version of that which had been expressed by
his father:

It’s a pity that, in a country like New Zealand, we don’t actually get wars and gangster
fights, and I know you have to go halfway round the world to find that kind of rough
stuff. If you go one way you hit the South Pole, so that’s no use, and the other way,
you have to keep on going over the sea until you’re way past Australia before any
decent trouble begins.
(13)

Thus Cross connects the trauma of Jimmy’s background with a construction of national
identity which privileges fantasies of other lands before New Zealand realities. Where
Courage had contextualised Anglophilia as part of a civilised (if conservative) education,
Cross reverses the association, and contextualises it as a function of personal trauma. The
future for Jimmy, both personally and as a representative of nationhood, looks grim. Yet
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the differences between Courage and Cross’s approaches on issues of national culture
suggest, in the world outside the text, the progressive rejection of Anglicism in favour of a
more indigenous nationalism. Versions of this indigenous nationalism are more visible and
fully embraced in those novels which first employ the figure of the magical child.

3.6 Sylvia Ashton-Warner

Sylvia Ashton-Warner’s 1958 novel Spinster is instructive as an example of certain kinds
of possibilities in the presentation of fictional children that are not taken up by the fictions
of the core group of literature to be discussed here. The novel is semi-autobiographical,
using much material from Ashton-Warner’s own teaching career in the depiction of its
teacher-protagonist, Anna Vorontosov. As such, both narrator and author approach the
child in a professionally pedagogic manner; the children depicted do not appear as
individuals, but as a ‘class’, and because of this they are unlike any other children discussed
in this thesis.

The children of Miss Vorontosov’s infant room are by no means lacking in distinguishing
characteristics; often their reportage on each other to their teacher neatly sums up these
characteristics, as in:
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‘“Miss Pop-off, Seven he’s trying to kill us all with the axe for nutteen. Seven.
Seven!”’
(36)

or

‘“Yes, Miss Vorontosov, [Riti’s] always crying. But no one is allowed to give her a
hiding. She’s Daddy’s pet. When he goes away to the Shed and comes back and finds
out anyone hit her he growls.”’
(42)

Yet these kinds of depictions do not contribute to the sustained development of individual
characters; one does not end the book feeling that one ‘knows’ any one child particularly
well. They do, however, contribute to a rounded and vivid portrayal of a schoolroom, and
of Miss Vorontosov’s class as an entity in itself.

As a group, the children are chaotic, demanding, physically and emotionally expressive,
responsive to creative and dramatic stimulus and to individual attention. Many of the
qualities that receive particular emphasis in portrayals of the individual child are
normalised in this presentation of children in a group; no child has unique powers of
insight, nor does any child suffer uniquely. The children are, by virtue of being presented
collectively, unable to stand as representatives of individual alienation. Each child may
have its vulnerabilities, but they are enclosed by a school-room and surrounded by other
vulnerable children – none is ‘alone in the world’ in the manner of, for example, Albany
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Porcello, Walter Blakiston or Jimmy Sullivan (or indeed, most of the children in the more
recent books discussed here). Similarly; though the children add purpose to Miss
Vorontosov’s life, it is largely because she feels able, through her work, to contribute to
their lives, and not because they occur to her as the kind of intervening, redemptive force
that Linda Burnell or Wednesday Gilfillan experience through their children, and which
becomes a defining feature of the magical child.

Anna Vorontosov’s sense of service to the children is crucial to their portrayal. They are
often, as in the excerpts used above, portrayed in terms of a problem which she must solve
in order to maintain the (relative) harmony of her schoolroom, and more centrally, to
facilitate their learning. Certainly Vorontosov’s mission in this regard is inseparable from
her ego; her concern with her grading is at pivotal moments of the book her measure of
progress in this mission. More sustainedly, however, her measure for the development
process of her educational work is its impact on the children. Within the assimilationist
social structure that she and the children are confined by, she aims to give them access to
the tools of Pakeha education – primarily English literacy – while also fostering their
creative energies and their passion for learning.

The children are responsive to her aims to the degree that she moulds those aims to their
current individual realities. The children’s language, for example, is a form of English that
uses certain localised, often Maori, vocabularies and syntaxes. Often it is rendered in the
text for comic effect, but Miss Vorontosov’s teaching method is developed to utilise, rather
than correct, its specificities. Her major breakthrough in teaching literacy is the
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development of a ‘key vocabulary’ for each child, containing the words which they have an
emotional reponse to, and therefore are able to quickly and memorably learn as written
signs. In this respect, her pedagogy is in the Rousseauean tradition, intending to bridge the
gap between the child and adult worlds without alienating the child from the benefits of the
‘natural’ childhood state.

Ashton-Warner’s collective presentation of these children, and Miss Vorontosov’s
professional aims in regard to them as her charges, may be seen to depersonalise and
functionalise the child’s depiction. The effect seems, however, in terms of the kind of childlives that are depicted, to work in the child’s favour. Unlike many of the children discussed
here, Miss Vorontosov’s students have at least one person (and often a school and family
community of people) actively interested in their welfare and development. Whatever one’s
opinions of Miss Vorontosov’s educational goals and methods, they include a
responsiveness to the child’s apparent circumstances and needs. The significance of their
portrayal as children is not elevated to the degree that they are required to undergo
catastrophic suffering, and nor do they have the responsibility of being transcendentally
redemptive. It is noteworthy that the mundanities of this portrayal should be so unusual.

The depiction of the child in the collective setting also raises the question of why such
depictions should be so rare. Throughout the period of literature considered in this thesis
(excluding Ashton-Warner), representations of the child in the school setting are
momentary, and generally negative: this despite the ubiquity of the school experience
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during this period. This absence seems to be a further indication that the use of the child in
these fictions is a symbolic, rather than mimetic device.

3.7 David Ballantyne

David Ballantyne’s 1948 novel The Cunninghams has also been commented on as
rendering the child in what is, for New Zealand, an unusually mundane manner. Lawrence
Jones remarks that the book’s ‘relative even-handedness sets the novel apart from other
New Zealand family novels, which tend to favour the sensitive child or adolescent against
the parents and other siblings’ (“The Cunninghams” 121). Gilbert Cunningham’s childhood
ends with the usual intrusions of an awareness of sexuality and mortality, but as Jones’s
comment indicates, the process does not require of him unusual suffering, nor does it reveal
in him qualities which elevate or separate him from the normality of his surroundings. For
this reason it contains little to inform the readings of the texts in the focal period here, and
is not the object of analysis. In contrast, the child-protagonist of Ballantyne’s 1968 novel,
Sydney Bridge Upside Down, constitutes a significant development in the portrayal of the
child-character in New Zealand’s literature.

Sydney Bridge Upside Down creates, like The God Boy, the world of a child (or young
adolescent – we are not told Harry's age) through the child's own eyes; like Jimmy's world,
Harry's will collapse under the pressures which it cannot accommodate: the intrusion of the
presences of sex and death. Unlike Cross's novel, however, Ballantyne's is not a direct
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attempt at a naturalistic establishment of identity. The figure of the child here is far more
enigmatic, and his willful manipulation of the narrative evades the transparency that might
be expected of the traditional child narrator.

Harry Baird lives with his brother, Cal, his father, and usually, his mother, at Calliope Bay,
a deserted ex-freezing works town 'on the edge of the world'. Harry and Cal's mother has
gone to the city, and is replaced by a visitor: the boys' attractive and sexually bold cousin,
Caroline. Much of the novel appears to be a conventional narrative of the last summer of
childhood; Harry is concerned with the games and explorations he and his companions
enjoy, and appears to have little involvement in the realm of adults.

The simplicity of much of the early content of Harry's narrative, is, however, belied by the
manner of its telling. His story is marked by surprising disclosures, surrounded by temporal
ellipses and digressions that defer explanation of the disclosure to a point when it is
explained, not by the narrator, but by its context. The impressions that Harry’s disclosures
create tend to be considerably different to the reader’s eventual understanding of events;
this pattern suggests Harry as an unreliable, and eventually, as a deliberately manipulative
narrator. The first of Harry’s surprising revelations is that he has pushed his friend Dibs
Kelly over the cliff they were playing on. He doesn't reveal what happened to Dibs Kelly,
nor does he tell how high the cliff is, apart from it being 'a long way down' (5). Typically,
ellipses and digressions are set up in Harry’s narrative by his use of the phrases 'I start
with...' or 'Although I start with...' followed by 'but I go now to...' or 'I go back now to...'; it
is not uncommon for one digression (or several) to be contained within another.
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Immediately following the revelation that Harry pushed Dibs over the cliff, Harry's
narrative 'goes back' to 'the beginning of that day'. There is no mention of Dibs, and several
pages later, there is another temporal shift:

I go on to my time at the works in the late afternoon of that day. This, of course, was
after Dibs Kelly had fallen over the cliff. And that part on the cliff-top was, of course,
after I had shown him what Cal and I had found in a killing-room at the works. I was
up on the top floor of the works, looking through one of the holes where chutes had
once started from...
(14)

The obfuscation is deliberate. Soon Cal asks Harry where Dibs is, and each of the four or
five times he asks, Harry claims ignorance, or changes the subject. Dibs reappears in the
next chapter, but the change of scene suggests another chronological disruption; it is not
until page 25 that it becomes clear Dibs has survived his fall, and not until much later in the
book that the incident is mentioned again, with little more information given. It then
becomes apparent that it has been a red herring, used to cast doubt on the reality and
significance of other developments, and to foreshadow the role that Harry will eventually
play in bringing about the deaths of other characters.

Despite the sophistication of Harry's narrative, the tone of much of it remains very much
that of a child, conceptually and linguistically more advanced than the voice of Jimmy in
The God Boy, but not by a great deal. In fact, many of the complexities in his story-telling
can be taken as the aimless non-linearities any child might be prone to; it is not until
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Harry's control begins to break down under stress in the last few chapters that we realise
how much control he has been exercising over the flow of information. Harry becomes
further and further implicated in the morbid developments of his own story; eventually he
breaks into passages of nightmarish stream-of-consciousness monologue, which reveal
much that has previously been avoided.

Whether this avoidance is conscious or not remains uncertain. Either way, these breaches of
Harry's control force a revisitation of much of the material that has previously formed the
reader's impression of Harry and his world. The key aspect of this information is that Harry
has known that his mother was having an affair with his school-teacher, a revelation which
emphasises psychoanalytic themes in the text. The replacement of Harry's mother with the
relentlessly sexual Caroline takes on symbolic meaning, for Harry's conception of his
mother as his mother has been replaced, in the discovery of the affair, by his conception of
his mother as a sexual being, an actuality which is inextricably tied to his loss of her.

This information also sheds light on Harry's jealous attachment to Caroline, and the role of
this attachment in the deaths that Harry seems to be responsible for. The first death is that
of Susan Prosser, the girl next door whom Harry had previously been keen on. Susan, an
annoying puritanical exemplar, threatens to write to Harry's mother and tell her of Harry
and Caroline's sexual games. The threat makes Harry's motivation for killing her triplefold.
Not only does she threaten Harry's relationship with Caroline, and his tenuous relationship
with his mother, she also comes to represent certain aspects of his mother, who 'likes her
very much' and with whom she shares an aversion to 'dirtiness'. Her murder seems an
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expression of Harry's anger with contradictory facets of his mother, as much as it is an act
to prevent any further disintegration of his relationship with her.

The second death is that of Mr Wiggins, 'a hairy, cheeky lady's man' from whose attentions
Harry has been trying to protect Caroline. Wiggins is a sexual predator who seems to
represent the potential dangers of Harry’s own emergent sexuality. He merges in the
narrative with 'Uncle Pember', the quintessential dirty old man (with 'an amazing secret')
who appears in Caroline's diary. Wiggins' murder is that of the rival lover (of both Caroline
and, symbolically, of Harry's mother), but it is also the murder of the 'dirtiness' that Harry is
beginning to recognise in himself: he has begun to see his and Caroline's sexual games as
somehow 'wrong'. By the end of the novel, Harry has become the Wiggins/Pember figure
himself, beginning his final monologue with the 'mumble mumble mumble' that has
characterised Pember's appearance in Caroline's writings. In this last passage the narrative
voice is considerably older, presumably that of Harry as an adult. His primary concern has
not matured, however; the passage describes a surreal journey through city streets on a
fruitless search for his lost mother.

Sydney Bridge Upside Down is, like many novels of childhood, a variant on the theme of
the dissolution of a naive paradise in the new presences of sex and death8.
Consistent with Ballantyne's invocation of psychoanalytic ideas, however, is the Freudian
notion that this paradise has itself been illusory (and as much a creation of imaginative

8

Many of the more recent novels introduce the presence of morbidity through threats to the child, and in a
few texts these threats are connected to erotic events – such as Maurice’s rape of his younger sister in A Boy
and His Uncle and Feefi’s in-utero puberty in The Dream of Nikau Jam.
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denial as Wednesday Gilfillan's): sex and death have always been a feature of this topos,
though the awareness of them has been denied and deferred. It is this conceptual
background that allows Ballantyne to portray the child in a manner unusual in New Zealand
literature – as a complex and mischievous narrator, and a perpetrator, rather than victim, of
violence.

This adds a level of power to the child’s experience that New Zealand literature had not
previously seen, because the child narrator is seen to be creating the adults of his story.
Rather than ‘reporting’ the facts of his own victimisation, either at the time of its
occurrence or from the standpoint of adulthood, he is consciously adjusting the story to his
own ends – making events appear as suits him, rather than being ‘made’ himself by the
needs and perspectives of adult characters. His manipulations give way to an apparently
more authentic ‘voice’ later in the narrative (when the slippages into stream of
consciousness suggest a loss of control which appears to cancel out the possibility of
narrative manipulation); this occurs, however, at the point when Harry is revealing his
cataclysmic physical manipulation of the events he describes (his murders of other
characters). In the end, however, it is ‘reality’ which appears both to distort and to take
control of the narrative. Characters meld as Harry has lost control over his identity and
entered the unfamiliar and disturbing terrain of adulthood, where the signifiers of childhood
are gone, but for the most uncomfortable and central: the search for the lost parent.

It is interesting that Harry’s confessional voice has much in common with instances of the
‘authentic’ first-person child voices in the contemporary group of texts: there is frequently
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an emphasis on the semiotic qualities of these voices (Kristeva’s ‘melody, rhythm, and
semantic polyvalency (Black Sun, 14)). These qualities are most noticeable in moments
when the child speaks (or thinks) in states of heightened, and even supernatural awareness
– such moments can be found in each of the novels by Maori authors.

What is not presented in the magical child texts is the child’s voice sustained through (and
controlling) an entire narrative, as is presented in The God Boy and Sydney Bridge Upside
Down. Those recent narratives which present the child’s voice in any prolonged fashion
reveal the child as expressive and perceptive, but not as controlling; to do so would in many
cases contradict the vulnerability these authors are at pains to express through the child
character. Furthermore, as noted in the previous chapter, the language of the children in
these books who actively harm others is distinctly rational – symbolic, rather than semiotic.
Where Harry is revealed and made known to the reader first through his ruse and then
through its disintegration, the later ‘bad’ children remain inexplicably Other, presented only
in a language which reveals their identities as completed effect, with no breach to reveal a
formative process. Because it is the ‘bad’ child who, in being the visible aberrant, makes
visible a text’s position on identity formation9, it is these ‘bad’ children who make it clear
that the Freudian or psychoanalytic principles which Ballantyne, Cross and even Mansfield
gesture towards are to a large extent foregone in the more contemporary texts.

9

If children are good by default, and by default become good adults, they show us little about the process by
which they are made so. Bad children, on the other hand, either become bad or are inherently so.
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3.8 Janet Frame

To follow the figure of the child (and the child-like) in Janet Frame's fictions is to trace a
series of effacements of increasing complexity. In her earliest novel, Owls Do Cry, Frame’s
representation of childhood appears metonymic, rather than metaphoric, which might
suggest it is in the tradition of those social realist novels in which the New Zealand child
has often been represented thus far – Lee’s or Courage’s, for example. Yet Frame is a
modernist writer, and even in Owls Do Cry, there is a concern with the linguistic, textual
and ontological considerations which become increasingly foregrounded in her later works.
The reality shifts engineered by Hyde and Ballantyne presage the multiple interpretive
frames supplied by Frame in a number of works; within these, children – or ‘children who
[are] not children’ (The Carpathians, 193) are often used to indicate the limitations and
consequences of certain adult states of being, and to suggest utopian liberation from them.

From the outset, Owls Do Cry figures the initiation into language and textual realities as a
central feature of childhood. Words in this realm are still mutable: 'colanders hang on the
wall that cabbage may be pressed through them' (2) while lines and characters from books,
poems, songs and stories make frequent entrance to the narrative. Cherry Hankin
(‘Language as Theme in Owls Do Cry’) observes that ‘words used imaginatively constitute
the true “treasure” which is the dominant motif’ of the book (90); these are concretised as
the book of fairy tales the Withers children find at the rubbish dump. Yet it is at this same
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rubbish dump that Francie Withers will be burnt to death in the 'fires that the council men
had lit in order to hasten the death of their material cast-offs' (Owls Do Cry, 3). Thus
childhood here is a state aligned with the imagination in its vulnerability to the demands of
the material world: they are 'the fairy tales that nobody had wanted and had put in the ashes
to be burned' (7).

Such fairy tales are composed, at their heart, of impossibilities ('there was a little man,
truly, the size of a thumb' (7)) that in the adult world are untenable. (A concise example of
this occurs in Daughter Buffalo, when Turnlung narrates his childhood anticipation of the
'jewel desks' of Class Two, only to be confronted with the entirely gemless 'dual desks' (9298)). Both the wonder and the danger of childhood have their substance in such linguistic
possibilities, which collapse as the boundaries of adult material reality are imposed.
Francie's death is symbolic of the discarding of childhood's imaginative realms, akin to the
book of fairy tales which is 'thrown away because it did not any more speak the right
language, and the people could not read it because they could not find the way to its world'
(3), the conditions of which world are contradicted by those of adulthood. The linguistic
riches of childhood are a utopian Other to adulthood, which is constrained by deterministic
language and withered imaginative scope.

In Scented Gardens for the Blind, Frame takes a step away from metonymy in the
representation of her characters to create familial archetypes which tend towards parody:
the metaphorically 'blind' mother, 'distant' father and the inscrutable child become literally
blind, absent and silent, with each condition self-imposed. The parent figures in this text,
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Vera who has willed herself into actual blindness, and Edward, so deeply involved in his
research of an unrelated family that he has little relationship with his own, respond
vigorously to what they see as the potential power of their daughter’s silence. Erlene’s
aphasia makes her an unknown and frightening quantity to them, and they project both their
own salvation and their doom onto the prospect of her imminent speech. The impulse to
construct the child and the child’s language as redemptively Other, and indeed as
cataclysmically significant, seems here to become the subject of scrutiny, even of parody.

Frame does not determine Erlene’s age, yet she is repeatedly encoded as a child, in both the
language of those around her, and that used to evoke her point of view. Certainly, Erlene’s
parents recognise in her the symbolic potential of the child figure, and are frustrated by
their lack of access to her world, which they see as containing the secrets of the future —for
Vera her own condemnation, for Edward the resurrection of humanity. Yet her child status
is on several occasions called into question then reaffirmed, suggesting that Erlene’s is a
childhood of the mind, rather than of the body. An encounter with Dr. Clapper is
exemplary:

“Or perhaps you have a picture to paint? You are too old to make houses for me out
of blocks, aren’t you?”
[Dr Clapper] tried to sound convinced that she was too old, but it was evident that he
believed she was child enough to make houses out of blocks, even to play in a sand pit
or make mud pies.
(98)
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Following this passage, we discover that Erlene is old enough to menstruate, because she
notices her menstruation ceasing; Erlene’s potential adulthood is reversed as soon as it has
been acknowledged. Again, her child status is reasserted through linguistic naivety:

Had his eyes made her pregnant? Was it true that men could look at you in a special
way and make you pregnant?
She felt her tummy; there seemed to be a swelling there. She had not had her monthlies
for a long time. What did it mean? Was Jesus inside her? Would he be born one day,
one morning, in the little shed halfway down the garden where the apples were
stored…?
(101)

‘Jesus’ is Erlene’s (unspoken) speech crystallised as the most redemptive and childlike of
figures (the unborn Christ), this potency is a condensation of her own role as an unspeaking
child.

As it turns out, Erlene is herself a metaphorical child – a figment of Vera’s own
imagination – and if she is to carry Vera into the future she must do so by conceding her
silence and speaking. When she does, her words are as impenetrable as the sounds of ‘the
rocks and stones’, as the sounds of animals, indeed, as the sounds of small babies. Erlene
has been pressed upon by the adult world to be an emissary from the non-linguistic world
to the linguistic; her eventual verbalisation (as Vera) suggests that no such communique is
possible. In Manifold Utopia, Marc Delrez argues that this final ‘mumbling statement must
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be regarded as a kind of abstract or repetition in condensed form of the threefold dream that
precedes it’, and that therefore the novel ‘may have to be approached, as it were, in
retrospect, as a translation into articulate language of an ineffable dream’ (123-124).

Yet Vera’s articulation takes place ‘one week after the atom bomb had been dropped that
destroyed Britain’ (SGB, 251); any hope that can be attached, one way or another, to these
final sounds as a meaningful communication must have stringent limitations. Tessa
Barringer, in ‘Powers of Speech and Silence’, suggests that in losing the power of speech
Erlene had ‘returned to the pre-verbal semiotic space of the chora in which the subject is
both generated and negated’ (75). Vera’s new language is ‘still-born’, Barringer argues,
because ‘the socio-symbolic, by demanding total submission, has denied the regenerative
dialogue between semiotic and symbolic’ (81)10. In Delrez’s terms,

the aporetic nature of Frame’s utopia is demonstrated by the fact that, in order to reach
it, it would be both necessary and quite impossible to jump the wall of silence barring
the path to her alternative linguistic domain.’
(95)

Frame herself posits the problem figuratively, in Living in the Maniatoto, where she writes
that

10

Erlene has, according to Barringer, been unable to find a speaking position because of the demands of the
law of the father (represented by Edward, Dr Clapper and Uncle Blackbeetle).
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language in its widest sense is the hawk suspended above eternity, feeding from it but
not of its substance and not necessarily for its life and thus never able to be translated
into it; only able by wing movement, so to speak, a cry, a shadow, to hint at what lies
beneath on the untouched, undescribed almost unknown plain.
(43)

If part of the adult fascination with childhood is that the child moves from silence into
speech, then the hope invested in childhood is that it will retain some of silence’s ‘purity’,
and that that purity will be made available to the linguistic world; the child is of the
‘undescribed almost unknown plain’ and will bring knowledge of that world into the world
of language. The irony is that such a message can only be received through the medium of
speech — hence the impossibility of the child as saviour. In Scented Gardens for the Blind,
Vera/Erlene’s speech occurs only after doom has been made inevitable in the shape of the
detonated neutron bomb — the ‘new language of mankind’ that Edward has been
convinced Erlene will speak can do nothing to alleviate the human condition. Not only has
Erlene’s mediating potential been a figment of the adult imagination, so has her very
existence.

Delrez suggests that as a leitmotif,

mute children… definitely take pride of place in [Frame’s] work. Frame regards them
as a species of forsaken humanity, which it is the vocation of fiction to remember
because they epitomize the intact value of what was deliberately discarded, overlooked
in the course of history, or simply misunderstood.
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(215)

This explanation of the motif certainly holds some merit in the interpretation of Milly
Galbraith, in Intensive Care, and Decima James, in The Carpathians. Milly Galbraith is,
she says, ‘doll-normill’ or retarded, and we are given to believe that she will be killed under
a new social regime that reconsigns certain humans as animals for the greater good of
humanity. The criteria that allows ‘humanity’ is obfuscated, but rests on the correct
interpretation of the terminology which supports the regime. The other characters accept
Milly’s childlike speech as the failing that will lead to her eradication; they are not aware
that they too will fail to be proved human and lose their right to live.

Autistic Decima James is similarly (though less brutally) relegated to the outskirts of
humanity; she lives at the ‘Manuka Home and Training Centre for the Intellectually
Handicapped’, visiting her parents’ home only once every fortnight. When Decima’s
parents disappear in the wake of the Gravity Star, the comments of a staff member suggest
that their abandonment of Decima is almost expected:

‘I’m told they took off to another part of the country, perhaps to Australia, and can’t
be traced. Some parents do this, you know; can’t face it. You can see why, I suppose.’
(189)

Decima’s status as a human being is also questioned by adult characters, though more
subtly than Milly Galbraith’s had been. Decima’s presence in the novel is invariably
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accompanied by the assertions of those characters that she can not ‘be known or… know’
(73) because of her lack of language. This condition has her discussed in the same terms as
an electronic piano tuner:

‘This tuning device remembers, oh yes, because it has an allotted memory, but it can’t
say, “I remember” because it isn’t an “I”, it’s a nothing, with no self’
(73)

says Decima’s father. In a later exchange, Jake Brecon questions the same assumption,
made by the Manuka nurse about Decima:

‘She won’t remember [her parents],’ the woman said.
‘How can you be sure?’
‘We can’t. But she has no speech. She has no words even to tell us about herself. She
has gestures, cries, movements of her body – an incredible range of communication –
but no words. She’ll never say, “I remember.”’
(190)

The reduction of human experience to what is articulable results in the exclusion of the
non-articulate from the human community; this supports Delrez’s reading of the mute child
as a representative of forsaken humanity. But this reading may not adequately address the
loading of the child figure with potentials (both positive and negative), and the
simultaneous interrogation of that loading that occurs in these novels. The interaction
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between society and the child figure in these novels is not simply one of rejection; the child
is treasure, threat and utilisable object to adult characters as much as it is a discarded object.
Frame plays on the Otherness of the child by stressing it to the point of rupture; in Scented
Gardens this rupture occurs with the revelation that the child is in fact an adult’s persona; in
Intensive Care the adult rejection of the childish is revealed to be indivisible from a much
broader culling of human traits.

In Daughter Buffalo, the theme emerges again through the alignment of child states with
animal states – a motif prominent enough to compose the novel’s title. Again, the child is a
figure real to adults only in terms of the role it plays in enacting their own imaginative
desires, but here Frame pushes the point further by making the novel’s ‘children’ actual
animals. The dog which mediates the relationship between Talbot Edelman and his
girlfriend Lenore is given human status by a series of mutilating operations that Talbot has
performed on her. When she dies, Lenore says ‘She’s the only link you and I had with each
other.’ (129). Talbot, however, is

bewildered. From the way she spoke, one might have thought Sally was our child and
we had been married and considering a separation but had stayed together ‘for the sake
of the child’ who, being dead now, had at last set us free.

Though he ‘could not fathom how Sally had ever been a link between me and Lenore’, it is
not Sally’s child-status he disputes, but Lenore’s claim over her; in his view, he had ‘never
owned anything as completely as I owned Sally’.
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The motif is repeated with the suggestion of Turnlung, Talbot’s new love, that they
between them adopt the buffalo at Central Park Zoo as their daughter.

‘The baby’s aged a lot in six months.’ He spoke tenderly, as if it were a human child.
We turned away from the buffaloes because, suddenly, neither of us could face their
quiet immobility and patience and the bewilderment wearing away their lives as the
pressure of their bodies was wearing away the grass of their enclosure, until unless
artificial turf were laid, the grass would be unlikely to grow again.
(113)

Like Talbot’s dog, the buffalo is a child in that its passivity allows adult characters to
incorporate it within their fantasies – Turnlung’s familial fantasy is presented alongside the
fantasy of viewable, containable exotica offered by the zoo. The child-as-animal is a
representative of the contained unknown.

Adult fantasies of the child, as Scented Gardens for the Blind suggest, involve a complex
oscillation between threat, vulnerability and promise. A crystallised image of these
potentials develops in The Adaptable Man from the magazine picture of a sick child, which
inspires fascination in Alwyn Maude and fear in his mother: ‘a little boy with a monstrous
head and tiny wasted hands and feet; my mother snatched the picture away from me’ (75).
Alwyn, whose embrace of the future with its ‘space age air’ (86) includes his acts of
murder and incest, becomes the child in a dream:
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Groaning, Alwyn pressed his hands against his head. He piloted a space-craft.
His dreams rose, drifting from his grasp, weightless. He fed himself with a tube.
His monstrous head, aching, pivoted among the stars.
(76)

Alwyn’s embodiment of the future is an articulation of intensely limited familiarity (his
murder of a foreigner, his sexual relations with his mother) yet it is also driven by
vulnerability (fear of his own mortality), and evokes the threat of the unknown. The image
of Alwyn as a distorted child adrift in space encapsulates many of complexities surrounding
the child figure.

Frame’s treatment of the child and the childlike has a powerful bearing on the
contemporary rendering of the child in the works that I discuss not because her work is a
touchstone for other writers, but because she gives such a complete and considered
modernisation of the theme that it seems that simple Romantic expectations of the child as
the emissary of a redemptive ‘new language’ could no longer be possible beyond her work.
Yet the child returns in full force in New Zealand’s novels of the last twenty years, with
more regenerative power invested in it than ever before. This is possible not so much
through a reconception of what the child is, but through a reconception of what reality is.
The magical child makes such a reconception possible, for the childhood has always been
associated with the ‘magic’ of the imagination – what is not possible for the adult is
possible for the child, as it is possible for the Withers children in Owls Do Cry. What is
new in these contemporary fictions is that the terms of their realities are more akin to those
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of the traditional fictional child than of the traditional fictional adult. The child’s
possibilities may now also be the novel’s possibilities, though it remains to be seen to what
degree this may or may not compromise the fiction as fiction for adults.
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4: The Saviour Child and the Sea

Keri Hulme's the bone people (1983), Patricia Grace's Potiki (1986), and Witi
Ihimaera's The Whale Rider (1987).

4.1 Overview
These three novels, published within a five-year span by the three most prominent Maori
fiction writers of the time, bear striking resemblance to one another in the treatment of their
primary child characters. The parentage of Hulme’s Simon, Grace’s Tokowaru-i-teMarama, and Ihimaera’s Kahutia-te-Rangi is multiple, and often discontinuous; each child
also has a surrogate symbolic progenitor in the ocean. The children have supernatural gifts
which contribute to their construction as mythical characters, and each has a catalysing role
in the restoration of order and harmony in their respective texts. In each case this harmony
must evolve from the child securing a physical, social and cultural environment that
supports their emergent identity, a task that includes the restitution and protection of
endangered or disrupted aspects of Maoritanga. The mythologies of both Maui and Christ
are invoked in association with the children as they undertake this task. The use of these
mythologies coincides with the use of the ocean, as a physical correlative in the
construction of the children's identities, to provoke a reading of the child's struggle as
representative of aspects of cultural and national identity formation.

Each of these texts, written during a period considered to witness a Maori cultural
renaissance, is deeply concerned with the development of national identity that may support
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that renaissance. The magical powers of these children emerge against the backdrop of
social and cultural crisis, as threats to Maori culture and identity, and its place in New
Zealand culture, are foregrounded. The inclusion of magical events in these texts signals
the presence of Maori mythological material; the particular attachment of that magic to the
novels' child protagonists is in keeping with the spirit of a renaissance or rebirth. One of the
issues that arises in critical material discussing these texts is whether the use of magical
material also allows idealised resolutions to the realist crises presented1. This argument
requires further discussion in relation to these novels; interestingly, however, the elevation
of the child character to a mythological position in these books is more predictive of the
child's suffering and sacrifice than of their magical triumph over adversity.

These children seem pre-ordained to play a critical role in the liberation of the adult world
from adult strife; their execution of that role seems, unavoidably, to involve a balance of
pain and magic. How that balance is achieved is unique to each of these writers, and
reflective of differences in their approaches to the role, and relative power, of the individual
in relation to community, society and nationhood.

1

Thomas Bendiktsson (‘The Reawakening of the Gods: Realism and Supernatural in Silko and Hulme’)
comments ‘…we could argue that [Leslie] Silko and Hulme, in providing their characters with an escape from
their narratives, may have devised sentimental evasions, fantasy solutions for problems that cannot be solved
in “real life,” but which can be solved literarily by disrupting mimesis, the correspondence of “fiction” to
“life”’ (126).
Benediktsson resolves that in fact the resolution in Hulme’s work derives from the ‘renunciation of
violence’ (130), and that Hulme disrupts ‘ “unhealthy” realism in order to heal [her] characters… and
challenge the narrative of colonial oppression.’ (131).
C.K. Stead is less convinced, finding certain magical events in the novel ‘read either as Maori lore or as
fiction, almost totally spurious’ (‘Keri Hulme’s the bone people’, 343).
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4.2 The Children, Magic, and Christ

The children's magical abilities are one facet of their characterisation among a number that
operate to elevate them to a transcendent, mythical status in their texts.

Keri Hulme's the bone people (1983) presents a child with the ability to see auras and
spirits, and with a certain degree of precognitive ability. The child is known variously as
Simon, Haimona, Himi and Simon-Clare, his various names reflecting his complex
personal and cultural history, and enhancing the mystique which is drawn around him. As
Judkins points out (66), Simon (the name by which he is most frequently referred to in the
text) has many attributes which suggest that he is in the model of Kuhn's 'enigmatic' child.
He is, like the children Kuhn discusses, ‘an unfathomable being, a stranger with whom
adults cannot communicate although they are irresistibly attracted to him’ (Kuhn 19)2.
Simon’s muteness, his androgyny, his indeterminate age and unpredictable behaviour all
contribute to his aura of inscrutability and mystical significance, as do his magical traits.

The extent of Simon's psychic abilities is not delimited by the text. He has visual access to
auras, in which he apparently sees the inner nature of other characters, and to spiritual

2

Simon bears not a little similarity to the characters described by Kuhn as models of the 'enigmatic child' –
the children of Novalis's The Novice of Sais and André Gide's The Voyage of Urien. Simon is found on the
beach, on first viewing is 'haloed in hair, shrouded in the dying sunlight' (16) and has 'seabluegreen' eyes (20),
cannot speak but sings 'with a strange heady purity' (238), makes abstract driftwood sculptures on the beach,
and has a secret name known only to himself. Gide's child is found on the beach, has eyes 'as blue as a glacial
sea' and 'hair like cloud tinted by the rising sun', speaks in a soaring voice to listeners who do not register his
words, draws indecipherable signs in the sand and is never named. Novalis's child, on whom Gide's seems to
be modelled, has the same sea-blue eyes and hair tinted by the setting sun, a voice which 'penetrates the hearts
of his auditors, [though] he speaks not a words' (Kuhn 19), and is likewise never named.
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beings invisible to other characters, yet apparently real. Passages of the novel which take
his point of view also suggest he has some awareness of the shape of future events: his first
meeting of Kerewin he knows, inexplicably, is ‘a beginning again’ (73), at the beach house
he is aware that ‘already time is running out’ (176), and later, that ‘it’s not going to work
out, and there’s nothing I can do’ (251). The referent of these statements is never made
explicit, but each suggests he has a greater than natural knowledge of how the relationship
between the three characters will evolve. The possible interpretation of such statements as
precognitive, rather than simply intuitive, is supported by their connection with the child’s
more obviously metaphysical experiences, as, for example, when Simon is overwhelmed by
a ‘sudden flood of despair’ while talking to a spirit only he can see:

There’s nothing I can do.
The little brown man from the floor smiles sadly at him. He seems to be at the edge of
the bunk.
Can you do anything? [Simon to the little brown man]
No, he can’t…
(251-2)

Simon is not the only character in Hulme's novel to access metaphysical experiences. The
book’s first mention of Kerewin describes her reading the minds of passers-by: ‘She can
dig out each thought, each reaction, out from the grey brains, out through the bones’ (3),
and both Kerewin and Joe are later inexplicably healed of serious physical ailments in
incidents which seem to involve magical beings. Yet it is the relationship between the three
characters which generates most of the book’s mystical content, as suggested at the novel's
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beginning:

They were nothing more than people, by themselves. Even paired, any pairing, they
would have been nothing more than people by themselves. But all together, they have
become the heart and muscles and mind of something perilous and new, something
strange and growing and great.
Together, all together, they are the instruments of change.
(4)

Anna Smith suggests that in this novel ‘the supernatural… is more an enabling space or
structure than something real’ (158). Nonetheless, at the level of text the reality of these
experiences is not questioned, and as an enabling structure the supernatural is real enough
to provide for a central textual element: the ‘language of redemption’ Hulme creates.
Simon’s visions

represent Hulme’s investment in the rhetorical value of the supernatural. Real or
imaginary, Simon’s intuitions are part of the textual rhetoric of catharsis to be found
in collective suffering.
(Smith, 153)

The significance of the supernatural elements of Simon's role are made more pointed by the
suggestion that the trinity of characters may be read within a Christian framework. Material
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to support such a reading includes Kerewin's history as an ex-Catholic who keeps a large
crucifix prominently displayed in her house, and Simon’s gift to her of the rosary that he
has carried with him since his shipwrecking. That Simon’s foster father is named Joseph,
that Kerewin is a virgin (who will later gestate a cancerous growth in her stomach, and pass
it in a scene likened to a birth), and the resurrective outcome of the relationship between the
three characters all contribute to the text’s biblical undertones3.

In this configuration the child has the pivotal role. Simon is suggested as a Christ-like
figure, whose traumas catalyse the book's redemptive resolution. Simon is brutalised by his
caregivers, who, after they have repented their misdeeds, are entrusted with a mauri, the
magical life-spirit of the nation. The rebirth of the mauri in their care is indicative of a new
era, paralleled by the rebirth of Simon, whose return from near-death is imbued with
messianic inference. Simon's abilities to read auras, to communicate with spirits and to see
aspects of the future contribute to this inference. The narrative function of these powers is
not (as it might be) to allow him to protect himself from the adults who endanger him; but
to provide a context of spiritual mystique for his suffering at the hands of those adults.

The construction of Tokowaru-i-te-Marama in Grace's Potiki, like that of Simon, also
recalls the model of the enigmatic child (see Judkins, 67). Toko, like the mute Simon, is old
before his time, and distinguished by disability – he is born ‘crooked’, a figure of mystery
3

Judkins (18-20), Judith Dale and Anna Smith (151) offer further material in support of this association.
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because of his ambiguous origins and his physical strangeness. His difference, like that of
his mentally handicapped mother, is acknowledged and accepted by the other characters,
evidence of what they see as his preordained role in their lives. Toko's uncle and fosterfather Hemi describes the child as a taniwha, connoting that he is both a water monster
(Toko, too, had been found on the beach) and a powerful person: 'Anyway Toko was
something special they’d been given[…] . A taniwha[...], who somehow gave strength…
and joy to all of them’ (67).

This designation of Toko as (benignly) monstrous reflects the circumstances of his origins.
In Monstrous Imagination, Marie-Helene Huet establishes that in various cultures since
classical times the belief has been held that 'monstrous' children (from the deformed to the
supernaturally gifted) are made so by their mother's imagination, the contents of which are
imprinted on the child during conception or pregnancy. In Toko's case, the tale of his
beginnings implies that he is the product of his mother Mary’s loving musings on the
carvings, or poupou, of her family’s meeting-house. One of the poupou depicts a carver,
bent by devotion to his work, and holding his chisel between his thighs:

The long blade of the chisel becomes his penis thickening to the shape of a man. And
this chisel-penis-man resembles himself, like a child generated in wood by the chisel,
or by the penis in flesh.
(12)

The tale of the poupou's making suggests that it had been invested with a life by its maker,
and that this life is what manifests in Toko, via Mary's contact with the poupou. That the
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child owes parentage both to the man who died making the carving, and to the wood it was
made from, is further inferred in Toko's comment that ‘My making father could be a ghost,
or a tree, or a tin-can man...'(42). The 'tin-can man' referred to here is the vagrant Joseph,
whose possible biological parentage of Toko is also suggested. The biblical reference in the
idea (Toko's biological mother is named Mary) paradoxically both contributes to the
mystical account of Toko's origins while suggesting a realist explanation of the same event.
The precedent for a child of divine origin to also have an earthly father named Joseph adds
considerable emphasis to the messianic undertones of Toko's character4.

These mystical associations provide context for Toko's magical ability. Like Simon, Toko
displays a certain level of precognitive awareness, a 'special knowing' of the nature of
events yet to come. Through this knowledge he foretells the conflict his community will
have with the commercial forces threatening their lifestyle and environment (46); he also
displays a prescient awareness of his own role in the coming conflict as a kihikihi (cicada):
a storyteller who will undergo a death-like transformation. The kihikihi are, Toko explains,
'already old when they are born. They leave their old lives clinging to a tree and in their
new lives they are given glass wings...' (46). Toko's foreknowledge is innately bound up
with his own sacrificial role, a role which, though it means his own death, will eventually
secure the future of his family.

As in Hulme's novel, Grace's novel does not restrict mystical experiences to Toko, and
other characters, particularly Toko's brother and close companion Manu, experience
4

See Judkins 25-26
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premonitions of the events surrounding Toko's death. The focus remains on Toko, however,
his mystical qualities emphasised largely by the dual mythologies of Maui and Christ that
contribute to his characterisation. It is Toko who is 'meant'; the magic of foresight is
anchored to the events that occur relating to his sacrificial and redemptive death.

Both Toko and his family are at times frightened by what these premonitions imply, but
rather than attempting to change apparently pre-ordained events, they are accepted and
respected as having the inevitability of a higher, perhaps divine, plan. The family's
approach to the signs of such events is indicated by the words of Toko's foster-father,
Hemi: 'Everything was meant.... But if you missed the signs, or let yourself be side-tracked,
you could lose out. Everything was meant but you had to do your bit too' (61). Thus Toko,
before a family fishing trip, knows with great certainty that he will catch a giant fish. He
acts accordingly, insisting on being taken on the trip, and taking with him the largest line
and hooks. Similarly, both Toko's and Manu's actions on the night of Toko's death facilitate
the tragedy that they have had prior inklings of; Manu, sleepwalking in a precognitive
dream of fire, leads Toko into the meeting-house which explodes on Toko's entry. It would
be stretching the point to say that the children's prophecies are self-fulfilling; there is no
indication that either child intended to allow Toko's death in this manner. It is important to
note, however, that the gift of foresight is not used in this text to avert tragedy, and does not
play a significant role in the resolution of the issues of personal and cultural conflict that
the novel raises.
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The situation is somewhat different in Ihimaera's The Whale Rider. The child protagonist
of this story, Kahutia-te-Rangi, also has a preordained role in the progression of narrative
events. Unlike Simon and Toko, however, Kahu's characterisation is anything but
enigmatic. Ihimaera draws her without ambiguity; she is innocent, angelic, loving and
wholly good, untainted by her great-grandfather’s rejection of her while still striving to earn
his affection. ‘We sat there on the verandah’, the narrator relates at one point, ‘talking about
Kahu and how beautiful she was, both inside and outside. She had no guile. She had no
envy. She had no jealousy’ (66-67). The text offers nothing to complicate or contradict such
descriptions, and as a result, elevates the character to a mythological status even before she
shows evidence of magical abilities.

Kahu's primary magical trait is the ability to ride the whales that are her family's spiritual
guardians. She is in direct line of descent from the founder of her tribe, the original 'whale
rider'. It is assumed by her great-grandfather, the current chieftain of the tribe, that because
Kahu is female she will not inherit either the chieftainship or the ability to ride the whales;
signs collect, however, to indicate that she, like Toko, is 'meant' to fulfil a particular
destiny; in her case, that of a whale rider. In the narrator's words, she

was in the right place, at the right time, with the right understanding to accomplish the
task which had been assigned to her.
(58)
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The evidence of her assignation includes her unusual sympathy for whales (she weeps at
the plight of one she sees hunted in a movie), and certain of her actions which fulfil
particular prophecies, such as biting her great-grandfather's toe. Unlike Simon and Toko,
who are beset by physical limitations, Kahu's actions include the physically heroic. She is
able to spend inordinately long periods of time underwater, to talk with whales and
dolphins and to ride their backs. These supernatural abilities are critical to the plot,
allowing her to solve the textual crises that arise from a dislocation between the cultural
and natural worlds, and from her great-grandfather's denial of her birthright.

The resolution of these crises also, however, requires her suffering, as it had of Simon and
Toko, though for the most part her difficulties are not of the magnitude they experience.
She is considerably hurt by her great-grandfather's rejection of her, and wears the rejection
with an air of martyrdom, 'turning the other cheek' without lowering her esteem for him.
Her ultimate heroic act, riding the chief whale out to sea to save the pod from beaching,
threatens her own life. The three-day coma she is left in, and her subsequent awakening,
have overtones which suggest her feats in the same messianic light discernable in the
portrayal of Simon and Toko, and in fact the narrator describes the entire incident as having
'all the cataclysmic power and grandeur of a Second Coming'. Kahu is in a coma when
found in the water, and the morbidity with which she is described at this stage contribute to
the impression of resurrection on her waking:
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…her face [was] waxen and still. …She was like a little doll. Her eyes were closed and
her eyelashes looked very long against her pallid skin. …There was no colour in her
cheeks and she seemed not to be breathing at all.
(118)

Ihimaera's language in describing her waking stresses the inference further:

Oh yes, mokopuna. Rise up from the depths of your long moe. Return to your people
and take your rightful place among them.
(121)

It is only her near-death which convinces her great-grandfather of her rightful place in the
iwi, and prompts his repentance of the arrogance which had alienated her, his wife, and
(indirectly) even the whales. Though Kahu's magical abilities had provided an essential
physical solution to the potential death of the whales, the righting of the ethical and social
difficulties the text describes has her near-death as its immediate catalyst.

4.3 The Children, Maui and the Sea

The figure of Maui also has strong connections with these children, and the material
associated with this figure both in his own mythology and within these texts introduces the
ocean as an element of critical importance to the construction of the novels and their
protagonists. The children are never entirely disconnected from the sea as choric element,
and it forms an elemental basis for the composition of their identities, including the
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particularities of their expression through speech and magic.

As recorded by ethnographer Elsdon Best, the Maui mythology generally has his mother
cast her premature or embryonic child into the ocean, believing it to be dead. In some
versions of the story she ‘pierced a hole in the hollow stem of a piece of rimurapa kelp,
thrust the embryo into the hollow, closed up the aperture, and then cast the kelp stem into
the deep pool of Marau’. The child is nourished to maturity by the ‘strange beings’ of the
open sea and then returned to the shore, where he is found (in some renditions by Maui’s
uncle) ‘enveloped in sea foam and a jelly-like substance as a means of protecting him from
the attacks of sea birds.’ (Best, 338).

Hulme’s character Simon is a shipwreck survivor who is found washed up on the beach by
Joe, who will become his foster-parent. Rod Edmond (‘No Country for Towers’, 281) notes
that these circumstances link him both to a Western tradition of shipwreck literature
(particularly Robinson Crusoe and The Tempest), and to the Maui mythology5. For Simon,
as for Maui, the chaos of the sea replaces parental care before he is of an age to care for
himself.

Simon’s life before his shipwrecking exists in the text only through his hazy memories of a
motherless existence physically enclosed by sea, and psychologically awash with the
effects of forced drug use and physical abuse. His return to land is the beginning of new
life, a passage from a kind of amniotic pre-narrative nightmare into the present realities of
5

Also see Judkins 18-20
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the text. The passage is marked by the transfer of breath from Joe to Simon. Joe narrates:

I hadn’t gone that far when I saw something at the water’s edge. I thought, ahh Ngakau,
it’s a weedtangle again, get going. ...Then I saw his hair.... He was thrown mainly clear
of the water, but a high wave from the receding tide would drag at him. He was front
down, his face twisted towards me as I ran skidding over the sand and weed. ...I was
quite sure he was dead. But I cleaned out his mouth and nose, and pressed water from
his lungs, and breathed for him.
(85)

The breath of life given by Joe to Simon is an act of symbolic parentage, which carries
connotations of the first passing of breath from the divine to the human that occurs in Maori
(Best, 53) as well as Christian myths of origin. In Kristevan terms, it also represents the
thetic break – the child’s separation from the semiotic realm of the chora, and entry into the
socio-symbolic (RPL 47-48). Yet Simon, like Frame’s Erlene, ‘refuse[s] the speaking
position offered [him] by society’ (Barringer, 81); in his silence and boundlessness of his
psychic and precognitive thinking, he remains deeply connected to the chora.

The insufflative moment is repeated in Grace’s novel, when Toko is similarly brought to
life by Roimata, his aunt and foster-mother, after his unexpected birth to his intellectually
handicapped mother, Mary. Again Maui’s tale is echoed:

I was born on the beach stones on a day with no colour and my borning mother carried
me into the water. She would have left me there for the birds, mistaking me for
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something she had found. Or she could have kept walking with me out into the water
until the sea closed over us, and we would both have belonged to the fishes. But my
[foster] sister Tangimoana… came and snatched me away from my first drowning and
hurried home with me.
Then Roimata, who is a mother to me, took me and peeled the skin from my twocolour eyes so that I could see. She turned me up to let the stone fall from my throat,
then she shook breath into me and wrapped me in warm towels…
(42)

Roimata has removed Toko’s birth caul, but his placenta is lost to the sea. The Maori word
for the placenta, whenua, also means land or country, and it is traditional that the place
where a person’s whenua is buried will remain their spiritual home; Toko is in this way
spiritually ‘grounded’ in the sea itself, and he too remains syntactically connected to the
chora. While the narration throughout the novel bears traces of poetic ambiguity, it is
Toko’s language which challenges the logical sequences of time and space (as when he
questions his mother with images from the future: ‘Will they stamp their feet and march
and run? Will their eyes shine green, yellow and silver?…’ (70)).

The oceanic element is also strongly linked to Ihimaera’s Kahu, descendant and heir to the
powers and position of Kahutia Te Rangi, a tribal ancestor who rode the back of a whale
from Hawaiiki to Aotearoa. While Kahu’s birth does not invoke the Maui stories, her later
disappearance into, and re-emergence from the sea, recall the demigod’s birth:

Three days after the sacred whale and its accompanying herd had gone, and after Kahu
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had been given up for dead, she had been found unconscious, floating in a nest of dark
lustrous kelp in the middle of the ocean. How she got there nobody knew, but when she
was found the dolphins that were guarding her sped away with happy somersaults and
leaps into the air.

(117)

In this instance, any connection to the Kristevan narrative of the chora must be made at the
literal level of gender: Kahu struggles for a speaking position under the law of the father,
but is denied by her grandfather on the grounds that she is female. While choric traces are
not in this case linguistically evidenced, again the child’s psychic connections – here with
sea creatures – suggest that she remains symbolically embedded in a realm where the
operations and separations of logic do not apply.

Gaston Bachelard reflects that ‘Water carries us [...] rocks us [...] puts us to sleep. Water
gives us back our mother’ (131). The Maui tale depicts the sea as an all-consuming element
which surrounds the infant, acting as a surrogate womb to support his life; yet it is also the
threat to his life which he must overcome in order to survive6. In each of the contemporary
novels the sea plays a similarly ambiguous role in the formation of the children's identities.
The moment of the child's discovery on the beach, or in kelp, is rendered as a moment of
rebirth, in which the child separates from the oceanic element under threat of death, and
begins the formation of identity on land.

6

Kristeva’s description of the chora reinforces the suggestion of connection with the oceanic element in these
stories: ‘the semiotic chora is no more than the place where the subject is both generated and negated, the
place where his unity succumbs before the process of charges and stases that produce him.’ (RPL, 28).
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Perhaps the primary significance of the Maui mythologies in these stories is to
contextualise these tales of identity formation as narratives of nationhood. The connection
of each child with Maui is developed in each novel by a variation on the myth of Maui’s
giant fish, a myth that places Maui as both the author and first subject of Aotearoa. In the
mythology, the trickster demigod (the youngest of seven brothers) convinces his older
brothers to let him join them on a fishing trip they had wanted to exclude him from. His
catch is the giant fish which becomes the land itself, and the provision for Maui’s siblings
and descendants: Te-Ika-A-Maui, or the North Island (his canoe becomes the South Island).

Maui is not usually described as a child in renditions of this tale, yet the nature of his feat is
one which has particular potency when recast in the hands of child characters, for it
suggests the child in a particularly Jungian role, of bringing forth the material substance of
the future itself. For the child character the act is proof of autonomy, and a first active
contribution to the exchange of community; their catch is symbolic of the futures that each
child brings into being. This aspect of the novels' thematics suggests, more than most
others, an allegorical reading of the child protagonists as national subjects, concerned with
and impacting on national identity.

Grace’s version, of the three, is closest to the Maui tale. Five-year-old Toko is allowed to
go fishing with his siblings despite their resistance; though they only intend to catch bait in
the lagoon, Toko catches the ‘big fish’ he had predicted he would catch - a conger eel larger
than himself. The significance of this incident is underscored by his grandmother’s
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response to the catch: ‘She said I was a good fisherman and a good little father to her, and a
good little father to all my family, and that my fish was myself to give’ (54). The act inverts
the relationship between child and forebears, just as it has inverted the relationship between
child and sea: Toko, whose family had pulled him from the sea which threatened his life,
now pulls life from that ocean to provide for his family. The child as national subject is
weighted with great responsibility in this episode; despite the tragedy with which Toko's
life will later end, he executes the task of providing for his family with perfect success. If
his 'fish' is an emblem of a future Aotearoa, it is a positive one: plentiful enough to be
shared, though (as an eel) not entirely traditional.

Hulme’s variation on the theme is double-edged. Simon’s fishing trip with Kerewin and Joe
is his first excursion in a boat since the shipwrecking, and he is pathologically afraid of the
sea. As his fear subsides, the trip seems a manifestation of new happiness and stability
asserted over the traumas of his past. He is soon elated by the catch of his first fish, a giant
groper larger than he is, but injury immediately counters the achievement when a fish-hook
is sunk into the bone of his thumb. The pain of the injury and of the subsequent removal of
the hook revive his nightmares, and overwhelm the presentation of any bounty from the
fishing trip. Simon, as a herald of a national future, is at this stage of the novel an
unprepared one. His past is not yet reconciled to the point that he may execute and enjoy
the role of provider, or be a certain author of any future that is not contaminated by his past.

In The Whale Rider's equivalent story, Kahu is linked not directly to Maui, but to her
ancestor Kahutia Te Rangi, the first whale rider. The episode does bear notable similarities
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to the Maui tale, however, and fulfils a similar narrative function in the construction of the
child’s identity. According to the traditions that surround Kahutia Te Rangi she pulls from
the deep a greenstone, which Koro Apirana had thrown into the sea in the hope that the
challenge of retrieving it will reveal his intended heir to the iwi chieftainship. Like Maui,
Kahu had been excluded from the boat trip that takes the boys of her age to meet the
challenge; after their collective failure she makes her own attempt, aided by a dolphin and
by her supernatural abilities, and succeeds. This is a clear sign of her identity as the
inheritor of the whale rider’s legacy, and as a future leader of her people. The sign is
concealed from her great-grandfather who (in his wife’s view) ‘is not ready for it’; to the
reader, however, as to the narrator, Kahu's role as the natural restorer of balance in the
novel is from this moment assured. The security of local, and by implication, national
environments rests with the child's ability to restore essential, lapsed aspects of tradition, at
the same time effecting an apparently harmless modernisation of those traditions (by
revising their gender assignation). Despite the magnitude of the task, the author affords the
reader no more doubt of Kahu's ability to complete it than he offers complications of her
character; as a narrative of national direction, the way is painted blindingly clear.

4.4 The Children and Their Parents

Yet Ihimaera's text, like Grace's and Hulme's, has introduced shadows of insecurity through
the figure of the sea; the ambivalence expressed through its casting as a maternal element
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reflects, to an extent, the complexities of all three child characters’ filial circumstances.
None of the children remain, through the years of their dependency, in the care of their
birth parents, for each child, the spectre of possible abandonment and neglect is is
introduced through maternal death or incompetence.

Simon’s situation is the most complex and problematic among these three children. He is
orphaned not only by his birth mother, but by the people whose care he is under on the
shipwrecked boat (possibly including his father), and again by his foster-mother Hana. For
most of the novel he is in the care of Hana’s husband Joseph, with the intermittent support
of Joe’s extended Maori family, and of the abrasive and reluctant Kerewin (neither of the
latter is enough to prevent Joe’s severe physical abuse of the child). The dislocations
involved in Simon’s parentage have obscured his cultural and genetic history. Though a
short story of Hulme’s, ‘A Drift in Dream’ (Te Kaihau) suggests the character is the son of
a French nun and an Irish drug dealer, within the bone people the lack of this information
exacerbates the sense of instability that surrounds him.

Uncertainty also surrounds the identity of Toko’s birth father, who may be the vagrant
Joseph Williams, or may be the carved ‘loving-man’, whom Toko's birth mother Mary
lovingly polishes and embraces. Toko is raised by his aunt and uncle, as a sibling to their
own children; the book’s title is indicative of his acceptance into their family - like Maui
(sometimes also known as Maui-Potiki), he is the potiki, or youngest. Mary does not take a
mothering role with Toko, and in fact seems to threaten his life in the moments after his
birth, when she is apparently ready to abandon the infant to the sea. Yet Mary's inability to
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mother Toko is in no way pathologised by the text. Rather Grace depicts the extended
family naturally absorbing the responsibility for Toko’s parenting.

Similarly, Kahu is raised by her iwi after the death of her mother, three months after the
child’s birth. Though she is named for a paternal ancestor, and her placenta is buried on her
paternal marae, Kahu is cared for largely by her mother’s people, and often in the absence
of her father (while he works elsewhere). Yet the story is narrated by Kahu’s paternal
uncle, and is thus largely confined to holiday periods the child spends at her father’s marae.
Again the author presents few difficulties directly arising from this situation, in which
collective responsibility for the child is successfully assumed.

It is important to note when considering the filial relations in these texts that to be raised by
extended family is far more unusual in Pakeha culture than in Maori, where whangai
tradition often has, for example, a first-born child raised by grandparents. Only in the bone
people are the multiplicities of the child’s parenthood problematised, and then only as a
secondary function of the numerous traumatic experiences that Simon endures. It may be
that, for Grace and Ihimaera, the absence or incapacity of the original parents is primarily a
device to allow a veritable representation of the functioning of an extended family. It is also
arguable that the introduction of an element of separation between a child and his or her
parents is a tried and true method of making child characters more accessible to fiction
writers as distinct and, to a degree, independent, individuals.

But if we are to read these children as representative of some aspect of national experience,
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then the effacements of their parentage take on further significance. Recalling Dever's
reading of maternal absence as an indicator of something 'amiss - within the individual, the
home, and the world’ (22), it is worth also noting her further point, that such an absence
often

motivates a formal search for ‘origins’ in narratives ranging from the orphan
discovering the truth of family history to the natural philosopher explicating, in
somewhat larger terms, the origins of the species.
(xi).

The search for origins does not appear, in these texts, as a direct concern with the identity
of the children's birth parents; Simon, Toko, and Kahu are not particularly concerned with
learning more about those parents. Yet the search for origins provides a primary thematic
impetus; the resolution of each book hinges on a reaffirmation of cultural identity, and the
reparation of weaknesses in the maintenance and transmission of cultural heritage. Perhaps
then what is expressed in both the ambivalence of the ocean imagery and the absence or
distance of the primary parents in these texts is a certain anxiety of origins, engendered by
the breaks in the transmission of cultural heritage that seem an inherent part of postcolonial experience. The children of these texts are, then, thematically related to the ‘lost
children’ that Pierce identifies in Australian literature, and to the colonials that Mansfield
painted as so much at odds with New Zealand as a maternal landscape7. Examination of the

7

The difference is, of course, that the lost colonials were disconnected from a land they had left, while Maori
writers depict the cultural disengagement of Maori within New Zealand as a consequence of colonisation.
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conflicts each is faced with reveals a central concern with the isolating effects of
displacement; the resolution of these conflicts all depend upon the strengthening and
reassertion of cultural traditions and of the communal structures by which such traditions
are kept alive.

4.5 Community, Identity and Environment

Each of the three main characters of Hulme’s novel suffers from an isolation that ultimately
breeds violence. The hermit-like Kerewin is bitterly estranged from her family in the wake
of an old and unnamed conflict. Her bitterness eventually manifests physically, as a
stomach tumour which threatens to kill her, and for which she refuses to accept treatment.
Joe’s grief for his dead wife isolates him from his family, and the violence he visits upon
Simon seems to be a consequence of this isolation. Simon’s various traumas manifest in his
muteness, a condition which epitomises the Otherness of the child archetype, burdened with
its undeliverable message8. Yet the bone people moves towards the tentative formation of a
quasi-nuclear family unit, composed of three characters with no biological bond and little
seeming ability to secure their emotional ties9. When the unit seems on the verge of being
secured, it is destroyed by the violent reassertion of each character’s unreconciled past, and
they are each thrust into even greater physical and emotional isolation. Only after this
diaspora, the period of psychological exorcism which the adult characters then undergo,
8
9

‘For the child is the inarticulate bearer of tremendously significant but indecipherable tidings’ (Kuhn, 6).

Stead suggests that the imaginative strength of the work is ‘that it creates a sexual union where no sex
occurs, creates parental love where there are no physical parents, creates the stress and fusion of a family
where there is no actual family’ (‘Keri Hulme’s the bone people’, 341).
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and after the resurrection of the mauri (made possible by their repentance), does another
familial model emerge. In the last pages of the novel Hulme sketches out a vision of an iwi
lifestyle in which happiness seems available to each of the characters, through engagement
in the exchanges of community life. This movement, though rendered on a personal scale,
suggests a critique of the broader social structure within which these characters exist. The
novel is therefore widely read as suggesting a rejection of certain Western values and
structures (the nuclear family, Western medical science, sexual romance) in favour of
Maori or other ‘anti-Eurocentric’ alternatives10.

Potiki, like the bone people, also presents a conflict between community lifestyle and a
variety of dangerous individualism, here sourced in forces external to the community,
rather than within the protagonists. Toko’s family combat recession and joblessness by
establishing market gardens on their traditional lands. Their self-sufficiency is threatened
by the legal and illegal attempts of developers to secure their land for a theme park, and by
the damage to their livelihood which results from the commercial development of
surrounding land. The significance of the family’s fight to keep their lands and lifestyle is
underscored by the parallel story of another iwi’s dispossession at governmental hands, and
of the resulting loss of spiritual and material wealth that they had suffered. The trials that

10

Examples of this kind of reading include Graham Huggan’s description of the book as a ‘post-colonial text
whose sentiment, if not anti-European, is certainly anti-Eurocentric’ (19), Benediktsson’s claim that it
‘challenges the narrative of colonial oppression’ (131), and Susie O’Brien’s that Kerewin ‘reject[s] the
epistemology of imperialism, [recognizing] what appears to be the greater authenticity of indigenous culture’
( 79). Margery Fee reads the rejection at the level of narrative structure, defining Hulme as ‘a postcolonial
writer who uses postmodernist techniques… to help her undermine the powerful discursive formations she is
of necessity writing within’ (21).
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the families endure are each met through collective action, and through their exchange of
the stories which contain the narrative substance of their history and communal spirit. The
particular nature of the danger this community faces is summed up in the figure of
‘Dollarman’, the Pakeha developer who brings proposals to the iwi, and who considers
progress in terms of financial gain, without regard for impact on community or
environment. Dollarman brings ‘twins’ of himself to the community (96) which places him
in the context of a culture of economic greed; a historical and institutional background for
this culture is given through the description of wrongful governmental land acquisitions
(72).

The family represented in The Whale Rider are, like Toko’s, engaged in the struggle to
revive and maintain their traditions, in the face of a broader culture which does not support
them. Kahu's great-grandfather, Koro Apirana, establishes cultural instruction sessions at
his iwi's meeting house, in an attempt both to revive the family's knowledge of their
cultural inheritance, and to find his successor as chief and whale rider. The family's
knowledge and practice of this cultural inheritance has been degraded by several factors,
including the departure of their young for foreign lands, and the loss of traditions regarding
the respect and preservation of sea life. The tribe's whale-guardians are also suffering under
the effects of cultural and environmental degradation; they are unable to depend on the
protection of Kahu's tribe, and are disoriented and damaged by the effects of whaling and
of nuclear testing at Muroroa. Koro Apirana's attempts to revive his family's traditions, and
their sense of responsibility for the whales, are impeded by his adherence to another
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tradition, which, Ihimaera's narrative implies, is outdated, clung to because of hubris on
Apirana's part rather than because it is an essential aspect of his culture. Apirana's
insistence that women cannot inherit chieftainship endangers what Ihimaera establishes as
the 'natural' line of succession, through Kahu, and further endangers both the whales and
the tribe; the danger is again described as a product of personal pride and desire taking
priority over collective needs. Through this conflict an apparent alignment between Maori
and feminist ideologies is established in the work.

Lawrence Jones argues that features of Hulme’s writing which in her short fiction may be
taken as ‘metaphorical and inward-pointing, a way of realizing the individual characters’,
become in the bone people ‘outward-pointing, ...inflat[ing] the individual characters to
figures in a national myth’ (Barbed Wire and Mirrors, 204); a similar argument can be
made for each of these novels, not least because of the direct links they make between
narratives of personal difficulty and the prospect of cultural and environmental catastrophe.
In the bone people, this link is partially created by the designation of the endangered
mauriora as the 'heart' (364) or 'soul' (370) of the country. Its revival is coupled by images
of ecological revival, suggesting that the personal and cultural circumstances of the
characters described are deeply connected to the security of a native New Zealand ecology.
The same movement is easily traced in Grace and Ihimaera's books; the narrative of a loss
and restoration of Maori culture is entwined with the narrative of endangerment and
subsequent redemption of the physical environment that hosts this culture. The narratives
place a belief in the tradition of kaitiakitanga, or guardianship of the land, as central to the
revival of Maori culture and to the survival of a viable New Zealand ecology; the full
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enactment of this program appears to be available only through the realisation of individual
identity as properly oriented within the collective, and through the development of that
collective identity in separation from, and counter to, the mainstream culture.

4.6 Child Sacrifice

It is of significant interest, then, that such a shift in consciousness becomes available
primarily as a consequence of the suffering and sacrifice of these magically imbued
children.

Simon's effect on the adult characters around him is classically redemptive. His interactions
with Kerewin demonstrate the pattern: though she displays a distinct hostility towards
childhood in general and Simon in particular, his presence acts as a catalyst for the gradual
thawing of her antisocial habits. For all her surliness, Kerewin is as surely redeemed by the
love of a child as Betsey Trotwood, Silas Marner and scores of literary misanthropes have
been before her. Often Kerewin's warming to Simon is occasioned by his injury. She meets
him when he has an inch-long splinter embedded in his foot, and she gains a greater
understanding and attachment to him each of the numerous times he sustains a physical or
emotional injury. Both his vulnerability and the evidence his character bears of past hurts
awaken her nurturing instincts, as they have with Joe.

Simon is not the only character to suffer significantly in the novel; Joe and Kerewin each
experience physical debilitation as a result of the psychological disharmonies and
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dislocations that they are subject to. Yet it is only Simon’s injuries which are not selfinflicted, and which are ultimately permanent. The text strongly suggests that Kerewin’s
tumour is a direct result of her emotional malaise (caused by the rift with her family). Joe
reflects on the injuries he has acquired jumping off a bluff in despair: ‘More scars, he
thinks morosely. All self-inflicted more or less. I don’t think I’ve ever had an honest
accident or an honourable wound….’ (348). Yet Simon’s near-death, deafness and possible
brain damage result from the combined failures of those who are responsible for his care –
and, by implication, the social structures they exist within.

It is the calamity of these injuries which forces the other characters into penance, and this
penance allows the reconfiguration of their individual understandings of responsibility, the
construction of an alternative social model, and the resurrection of the nation's mauri.
Simon’s suffering, therefore, is constructed as the sacrifice necessary to redeem not only
the individual characters, but the future of the nation itself; though his ‘quick light is
dimmed’, and his ‘dancer’s grace is gone’ (443), the ‘commensal’ (427) future that this loss
has facilitated allows the book to end with unequivocal optimism: ‘It is dawn, indeed it is
dawn, and bright broad daylight braiding our home’(445).

A form of rebirth is also occasioned by harm to Toko. The child is killed by an explosion
deliberately caused by the land developers, an event which defines the developers and their
ideology as entirely negative. Toko's death is the event which finally sparks retaliatory
action from the family, who have previously endured the deliberate flooding of their land,
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and the burning of their meeting-house. In response to Toko's death, the family’s young
people arrange for roads to the new development (on neighbouring land) to be exploded,
for buildings to be flattened, and for the construction machines to be driven into the sea.
These actions finally halt both the construction and the attacks of the developers. While
Toko’s death has brought the family great sorrow, it also provides them with the anger
necessary to respond effectively to events which had until now rendered them powerless.

Although the death seems to have been pre-ordained, the characters, and the narrative,
evade a fatalistic approach to the circumstances which bring it about. ‘His death had been
with us a long time but not the manner of it’, comments Roimata (159), and the remark
reflects the family's necessary outrage at an event which they nonetheless understand as
meant to be. The reconciliation of Toko's loss as contributing to a higher purpose is uneasy;
Roimata continues to say that ‘[h]is death… gave us much that is good, but is it enough,
can it be enough?’ In terms of the narrative, it is indeed enough; in this novel it is
structurally essential in shifting the balance of power between antagonised world-views,
ultimately removing the threat to the family’s reclamation of their culture, history and way
of life.

Kahu's expedition into the sea and her subsequent coma, so pointedly constructed as a
symbolic death, has similarly redeeming consequences. Her willing sacrifice of self saves
both the whales and, apparently, her family, according to her great-grandfather's prediction
that ‘when [the whales] die, we die’(100). Kahu’s actions reestablish the connection
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between the family and the whales, between the estranged human and natural worlds. They
also secure recognition of her own birthright from Koro Apirana, who is himself
transformed by Kahu’s deeds: his steadfast bad temper and refusal to acknowledge the
child vanish on her return to consciousness after her adventure:

The old man cradled Kahu in his arms, partly because of emotion and partly because he
didn’t want those big ears out there to hear their big chief crying.
‘You’re the best mokopuna in the whole wide world,’ he said. ‘Boy or girl, it doesn’t
matter.’
(121)

This transformation has also engendered a reconciliation of sorts between Kahu's greatgrandparents, depicted throughout in a bickering stalemate. Similarly, the greatgrandparents' pelagic equivalents – a personified whale couple – also resolve their
differences as a result of Kahu's actions.

The book's resolution, therefore, rests heavily on the reconciliation of binary pairs that
Ihimaera has arranged as opposites: male and female, old and young, animal and human,
rural community-based life and life within the urban economic machine11. Kahu's role in
achieving these reconciliations (and it is her actions which are responsible for them) is due
as much to her act of self-risk as it is to her magical abilities. It is the image of her suffering

11

‘In the search for fame, fortune, power and success, some of my cousins had opted for the base metal and
not the gold. They may have turned their lives upside down in the process’ (52).
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and the prospect of her death which engenders humility and penance in those around her,
allowing a restoration of balances which the book depicts as being dangerously disrupted.

4.7 The Child and the Author

Though these texts share a pronounced thematic pattern, in which the mystical child suffers
for a communal good, there are marked differences in the implications that can be derived
from each writer's use of this pattern. These differences are made more visible by
examination of the broader construction of child images in each writer's work.

The depiction of child characters in Hulme’s writing generally involves a deeply
ambivalent interplay of malevolence and vulnerability. Her short stories often figure child
characters which prey upon and are prey to adult characters (particularly mother figures):
examples may be found in the short stories ‘Hooks and Feelers’, ‘Kiteflying Party at
Doctor’s Point’, ‘One Whale, Singing’, and ‘The Knife and the Stone’ (all in Te Kaihau).
In the bone people, Kerewin’s reactions both to Simon and to the notion of childhood in
general are based on a sense of recoil, and even her acts of care are deliberately evasive of a
sense of traditional mothering – such as her sharing of alcohol and cigarettes with the child.
She rails against the language of maternity (‘This godzone babytalk. Hottie lolly cardie
nappy, crappy the lot of it, she snarls to herself’ (32)) and indulges in a detailed fantasy of a
baby-trap, to lure, capture, anaesthetise and incinerate ‘the wee souls’(279)12. Though there
is an air of humour about those musings, there is none in her later fury at Simon, in which
12

Smith reads such passages as evidence of Kerewin’s ‘emotional immaturity’ (149).
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she encourages Joe to punish him – which he does, with the beating which deafens Simon
and puts him in a coma.

Simon himself is by no means entirely benign, and like other child characters in Hulme's
work, is prone to act on destructive impulse. Most of these child characters share the aura
of inscrutability which surrounds Simon, and often as a consequence appear frightening to
adult characters. Thus the unborn child of 'One Whale, Singing' seems to its mother a
canker or parasite (64), while the narrator of 'Kiteflying Party...' is horrified by the sight of
a child 'deformed' by a birth mark. At times, adult fears are justified by active malevolence
in the child – as when Simon destroys Kerewin's guitar, or when the child of 'Hooks and
Feelers' strikes his mother on the breast with his prosthetic hook. In Simon’s case, however,
the violence is not inexplicable or innate, but connected to his experiences of trauma and
stress through the sequencing of events and through sympathetic narration in Simon’s point
of view.

Simon's final integration into a family life which promises to function is unusual among
these children, having perhaps its only parallel in 'One Whale, Singing' in which the mother
bonds with her foetus once she is shipwrecked, widowed and in danger of drowning. The
establishment of a familial bond is made possible both in this story and in the bone people
by traumatic experience, which brings vulnerability to the fore in previously hostile
characters. In Simon's case, his vulnerability functions as the catalyst of a period of
penance in his caregivers, eventually provoking them into devising a new community
structure. The child's suffering functions redemptively, overwhelming alienation and
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hostility between parties with the progression of grief, penance, and ultimately
reconciliation.

Grace's child characters, in contrast, tend to emerge from within a functioning community
structure, and while they may struggle to reconcile their individual needs with this
structure, there is little suggestion of malevolence from any party in this process. Her
novels and short stories usually consider childhood within the context of family and
community duty; childhood is an era of inculcation into Maoritanga - the combined lore of
community responsibility, ancestral history and cultural knowledge and skill. Conflict in
these works may emerge as the child develops individual desires that run counter to the
wishes of the family or the community, yet these conflicts are grounded in considered
issues of self-determination, rather than in moments of hostility or destructive impulse.
Thus Ripeka in Mutuwhenua absorbs, as a child, the iwi knowledge that her father passes
on to her, but argues with her grandmother over her engagement to a Pakeha. Similarly
Makareta, in Cousins, is trained from birth to assume a role of leadership in her iwi, but
parts from the family when that role conflicts with her desire for a life away from the iwi.

In this manner Grace's stories establish a relationship of mutual obligation between
individual and community, which may at times require the sacrifice of individual fulfilment
for the maintenance of community good. This necessity is expressed acutely in a passage
from Potiki, which describes the iwi’s children helping with a catch of fish:
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Children bending, slipping hands into the gills of the kahawai, straightening, and
standing for a moment in the fire’s light, faces shadowed, blood running down their
arms. The kahawai is heavy in flesh and how it bleeds. They bleed. The children ran
towards the wharekai with the kahawai. Bleeding. The rain was beginning to fall
heavily.
‘They bleed, how our children bleed….’
The wharekai let us in. There was joy at the catch, and at the smell of hot food.
‘They do, and we don’t forget, but … there’s food for tomorrow.’
(114)

Though there is more than a suggestion of suffering articulated by the merging of children
and bleeding fish in this passage, it is balanced by the broader benefits of the children’s
contribution to family sustenance. Like Toko’s catching of the eel which makes him a
‘good little father’, the exchange is depicted as willing and mutually beneficial. The
sacrifice suggested by the blood of the fish (children) is purposeful, and justified by its
purpose. While Toko's death shifts the boundaries of acceptable sacrifice, provoking anger
and disbelief in his family, the pattern remains, if only to suggest that good may come of
the child's death.

The frequency with which Grace considers childhood and death in close proximity must
also be considered in making textual sense of Toko's death. Grace’s child characters often
mediate her texts’ explorations of death and the afterlife, at times narrating parts of her
stories after their own deaths, as Toko does in the last chapter of Potiki, at others
communicating with dead relatives at family graves or bringing death to insects or fish in
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work or play. Toko's name reflects the pattern; it is passed on from a relative who had died
as a child, who had himself been named after a month of eight deaths in the family. In these
ways Grace disrupts the notion that birth and death sit at opposite ends of a continuum, and
instead suggests the notion (reminiscent of Platonic configurations) that the child is closer
to the realm of the dead than the adult. ‘It is as though,' remarks Potiki's narrator, 'a child
brings about the birth of a parent because that which comes from under the master’s hand is
older than he is, already ancient’ (8); the notion is echoed in the novel's broader thematic
patterning, as indicated in the maxim that 'the end… is the beginning' (18).

In Ihimaera's work, the child figure is not primarily associated with death, but with the
question of natural succession to leadership, a theme which sits at the heart of a great deal
of Ihimaera’s fiction In Tangi this theme is expressed simply as the protagonist’s awareness
of his obligation to assume the role of caregiver after his father’s death. In many of the
other novels there are complicated interactions involving the lineage of mana, constructed
in Ihimaera’s works as an inherited prize of skills and abilities, prestige, authority and
responsibility. The child characters must frequently battle their predecessors to the role for
recognition of their rights to succeed. They may also battle other contenders for the
position, but in each case Ihimaera makes the rightful path of succession clear, both through
lineage and through the innate qualities possessed by his protagonists. As a result,
Ihimaera’s child characters are often heroic figures, chosen for a particular task both by
destiny, and sometimes by their elders; they are surrounded by mystical signs and portents,
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and surmount opposition to lead their communities into the future.

This concern for community may seem similar to that which appears throughout Grace's
works, or which emerges in the 'commensal' vision at the end of the bone people. The
emphasis placed on the issue of succession, however, reveals a fundamentally different
conception of how communities function. Though Hulme barely sketches the community
which Simon and his family will establish, it is by definition without hierarchy. The iwi of
Potiki, and those of a number of Grace's other works, also operate without apparent
hierarchy; 'We're all in charge', asserts a character in Potiki(118), and this point seems
essential to the community's identity. The danger depicted throughout Ihimaera's works,
however, is that the ever-present mantle of leadership will not be taken up, or that it will be
taken up by the wrong person – someone without inherited birthright. Ihimaera's vision of
community is in this way deeply assertive of the primacy of 'chosen' individuals, born and
gifted leaders; without them the communities they emerge from seem doomed to founder
and fail.

It makes sense, then, that Kahu's magical abilities influence the plot of Ihimaera's novel in
ways that Simon and Toko, in their respective texts, do not; it is part of the conceptual
framework of many of Ihimaera's texts that certain individuals are gifted beyond the scope
and ken of those around them. Kahu's suffering towards her goal provokes humility and a
recognition of her leadership in those around her; it further contributes to her stature.
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4.8 Conclusion

There can be little doubt that the suffering of the child in fictions is frequently used to
increase the emotional loading of whatever moral points the narrative tends to make; as has
been established in Chapter Two through examination of the Romantic child; it is an
obvious tool to increase reader sympathy for whatever the vulnerable child represents (in
these cases cultural and environmental conservation and renaissance) and to raise ire
against the agents cast in opposition to him or her (in these cases an economically driven
individualism with its basis in institutions from the urban nuclear family to historically
acquisitive Pakeha governments). The character traces of Christ that these novels employ –
and here Christ may be read as the archetypal abandoned and suffering child – magnify this
sympathetic effect. The pattern of sacrifice and redemption, inalienable to the Christian
narrative, is here employed to offer a resolution to the failures of the post-colonial state.
The sufferings of personal and collective dislocation, dispossession and oppression are not
futile, but are collecting towards a cathartic end, where crisis is followed by penance13 and
redemptive rebirth. Such rebirths redouble the child's symbolic weight; having first been
the page on which the need for a new era is so clearly written, the child – endowed with the
magical gift of possibility – then becomes a symbol and agent for that new era.

Maui is an apt figure to invoke in these characterisations, for a number of reasons. His
recognisability locates the narratives undeniably within a Maori cultural framework; his

13

This in Grace's book is figured more as a reconceptualisation of circumstances and responsibilities, than as
atonement for guilt.
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trickster status expresses something of the ‘outsider’ stance to hegemonic culture that the
child characters of these novels take.

It is relatively straightforward, in assessing these novels, to use a Jungian-based reading of
the ocean from which Maui (and each of these characters) emerges as representing the
unconscious, with the potential to nullify the formation of conscious identity, on an
individual, cultural and national scale. The child in this schema is a character devised to
transcend the oceanic threat through the unification of opposites14. The resolutions of these
novels each include, to a degree, such transformative unifications – of end and beginning,
male and female, (and in Hulme’s work) Maori and Pakeha. In this context, one might
argue that the persistence of the Maui tales, and its use in the context of a Maori cultural
renaissance, represents a metanarrative of transcendence: despite the death of the individual
the story lives on, playing a role in the survival of a culture through narrative transmission.

The transcendent nature of this survival is symbolically housed in the magical qualities of
the child. Yet, while the characterisation of these children as magically endowed is
essential to their transformative ability, so too is their suffering. Their ability to effect
change in the adults around them is directly proportionate to their inability to protect
themselves from the misdeeds of those adults. In the light of what is lost in that suffering,
the Maui mythos takes on a further role.

Judkins points out that ‘the function of Maui’s death is to bring about the mortality of
14

Judkins reads the Simon and Toko as such unifying figures (22,28)
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human kind, and signals an end to the immortality enjoyed until then’ (26), and notes that
this in fact puts his story at odds with those of the redemptive child-hero. The finality that
is confronted and inscribed in the tale of Maui’s death (as in the physical death of Toko,
and the symbolic deaths of Simon and Kahu) is not entirely subject to transcendence. The
circumstances of the hero’s end (he attempts to return to the womb by crawling back
through the vagina of Hine-Nui-I-Te-Po, and is crushed to death in the process) return us to
the image of the amniotic ocean, suggesting that there is in this element a threat to identity
which is not transcendable. This suggestion is taken up further in Chapter Seven, in the
discussion of other works by Grace and Ihimaera.
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5: Saving It for Later: Postponed Redemptions

Rachel McAlpine's The Limits of Green (1986), Fiona Farrell's The Skinny Louie
Book (1992), Elizabeth Knox's Treasure (1992) and Sue Reidy's The Visitation (1996).

5.1 Overview
This chapter examines works published between 1986 and 1996 by four Pakeha women.
These novels show child characters possessed of magical abilities that have the potential to
relieve profound and widespread personal, environmental and social stress.

In the books examined in Chapter Four, the child was brought into conflict with
antagonistic forces as a child, and the redemptive changes they affected or catalysed
occurred within the span of childhood, where the novels left them. The novels of this
chapter follow their protagonists into adulthood, where in three cases, a cataclysmic
redemptive act fulfils the promise of their powers. The postponement of the redemptive act
suggests a more conservative representation of the powers of childhood than has been
found in the other books; this suggestion is borne out by the fourth novel in this chapter, in
which the weight of mystical duty carried by children is actively questioned, and ultimately
deferred elsewhere.

These books do not address Maori issues in any direct fashion; major thematic interests are
the impact of conservative, rationalist and oppressive religious and state institutions on the
environment and the individual, usually represented by children or women. These
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oppressive institutions are characterised, to a certain degree, as masculine and paternal, yet
they threaten to induce a void state akin to the void of maternal symbolic value which
appeared in the books of Chapter Four. In this respect, the thematics of the novels of this
and the previous chapter are closely linked; they pit their child characters against a
homogenising establishment, which threatens core features of identity.

This configuration is perhaps most obviously rendered in Rachel McAlpine’s The Limits of
Green (1986), which features a succession of child characters, some of whom have magical
abilities. McAlpine’s novel prescribes a particular kind of ‘natural’ childhood; this kind of
childhood is a seat of happiness and creativity, and though it is endangered by adult
conservatism, given certain conditions it may even provide the psychic impetus for adult
magical activity. The primary character of The Limits of Green, Omelette, is born with
unique abilities; the novel follows her into adulthood, where (saved from ennui by the child
characters which follow her) she uses her powers to counteract environmentally dangerous
and ultra-rationalist forces. Fiona Farrell’s The Skinny Louie Book (1992) also begins with
a child with unique powers, who will use those powers in an ultimate resurrective act in her
adulthood. Like Omelette, the silent Tia is able to save a fictionalised New Zealand from
environmental destruction, yet as a child, Tia actively protects herself from the expectation
that she may do so. Having maintained her separation from the adult world, Tia, like
Omelette, retains many of the features of the childlike into her adulthood, and finally uses
her regenerative powers towards the planet’s resurrection in her old age. The primary child
character of Elizabeth Knox’s Treasure (1992) Mayhew Quitman, is unable to protect
himself from the depletive effects he experiences using his supernatural healing ability.
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Physically endangered and at risk of exploitation by others, his portrayal invokes an
examination of martyrdom as a negotiation of conflicts between life and death forces. His
eventual self-sacrificing use of his abilities occurs in his adulthood; while it saves the
universe from potential destruction, it comes at great cost to himself. The children of Sue
Reidy’s The Visitation (1996) are also cast in the martyr mould; like their idols in Catholic
mythology, they experience a vision of the Virgin Mary, and are charged with the task of
delivering her message towards the salvation of women from patriarchal oppression.
Opposed by masculine authority, Reidy has her child characters fail their appointed task,
confirming the development of a doubtful note in the depiction of children in the
redemptive role.

5.2 The Child and Magic

The Limits of Green is populated with magical effects involving many characters, child and
adult. However, as with other books, the source of magical energy and event is often the
child, and is profoundly connected to a sense of the childlike that is established in the book.
The book begins with the familiar occurrence of a virgin birth to a character named Mary.
Mary’s child Omelette is ‘a heroine’ at school, who ‘looked like someone with a golden
secret’ (17). Little time is spent describing her childhood (the book moves on to describe a
series of other childhoods) but she is established as supernaturally gifted, exemplified by
the fact that she is followed by snails wherever she goes;
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…[t]hey were attracted by the smell of her farts, which were most distinctive. When
she was exuberant, they smelt of coffee, and when she was thoughtful, they smelt of
thyme.
(17)

As a teenager Omelette saves fish from a nuclear accident by singing as she transfers them
from one harbour to another; later it is revealed she can promote extraordinary plant growth
and human healing with the music she makes. In adulthood Omelette, with her partner
George, uses this magical music to grow the plants that destroy the structures of toxic
industry.

The children who follow Omelette in the novel are not, for the most part, magical; the
significant exceptions are the twins who appear towards the end of the book. Where other
magical events in the text are brought about by characters’ actions, such as Omelette’s
songs, the twins heal and redeem simply by their presence. In fact they have been born for
this purpose; their mother Daisy conceives with the intention that they will save Omelette
and her partner George from catatonic ennui, so that they may continue their work towards
environmental redemption. The fact that they are conceived for this purpose suggests that it
is no individual quality they possess which gives them their power; rather it is the very fact
of their infancy, too new to quantify anything but the uncorrupted essence of the childlike
itself. The babies give new life to George – ‘he was like a chicken that had hatched and
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latched on to the babies’ – and restore Omelette’s urge to sing, allowing the couple to
continue and triumph in their environmental revolution.

As in the Limits of Green, the most significant magical event of The Skinny Louie Book
occurs in the protagonist’s adulthood. Again, however, the magical abilities of that
protagonist are established in her childhood, and are associated with childlike qualities
throughout. The foundling Tia (short for Celestia) is considered by her adoptive mother to
be a gift from God; Tia's origins and powers confirm her supernatural status. Tia is found
(by five-year-old Maura) as an abandoned newborn; her birth mother, Skinny Louie, may
have conceived her with ‘Wayne Norris, an acned youth who, since primary school, has
paid Louie in bags of lollies for a quick poke…’ (16), though ‘it is equally probable that the
father is a hawk’ which visited Louie as she slept on a rock. The hawk is one possible
source of the unusual powers that Tia has from birth; another is the meteor that passes close
by earth at the time she is born, causing bizarre phenomena in the area.

From the moment of Tia’s birth, she exerts a supernatural influence on the people around
her. Immediately after she is found, townspeople are overwhelmed by the need to tell the
truth to each other. While this particular influence is not sustained, Tia’s ability to
communicate psychically with her adoptive sister Maura is. This telepathic relationship
becomes Tia’s primary ‘voice’ in the novel, for she does not usually speak for herself; her
only verbal communications are the songs she, like Simon and Omelette, sings, and her
private conversations with her sister.
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Tia’s relationship to language is indicative of her separation from the social world around
her. As it had for Hulme’s character Simon, silence secures the boundaries of the childhood
realm, ensuring that socialisation into the adult world is never completed. That this could be
a form of resistance to indoctrination is not lost on authority figures such as the pastor and
teacher who demand that Tia speak, on the grounds that she is now a ‘big girl’ and must
‘stand on her own two feet’. The response of Tia’s adoptive mother, however, emphasises
the role of silence in the construction of the child mystique; Peg considers Tia’s muteness
part of the price she (Peg) owes God – for Tia, she believes, is a miracle baby delivered in
direct response to her prayer for another child. Though Peg herself is gifted with healing
powers, it will indeed be Tia who, when human life is on the brink of obliteration, performs
the necessary redemptive miracle.

Treasure is unique among the books of this thesis in setting its depiction of childhood
offshore. Though most of the novel is set in New Zealand, Mayhew Quitman's childhood
occurs in Bible-belt America, where he discovers the powers that will later allow him to
provide another redemptive ending to another looming apocalyptic event, beginning in New
Zealand and threatening to end human life.

Mayhew grows up in the household of an evangelist faith healer. Though his preacher uncle
displays no real evidence of a healing ability, Mayhew himself is able to reverse the effects
of illness, injury and even death, though at cost to his own well-being. He experiences
physical exhaustion through his healing acts, which become subject to the manipulation of
other characters. Like Omelette and Tia, Mayhew uses his powers to greatest consequence
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as an adult. His ultimate act is self-sacrificial and redemptive, nullifying the entropic force
that threatens to overtake the universe. That his encounter with this void occurs as an adult,
though he retains the ability to resist conformity that has characterised his childhood, is
consistent with the other books in this chapter.

Mayhew’s powers seem to be inherited through his Native American ancestry, though the
beginning of his life is also (like Tia’s) touched by celestial forces: late in the book it is
revealed that while his mother was pregnant, his father George had been sent on an army
assignment to clean up a UFO crash site, and found an alien disc there. Though Mayhew, in
his adulthood, does come into direct and decisive contact with the object, the event is
linked metaphorically, more than causally, to his powers. On his way to the crash site
George falls asleep and dreams of the birth of a deformed baby, who is suffocated by
George’s mother in snow; the child finds in the snow ‘an icy nipple to suck’ (307) just as
Mayhew will later nullify his own life (and life-giving powers) by taking the cold, black
disc into his mouth.

Mayhew’s childhood acts of healing are somewhat less dramatic; he can visualise the
illnesses of other characters (‘…he could see the exact distance between his mother’s health
and her illness…’ (186)) and is able to cure those illnesses. The extent of these powers, and
their debilitating effect on him, is intimated when he brings a dead dog back to life;
afterwards, ‘Mayhew looked tired, a graphite-grey, glossy smear under each eye… his
gums were bleeding, his teeth streaked with fresh blood (254). Like Tia’s abilities,
Mayhew’s are surrounded by silence; his older cousin Deane (who perhaps intends to
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protect his father’s conservative but counterfeit healing ministry, and his own role in it)
instructs him not to speak of his abilities, and Mayhew obeys.

In The Visitation, Catherine and Theresa Flynn’s encounters with visions of the Virgin
Mary similarly challenges Church orthodoxy. The Virgin first appears above the lemon tree
in the Flynn’s backyard, an event which the girls are perhaps prepared for by their games of
‘virgins and martyrs’. The Virgin gives the girls a missive to the Pope about the benefits of
contraception, which the girls are instructed to deliver as ‘mothers of the future’ (63).
Though the mission fails, and the Virgin later admits that she had visited ‘the wrong house’
(139) she appears again, visible only to the girls, who are now to assist her integration into
human society. Descriptions of the girls themselves suggest that they bear physical signs of
their divine mission:

Fey, wild, they were not altogether of this world themselves. They would have to be
handled with kid gloves… Their fingers were long and thin like antennae, their legs
brittle as sticks. The silver hairs on their legs were so fine they were almost invisible.
(70)

Though they are unable to perform the task charged to them, their ability to perceive the
Virgin is akin to the magical powers of other children in this chapter: it speaks of a
supernatural sensitivity and awareness of realms beyond the mundanities of adulthood. The
affirmative nature of these perceptions promises healing for the ills of the adult world. In
The Limits of Green and The Skinny Louie Book these ills are manifest as environmental
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decay brought about by adult dishonesty and greed; in Treasure as entropy with a symbolic
correlate of religious hypocrisy; in The Visitation as religious doctrine which imposes
reproduction on unwilling women. In each case, the child’s magic allows it to see and/or
bring about possibilities not visible to the adult world.

5.3 The Nature of Childhood

Each of the texts in this chapter invites consideration of the nature of childhood itself, and
the degree to which its construction facilitates the association with magic, as a
manifestation of life-giving force. Each text presents a version or versions of childhood,
idealised to different degrees by various characters and perhaps by the texts themselves.

In The Limits of Green, the consideration of childhood is closely bound with a particular
vision of nature, a connection that is hinted at by the title of the book. There is a dualism
reminiscent of the Romantic period at work in this text, in which nature (represented quite
simply as trees and other plants) is associated with youth, innocence and the imagination,
and opposed by industry, rationalism and corruption. This dualism has invited criticism;
Mark Williams (‘Literary Recession: New Zealand Fiction, 1985 – Mid 1986’) describes
The Limits of Green as one of a number of texts written in deliberate opposition to the
‘masculine, Pakeha tradition of social realism’ that had been a dominant strain of New
Zealand literature following Frank Sargeson. Williams asserts, however, that McAlpine’s
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novel fails to carry its ‘feminist and ecologically progressive’ perspective due to a lack of
substance and a reliance on escapism:

Such literature flatters an enduring romantic and nationalist image of New Zealand as a
pastoral enclave. …McAlpine’s magic realism without the realism merely makes one
nostalgic for the tradition derived from Sargeson such writing is supposedly replacing.
(21)

The ‘feminist and ecologically progressive’ agenda is not unique to McAlpine’s novel, as
we shall see; the vision of New Zealand as the site of a millennial environmental rebirth is
already familiar from the books of the previous chapter.

McAlpine’s novel is particularly useful here in demonstrating the interplay between
expectations of a ‘natural’ childhood and nature itself. The book favours the prevalence of
the ‘green’ environment (where plants and trees are fostered by human creativity and
unimpeded by culture and industry), and of associated qualities of ‘green’ness in childhood:
a naïvety, or separation from the world of culture, which provides innocence and creative
energy. Where childhood innocence is threatened by cynicism, worldliness and pessimism,
associated forces of toxic industry and economic rationalism threaten the green
environment.

The activism of the characters in the book is directed towards creating a pre-lapsarian
nature state, where harmful industry, like organic disease, is overwhelmed and deactivated
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by characters’ creative endeavours. This nature state is funded by the symbolic energies of
the child: the decisive role of twin babies – as representatives of hope and innocence – in
securing the future at the crisis of the novel demonstrates this. But the depictions of other
child characters (and childlike characters) show that childhood itself as a ‘natural’ state is
endangered here – by the interference of forces that disturb its limitations. The natural
childhood is established as a process which needs minimal adult interference, but some
adult protection (or at least positive adult presence) for it to be successfully completed; to
interfere with the expected temporal and behavioural progression from childhood to
adulthood results in unhappiness and grotesquery.

Omelette’s childhood is reminiscent of the Rousseauean ideal: Mary ‘forgot to send
Omelette to school’, instead allowing her to develop in her own time – much like Mary's
garden, which produces a mixture of conventional vegetables and 'unpopular' but
nourishing weeds. When Omelette eventually takes herself to school, ‘her behaviour [is]
uncontaminated, because she [doesn’t] care’ about the rules and regulations which
constrain other children. She remains ‘uncontaminated’ throughout most of her adulthood –
able to work outside social conventions, retaining and developing the powers of her
childhood. As soon as she reaches adulthood, however, the text introduces another child
character. This pattern is repeated so that there is a constant child presence throughout the
novel, and several models of childhood less ideal than Omelette’s are presented.

The first of these replacement children is Belle, a waif who attaches herself to Mary in
order to avoid her own puritanical missionary parents, who have purged their lives of any
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imaginative content. Belle fits the enigmatic child type well; she looks like 'a stunted adult'
and is 'unable to look naive' yet is able to physically resist growing up. She finds a creative
life at Mary's, and when her unnaturally persistent child state becomes problematic, Mary
and Omelette magically help her into adulthood.

The children who follow Belle in the text also experience a deviant progression into
adulthood in response to parental rigidity. Eve and Annabel are the daughters of Omelette’s
sometime-lover Edward; their home-life is ‘perfectly co-ordinated’ and ‘perfectly
predictable’, with the children unable to find independence from their controlling father.

Whenever [Annabel] did anything perfectly ordinary, like paint her toenails or try a
new hairdo, he would verbalise it. He would draw generalisations, place the behaviour
in a social or historical or literary context, making it acceptable to himself and robbing
her of individuality.
(52)

Eve responds by anorexic suicide, Annabel by running away to live in an abandoned
storage tower on a communications station. Her bid for independence, the lack of which has
stunted her experience of childhood, is met by an ironic inversion of circumstances; she
ends up paying for her keep by participating in sexual role-play with Elric Sloman, the
infantilist caretaker of the station. Thus Annabel’s actual childhood, deprived of the kind of
freedom that characterises Omelette’s happy childhood, is replaced by a parody of infancy,
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in which a grown man becomes ‘a cunning hothouse baby with no thoughts, no morality,
no resilience, no autonomy’ (70).

Daisy, the daughter of Omelette’s partner George, presents another version of the unnatural
childhood: Daisy is a delinquent seven-year-old, devoid of innocence; she wears make-up,
dances provocatively and acts with ‘slick corruption’. But the absence of some childlike
characteristics is countered by an overabundance of others: she throws tantrums, refuses to
obey instructions, and longs to be ‘a little tiny weak red baby squalling in [her father’s]
arms’ (113). Chastising her, the now grown-up Belle voices something of the novel’s
agenda for the 'natural' childhood:

There’s a time to grow up, and you can put it off forever. But you can’t do the opposite,
jump the gun – at least not without losing something. You’ve got the very worst bit
about being grown up, that terrible jealousy chewing and chewing you inside, and you
can’t have the good bit, no way.
(116)

Under careful corrective supervision by the adult characters, Daisy’s delinquency is
brought under control, and she proceeds to develop according to more familiar patterns.
Again a parallel is made between the disrupted childhood and the deviant adult – Daisy is
compared to Omelette’s insane and abusive ex-boyfriend Wayne, who acts like ‘a psychotic
child’ (85). Daisy is ‘much more systematic than Wayne’ in her destructiveness, but the
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comparison remains, and serves to emphasise the ambiguous significations of the childlike
in operation in the novel. It would be useful here to invoke the distinction Blum draws from
the analyst Paula Heimann, who

complains about the “distinction [in language] between the factual and hostile reference
to the child” (About Children and Children-No-Longer 340). Thus, we alternate between
the positive attribution of “childlike” and the insulting “childish,” a discursive indecision
that Heimann argues “betrays the ambivalence to children of those who are no longer
children”
(Blum 130).

This ambivalence is expressed clearly in The Limits of Green, where we are given Wayne
and Daisy’s perversities (like Sloman’s) as childish, while Daisy’s re-education into the
childlike is represented by the appearance of innocence, playfulness, and sociability in her
behaviour. This ideal of childhood requires a somewhat paradoxical enactment of both
individuality and conformity; the ‘natural’ child is free to act as she wishes, but wishes only
to conform to an expected pattern of behaviour; a lack of innocence, creativity or happiness
in the child can only be seen as evidence of unnatural interference.

A confirmation that such positive qualities are what the text considers natural to childhood
is to be found in the final children to enter the text; the twins, deliberately conceived by
Daisy (now an adult), to provide exactly the qualities that have been defined as the
childhood ideal. Expected to redeem, the children do so – but it is essential to the book’s
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privileging of adult non-interference that the children do so not because they are expected
to, but because this is the innate function of childhood.

Fiona Farrell's The Skinny Louie Book demonstrates a wariness of adult expectations of the
redeeming child; though the book’s magical child character has the power to provide great
supernatural service to the adult world, she generally keeps her skills and communications
to a very limited audience, as with a remarkable artistic talent she protects by ‘playing
dumb’. She allows a local artist, Vera Battersby, to see a few remarkable works, then (when
Vera threatens to ‘do all in her power to rescue this child from obscurity’ (80)) reverts to
mundane scribbles. Throughout the novel, the appearance of Tia’s powers is erratic, and
she keeps their effects largely within the scope of her family. The effect of this discretion is
that she remains autonomous, socially separate, and in complete control over the use of her
abilities. There is little indication for most of the novel that Tia's powers really will be used
towards the greater good; though she invokes profound expectations in characters like her
mother and Vera Battersby, her social isolation is clearly established as an evasive measure,
which protects her individuality and self-determination from such expectations.

Tia’s artistic abilities, like her silence, are also consistent with the construction of the
‘enigmatic child’; the pronounced contrast between her and her sister reinforces this
construction. While Maura is social, Tia remains ‘a loner, a solitary child’; and in contrast
to Maura’s ‘fair and freckled and plump’ appearance, Tia is ‘thin and dark’ (84). Yet as the
two grow older, Maura achieves only the mediocrities of a ‘normal’ (176) adulthood, while
Tia remains (as Omelette had) impulsive and happy, full of the conviction and energy of
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her childhood. In particular Maura’s ambivalence about her own pregnancies are contrasted
with Tia’s certainties. Tia helps Maura run away with her first baby, which she had agreed
to give up for adoption, but Maura capitulates to social pressure and returns the baby to the
adoption home. When Maura becomes pregnant for the second time, Tia’s magical powers
re-emerge. Maura again expresses ambivalence about her desire for a child:

‘Make up your mind,’ says Tia. ‘Yes or no. You have five seconds starting NOW.’
She places one hand on Maura’s belly and the other across her breasts.
‘No,’ says Maura. ‘I think…’
The hands press once. ‘There,’ says Tia and Maura goes back to work feeling
curiously empty as if she were a vessel from which all the water has been poured.
(203)

Though Maura later resents Tia for having ‘driven the life out of [her] and left [her] empty’
(237), Tia responds that Maura’s lifelessness (expressed now in her infertility) is the result
of her own relentless clinging to caution, security and routine. As it had been in The Limits
of Green, rigidity and social conformity is here constructed as antithetical to the presence of
the child and the childlike; Maura's fertility and her conservatism cannot co-exist. When
environmental degradation (the result of right-wing, fascistic government policy) threatens
to obliterate life on earth, Tia fulfils the promise of her childhood; her resistence of the
tropes of adulthood has allowed her to retain the regenerative energy of the child, and she is
able to save the planet when Maura has long succumbed to the backwards-looking
hopelessness of the conforming adult.
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Though Tia is an old woman, and her powers supernatural, her redemptive act, like the
conclusion of The Limits of Green, reinforces the redemptive portrayal of both nature and
the childlike. Tia’s childlike traits become particularly pronounced in this period of the
novel, when she survives alone in the sole haven in an environmental desert. She is
subsumed by childhood memories, she has grown small and incontinent, and, lying
sleeping, she is compared to a ‘small brown foetus’ (259). Like Kuhn’s enigmatic children,
she too plays writing words on the beach, only to watch them dissolved by waves. This
seems to represent a reconsideration of language as a function of the human and the social
world:

She traces in the sand: people woman man child. She writes as many words as she can
think of which contain the word ‘human’: humanity, humankind, humanities,
humanitarianism, humane, humanism. …The waves inch in, nibbling at the words she
has written. They crumble and disappear: people woman man child human humanity.
Tia waits till they are all gone.
(262-263)

By resisting social language Tia has remained inside a personal Eden that survives when
the failed communications of the outside world have lead that world into destruction. The
paradise she retains is both childish and animal: she is described, in this period, both as a
lizard and a chimpanzee – descriptions which recall the uncertainties of her parentage, and
also further assert her place in a natural (non-human) order. In refusing to speak with the
outside world she remains an infant; the connections of this state with the animal recall the
thematics of Daughter Buffalo, stressing the childlike as locus of Otherness. Tia’s
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regeneration of the planet fulfils the fantasy that Kuhn identifies as a key attraction of the
unspeaking child: the promise of untrammelled potential offered by the languageless world.
Tia is able to deliver on this promise perhaps because, as a fiction, Farrell awards her the
best of both worlds: she has access to language, yet maintains her stance outside it. She can
survive without the social world, yet ultimately, chooses it and thus chooses its survival.

Children in the social world Knox depicts in Treasure are entities to be controlled by adults;
Mayhew’s uncle’s authority over the church determines that the children have a strictly
limited range of behaviours available to them. The children are to be seen and not heard; no
comic books are allowed for the boys, no make up for the girls, and diligence is expected in
schoolwork, chores and prayer. The attitude of the Reverend Omo and other adults in the
Church seems to be one based on the principle of Original Sin; the children must be trained
away from their innate weakness. There is little evidence within this schema of the child
constructed as a source of life, but Mayhew’s talent emerges external to and counter to the
world as it is understood by the Omos. The situation presents with some clarity the binary
developing throughout these books: that of the life-giving child opposed and limited by
life-taking aspects of the adult world and adult authority.

The polarity is presented symbolically in the image of the infant suckling on ice; it is also
present in an exchange Knox uses to suggest a cosmological explanation for the events of
the story, and is a distinct articulation of themes underpinning not only Knox’s novel, but
others in this chapter. A speculative conversation takes place between a recipient of the
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disc, an aging anthropologist, and a physicist, who believes the disc he is being told about
to be a fictional creation. The physicist (Yolan Myers) suggests that the disc could be a
divine counter-response to the universe’s ability to propel its own life, as established
(according to Myers) in an experiment he describes:

‘There was an experiment where two incubators were set up, both controlled by
programmes designed to switch the heat on and off randomly. Chicks were put in one
incubator and the other was left empty. No matter how long they ran the experiment, or
how often they repeated it, or changed the chicks from one incubator to another,
whichever incubator the chicks were in had its heat on more often; often enough for the
chicks to survive and grow. That experiment is an argument against entropy, the heat
death of the universe. It proposes that the presence and needs of living things increase
the heat energy available in a closed
system. It proposes that life conspires – breathes together – against entropy.
…[Perhaps] God thinks to Himself, “Hmmm, collectively they can make themselves
immortal…and survive my long-term intentions”. So he makes these objects, this
substance, that can counteract the results of any inspiration provided by things
biological.’
…
‘It’s a great idea, but unscientific, given the God part.’
‘New Physics has put “God” back into the equation.’
(134-5)

It is difficult to find a clearer metaphor for childhood innocence and vulnerability than
chicks in an incubator; the prospect of the universal decline of life is here suggested as a
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divinely willed scientific fact, made imminent in the primary narrative by the presence of
the disc.

In this central narrative, the propulsion toward life is represented by Mayhew’s healing
abilities; his primary antagonist, for most of the story, is the authority of his uncle’s
Church. Just as the ‘rebel’ chicks exist within, and despite, the system of an antagonistic
God, Mayhew remains within this Church, though he finds it dishonest, exploitative and
hypocritical. That its ministry provides a parental function for him and its other congregants
(even in adulthood) is made explicit in Mayhew’s remark that Church membership is ‘like
sucking on a dummy instead of a bottle, which is to say nothing of bottles instead of
breasts’ (151).

The formal institution of a Church is also the antagonist of the children in Sue Reidy’s The
Visitation. Here again the children have access to an authentic spirituality denied or ignored
by Church authority; in this case, a message Theresa and Catherine Flynn receive from the
Virgin Mary, revising Catholic contraceptive policy, is maliciously altered in order to
preserve the Church’s status quo. The delivery of the message to the girls, under instruction
that it be passed on to the Pope, invokes the tradition of the young martyr embedded in
Catholic doctrine; the vastly significant role entrusted to the girls is foreshadowed in the
games of ‘Martyrs and Suffering Virgins’ that they have adapted from the theology
surrounding them, and which they play relentlessly before and after their vision. The girls
identify with, and aspire to, the extremities of willfully endured deprivation and suffering
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they read about in the lives of their young female heroines. Like these saints and martyrs,
they believe that such suffering is contiguous with fulfilling the will of God, and that their
youth and vulnerability are assets in exacerbating the degree of that suffering.

The girls' Catholic context illustrates vividly the significance of childhood suffering in
linking two polarised but simultaneously present constructions of childhood. The doctrine
of Original Sin is present here, too, as an active and overt article of faith. The belief in the
inherent sinfulness of the child is a primary factor in the girls' pursuit of martyrdom, and is
an idea regularly reinforced by their parents. The girls are vigorously disciplined by their
mother for apparently minor misdemeanours; she asserts that they need to be ‘taught a
lesson’, while the girls understand that

[i]t was because they were wicked and deserved to be punished. Their father said
children were like wild animals. They had to be tamed.
(26)

The reference to 'wild animals' indicates that this view of childhood is as much linked to the
conception of nature as is the belief in innate childhood benignity. The need to 'tame' the
child, though represented here in pedagogical terms, is pursued in the girls' Catholic context
through various purgative rites – confessions, beatings, and Theresa and Catherine's selfpunishments and denials. These sufferings seem offer the promise of piety and redemption
– reformation in the mould of the blessed child.
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Though Catherine and Theresa seek redemption through suffering, the images of the
wicked child and the blessed child exist in parallel around them; on a practical level, adult
characters tend to believe in one or the other, rather than seeing the two as consecutively
linked through any actionable process. Just as Mr Flynn never really believes his daughters
can be saved, despite their efforts, the congregation's monsignor never really believes in
their sin: 'Could a young girl exist who was not good and pure?' he wonders, as he
dismisses their confessions; 'Didn't all young girls have God inside them?' (49).

It is this vision of childhood purity that seems at first to be authorially endorsed by the
appearance of the Virgin Mary. In bestowing Theresa and Catherine with the task of
delivering the redemptive message, the Virgin Mary also reinforces the theme, visible in
many of these books, of the child as representative of a particular national persona:

'I have specially chosen you two to be my messengers,' continued the Lady. 'In the
future your little country will be instrumental in bringing peace to the world'
(63)

The visitation stokes the girls' religious fervour, encouraging them to envision their
apparent blessedness in its logical extreme:

One of Catherine’s visions revealed her not only as a new breed of female priest but as
a kind of goddess in shining white robes. In this state she wore a white veil to reflect
her purity. All around her head rays of light flashed and sparkled. She floated from the
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altar to the communion rails, an enormous golden chalice in her hand. ‘This is my
body,’ she said. ‘This is my blood. Take. Eat.
(75)

There are moments when Reidy seems to invest in her child characters as actually fulfilling
the role of the mystical creatures they themselves seek to become. She treats the visit of the
Virgin Mary as a real event, and at times her descriptions of the girls make them suitable
for the role. The Catholic institution's preparedness to accept these real and contemporary
children in the role of those depicted in its mythology wavers; despite the scepticism with
which church representatives greet their story, the attraction of the girls as potential iconic
figures is expressed in opinions like that of the monsignor, and of Father Rafferty:

He couldn’t stop staring at them. Their unusual fluffy white hair and the black eyes.
Their confidence and steady gaze. It was impossible that what they were telling him
was the truth…
And yet he was convinced they weren’t lying.
It wasn’t the Virgin Mary who was the apparition. Had they looked at themselves in
the mirror recently?
(70)

For the most part, however, the girls’ pursuit of martyrdom and blessedness is largely
portrayed through a series of ironic ploys, suggesting the authorial stance on both
Original Sin and the icon of the child martyr is critical, and that against the portrayal
of these belief structures lies a conviction in the ‘reality’ of childhood as far more
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ordinarily benign. The girls’ 'saintliness' is persistently and humorously complicated
by their visceral and egoistic drives, a difficulty shared by the religious texts they take
instruction from – Theresa excites her parents’ ire by reading from the life of a saint:
“Soon Maria was falling into trances, having catatonic fits, becoming frenzied,
sexually excited over the idea of Jesus—”(102). The comic excesses Reidy employs to
undermine the children's pious aspirations are balanced in the text by the attitudes of
characters who voice another ideal for the child. 'All this tommy-rot about martyrs,'
says the girls' grandmother, 'It's a load of old cods. Why don't you girls get interested
in the Beatles or Bob Dylan instead?' (21). Even the monsignor supports this
naturalistic deflation: 'Why not play with your dolls?' he suggests. 'Don't always be
worrying about self-denial and punishment. Enjoy yourself' (49).

This is the construction of childhood that the text itself supports; the children's
behaviour suggests that they are neither wicked nor hallowed: their 'ordinary'
behaviour includes bickering, playing pretend games, swearing, adoring the Virgin
Mary and being curious about sex, all without any apparent narrative judgement
attached. When the children fail in their mission to deliver the message to the Pope
and it is revealed that the Virgin Mary had 'got the wrong address', the limitations of
the children are confirmed – as are those of the divinity who bestowed the task upon
them. The revelation goes a long way towards undermining the expectation of the
child as divine messenger, suggesting that such an idea may be an ill-conceived
product of divine fallibility.
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There is, however, yet another construction of the child visible in this text that requires
examination. This is directly connected to the pro-contraceptive message the Virgin
delivers. Catherine and Theresa are two of the eight children their mother has (somewhat
unwillingly) acquired by following Catholic doctrine. The girls are brought up to believe
that whether or not they have children is ‘not up to [them] to decide’ (35), but will be the
decision of their husbands and a God who ‘never changes’ (37). These strictures lead to
attitudes reminiscent of Mansfield's Linda Burnell: Catherine and Theresa’s mother, Moira,
feels exhaustion and horror at her new pregnancy; Theresa sees the evidence of the
pregnancy as ‘monstrous’ and ‘disgusting’ (81). As in 'Prelude' and Hulme's 'One Whale,
Singing', the child as a product of patriarchal structures is a parasite, externally imposed on
the female body and vitally opposed to its well-being. Yet, also in common with the earlier
works, the antagonism here is ultimately overwhelmed by a maternal bond established in
the presence of the individual child. Yet the patriarchal structures persist, apparently
unaffected by the work of the Virgin Mary, who is by the end of the book reduced to the
persona of a fairly commonplace feminist activist. Though she garners, by ordinary means,
the support of ordinary women, there is no indication that her efforts will effect the
prohibition on contraception; the social conditions from which the parasitic image has
emerged have not changed.

The possibility of the child as a redemptive force is constructed in these texts through the
exploration and delimitation of what a child could and should naturally be. In each novel,
childhood as a fund of innocence and positive energy occurs to the degree that it is not
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impeded by adults. The Limits of Green, like the novels of the previous chapter, presents
the child as relatively integrated within a community. In each of the other novels, the
child’s magical abilities or experiences are kept secret or disbelieved, signaling a
dislocation between the child and its immediate community which may allow the child
some autonomy over their powers, that might, in their circumstances, be otherwise
unavailable. Yet the four novels have in common an investment in the child’s magic as an
expression of authenticity against a widely inauthentic larger world; the familial
community in McAlpine’s novel is simply a buffer between the child and that greater
world. Explorations of the child as a problematic entity – unnaturally worldly, pious or
overly constrained – are posited in contrast to the central model of ideal childhood – a
model which is, to a certain degree, common to all four novels.

5.4 Parentage, Opposition and the Void

Multiple, absent and interrupted parentages remain a distinct pattern in this group of novels,
as they had been in Chapter Four. In The Limits of Green, Omelette has no father, Belle
adopts Mary as her mother in the failure of her original parents, Daisy is raised away from
her mother and the twins away from their father. In The Skinny Louie Book, Tia, who may
have been fathered by Wayne Norris or a hawk, is abandoned by Skinny Louie and fostered
by Peg and Martin, until Martin disappears. In Treasure, Mayhew and his sister are taken
from their father’s house to live with their uncle, who takes the role of patriarch with the
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extended family. Only the Flynn sisters are raised by both biological parents throughout
their childhood.

In these books, however, the figure of the benign, Marian mother comes to the fore;
characters such as Omelette's mother Mary, the healer Peg, and the Virgin Mary herself
represent a positive maternal ideal that does not find such clear expression in the books of
other chapters. Void states are depicted in The Limits of Green and The Skinny Louie Book
in connection to the notion of maternity; in these instances, though, the void represents the
threat to the maternal body as 'Mother Nature' rather than the threat that that body poses to
the individual as child – a notion that has been suggested by the oceanic void considered in
the previous chapter and will be developed further in the next chapter. The womb is not, for
the most part, a site of mortal struggle here; neither is there a persistent pattern of the
child's identity being threatened by the incursions of the maternal figure. The prominent
exception is Maura and Tia 'vanishing' Maura's unborn child; even in this instance,
however, no access to or identification with that child is afforded by the text – the incident
is considered in terms of its impact for Maura as a potential mother. Beyond this exception,
the children of this chapter have a comparatively untroubled existence: they survive into
adulthood without dying or suffering permanent physical damage.

This is not to suggest that all of the mother figures in these books are consistently present,
available and good to their children. Skinny Louie abandons her new-born baby, and
Mayhew's mother moves her children away from their father into the restrictive
environment of her brother's household. Theresa and Catherine at times find themselves on
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the wrong end of Moira Flynn's frayed temper. In The Limits of Green, Annabel and Eve's
mother is unable or unwilling to intervene in her husband's oppression of his children,
while Belle's mother enforces the puritan strictures that alienate Belle.

In most of these situations, the mother 'fails' when she acts as an agent of paternal law,
frequently expressed through rigid Christian values. Moira Flynn's furies are accounted for
by the unrelenting burden of child-bearing and raising that is imposed on her by Catholic
doctrine. In contrast, the sympathetic construction of Peg is strengthened when she protects
her children from the fire-and-brimstone judgements of her pastor, Roger Pettigrew, as he
attempts to insinuate himself into a paternal role with them.

In Treasure and The Visitation, the conflict between child and church is central and overt –
and an overt expression of patriarchal power. When Mayhew's mother takes him and his
sister to live in her brother's household, there is little doubt that they are now under the
authority of the Reverend Omo; this authority is far-reaching, as Omo claims divine
sanction for his control over both his ministry and his family. Among the key principles of
his leadership are a belief in male authority and female subservience, and an abhorrence of
the physical and worldly.

The same axis of authority is felt by Catherine and Theresa Flynn; the message they receive
for the Pope is altered by their father, who considers it nonsense; his disbelief is a
manifestation of his faith in himself as ‘the head of [his] household’ (68), and of how alien
the pro-contraceptive message is to the doctrines the family abides by, in which ‘[a]bortion
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is murder and a mortal sin’ (78), and the artificial control of births ‘lessen[s] the number of
guests at the Banquet of Life’ (78). Even once the letter has been changed to conform to
such doctrine, the family priest easily dismisses the girls’ vision as a hallucination or trick
of the light (69). The girls are perhaps too far from the sources of power within their
Church to have either access or impact upon them – whatever the form of that impact.

Churches are one face of a wider model of patriarchal administrations threatening the
individual as child in these books. This interaction has appeared in earlier novels – in the
figures of Grace's Dollarman, for example, or of Kahu’s grandfather; the figure of ‘the
Pharaoh’ in Ihimaera’s Matriarch novels will also fit this model. In McAlpine, Farrell and
(to a degree) Knox’s novels, these institutions also constitute an environmental threat,
manifested as a form of physical or metaphysical void state.

In The Limits of Green, the void appears as a function of George (Omelette’s partner)
despairing at the environmental destructiveness that he finds around him. George becomes
depressed and ill, falling into a coma and developing 'festering ulcers'. The symptoms of his
illness are physically linked with the industrial development going on nearby – his wounds
smell of machinery and ammonia – and Omelette realises 'the connections between disease,
technology and economics' (139) as she nurses him1. The illness begins to draw Omelette in
and she ages prematurely. It reaches its zenith before the birth of the twin babies:

1

Omelette does not elaborate on the substance of those connections, but has previously used technology to
positive effect in the production of her music. It would seem that technology used towards artistic ends is
healthy, while technology used towards industrial or economic ends leads to disease.
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She felt as if she were in danger, and yet she knew she was helping George. The ulcers
became darker and darker, day by day. Every night she was frightened now, taking off
her shirt and lying beside him... . Where the ulcers touched, her skin vibrated and
buzzed as if she was going to be sucked right into them; they pulled and pulled and she
allowed this to happen. ...One night her skin clamped to his... . She couldn't move, not a
hope, so her consciousness diffused into many millions of tiny faraway stars and she
knew nothing till morning.
(143-144)

Given that Omelette and George have been cast in the book as the only characters with the
power to avert the coming ecological disaster, the encroachments of this entropic illness
have large potential consequences.

There is a maternal link made to the void that threatens Omelette, George and the world
around them; George's awareness of environmental degradation is described thus: 'he had
seen it, his very mother strapped to the table' (140). The industrial forces which threaten
George’s ‘mother nature’ are aligned to a fairly conventional model of destructive
patriarchy. All of the representatives of government and corporate power in the book are
male, while most of the characters who act against them (significant exceptions are George
and the male twins) are female. Edward, the controlling father of Eve and Annabel, has a
powerful position in the ministry that orchestrates the industrial developments. Sloman,
who extends Edward's control by his exploitation of Annabel, is an employee of the
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corporation or government body2 (Universal Energy, which George translates as Absolute
Power (151)) that owns these developments.

The nature of Universal Energy is largely revealed in a 'Supplementary Report', placed as
an appendix to the main narrative. The report considers 'The Future of the Voluntary
Colonisation Policy of RUSA as Applied to the Sleeping Islands'; its contents suggest the
narrative takes place in a post-Cold War world dominated by a global power (RUSA)
which seeks to displace harmful manufactory endeavours to 'outpost' nations. The report
indicates, among other things, that RUSA had secured the establishment of a nuclear
reactor and 2,4,5-T factory in the 'Sleeping Islands' by manipulating the nation into heavy
foreign debt, and that it has an interest in maintaining a pharmaceutically numbed
population and so actively quashes 'fringe medicine'. The attitudes to women indicated in
the document are in keeping with this construction of a fascistic right-wing super-power:
Mary is described as a 'neurotic, disorganised solo mother' (188), and another female
character is contrasted favourably with the 'dangerous' Omelette – Mrs Andrews is 'modest,
orderly, polite, and without very strong opinions' (189).

If parallels with the actual social changes of this period, as described, for example, by
Lawrence Jones (‘economic and social individualism, increased economic stratification
[…and] increased economic internationalization’ (‘The Novel’ 179)), are made obvious in
The Limits of Green, they are also visible in The Skinny Louie Book. Farrell’s novel also
depicts a version of New Zealand in which a patriarchal and rationalist administration
2

The text does not make clear which.
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wreaks environmental destruction. The anti-industrialist and anti-corporate theme is
maintained: whenever Tia holds conventional jobs, the places she works at

shut down, sometimes for months. She is the Typhoid Mary of the capitalist contract.
One whiff of her and employers and employees head for opposing corners.
(203)

As the narrative moves into a depiction of New Zealand in a projected future, the
opposition between Tia (as a representative of freedom and the imagination) and the society
that surrounds her grows more pronounced. This fictionalised world is an extrapolation of
the non-fictional conditions of the 1980s and 1990s; descriptions of social unrest begin with
the Springbok Tour and are provoked by economic recession. As the fiction progresses, the
advances of New Right policy create an intensely regulated society, where a monolithic
government-controlled news service suppresses information on increasing civil unrest and
environmental destruction. The language of environmentalism is misappropriated towards
fascistic purposes; the ‘Green Police’ violently attack protest crowds in ‘defence of the
environment’ (249). Tia involves herself in protest movements, and is eventually joined by
Maura, who has finally become disillusioned with conformity. By the time the two are of
retirement age, environmental collapse is inevitable:

The Darkness came soon after, a rolling cloud from the north which spread out from
the dead cities of Europe and North America, turning the sun first to a giant fireball and
the moon to a scarlet disc surrounded by concentric halos. The day bleached to sulphur
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yellow, then to a thin grey twilight out of which the invaders lurched, boats bumping
ashore to discharge their cargoes of emaciated and desperate people.
(254)

The image of ‘The Darkness’ is close to that of entropy which sucks George and Omelette
in; both are borne of a distance between individuals and the mechanisms for social
governance, which have been corrupted to allow the abuse of the individual and the
environment by economically driven and extremely right wing states.

5.5 Adulthood, Sacrifice and Social Detachment

The novels of the previous chapter suggested the child’s sacrifice as a significant aspect of
its redemptive effect, and the sense of sacrifice was directly connected to the resolutions
that the books offered. The novels of this chapter seem to offer a questioning of sacrificial
patterns, in part by the deferring of the redemptive act. The responsibilities entailed by
extraordinary abilities do not, for the most part, fall on the shoulders of the child.

The Limits of Green connects childhood to life-giving properties only where the child itself
does not experience suffering. Those children who do suffer in this novel – most notably
Annabel and her sister Eve – are unable to engage with the wider community and its
problems, and Belle is only able to explore her creative talents when she is out of the
repressive atmosphere of her parents’ house. Where the child suffers, no change is
instigated in the adult community, as had been the case in the books of Chapter Four.
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In general, sacrifice is not a prominent theme in the story, though Omelette’s retrieval of
George from his state of catatonic ennui can be read in this light. Her decision to allow
herself to be ‘sucked in’ by the ulcers is motivated by her urge to help George, as he
becomes aware afterwards: ‘You did something terrible for me, you brought me back to
catch the babies coming out…’ (149). The role of the babies, in bringing George and
Omelette out of this nullifying state, is not attached to any similar sense of risk; the children
need not do anything but be born to perform their restorative function. George and
Omelette’s comatose state had been brought about by despair over the environmental
conditions developing in their country, and over their inability to do anything about them.
Omelette, in following George into this despair, acknowledges the desperation of the
situation, which she had formerly denied; ‘[h]e was right to despair,’ Omelette concludes.
‘How could you be happy in a personal way, when the world was screaming?’ (140). The
babies, untouched by the ‘root of evil’ (164) which has taken hold in the country, seem to
offer the only viable source of reengagement in the world: ‘The world was still bleeding to
death, and Omelette could still hear the screams. But would this apple box lined with a
tablecloth do for a cradle?’ (142).

The final triumphant act in the novel, of disarming nuclear warheads that had been secretly
installed in The Sleeping Islands, is carried out by Omelette, George and a group of their
friends, who perform a magical ritual which smothers the nuclear devices in a rainbow. The
imagery of the conclusion, naïve as it may be, ties the novel clearly to its local historical
context; the implementation of anti-nuclear government policy in 1984, the efforts of the
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Greenpeace’s Rainbow Warrior against nuclear testing in the Pacific, and the bombing of
the ship in 1985.

As a representation of national identity and future direction, the treatment of magic and the
child in this novel suggests that the work of creating and protecting nationhood, with its
attendant risks, is the work of adulthood; however unrealistic, Omelette and her
companions represent a version of adult nationhood. Yet it is one which rests on the
inspiration of childhood, as the only means of sustaining social engagement in the face of
impending disaster.

The Skinny Louie Book, like The Limits of Green, does not figure sacrifice or suffering as
part of the magical child role. Tia’s magical acts as a child are used for the benefit of
herself and her family (as when she compels a used car salesman to tell the truth to her
mother (100)) and kept from public view when it suits her. There are instances of difficulty
in her childhood, such as the violent episode which precedes Martin’s leaving the family
home, but again, the child’s suffering is not connected to any pattern of penance and
reform. Tia, who never fails to tell her sister uncomfortable truths and who refuses to ‘feel
pity for the wrong people’ (165) seems to be entirely motivated by enjoyment and her sense
of truth.

There is little sign of sacrifice in Tia’s final regeneration of the world around her, yet it
does represent a new willingness to engage and communicate with others. Ejected by ballot
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from a ‘Settlement’ in the wake of the apocalyptic ‘Darkness’, she leads a small group of
people to a ‘bare black peninsula’.

At Tia’s touch, water sprang from black gneiss and the rock breathed again. The
community envisaged life about them like a cool blue mantle and they drew from
solid rock lichens, moss and then grass and apple trees and corn and beans and
walnuts and cabbages and lilies because we do not live by bread alone.
(271)

Later the oasis becomes barren again when, after the deaths of Tia’s original companions,
two newcomers are murdered by a third, who fears they will bring others to their haven.
But again Tia brings life to the endangered world; rivers spring up from the stream of her
urine, washing the drought-stricken land clean and bringing on rain. Where the source of
life in The Limits of Green had been a collective effort inspired by the regenerative
qualities of childhood, here it is the effort of the magical individual, able to retain the
regenerative energy of childhood through a linguistic separation from the adult world, yet
willing, in the face of that world’s decline, to respond to save it. As a thematic solution to
the social realities of New Zealand at the end of the twentieth century, Farrell offers the
legend Tia has found on a sweet as a child: ‘Love Conquers All’ (285).

Unlike McAlpine’s and Farrell’s novels, Knox’s makes a strong connection between the
child and the sacrificial act3. Mayhew’s healing ability is constantly associated with

3

This connection also appears in her early trilogy of novellas, republished as The High Jump, in which Steph
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suffering and negation. Every instance of Mayhew healing as a child is followed by his
sickness – dizziness, bleeding gums, nausea and general fatigue4. These instances
foreshadow the climax of the book, where, on taking the entropic disc into his mouth,
Mayhew will fall into a permanent coma. As Mayhew’s own comments on martyrdom
suggest, his ‘sacrifices’ are not lacking in moral ambiguity. He remarks that

‘There is that much,’ he held his index finger and thumb an inch apart, ‘between
martyrs and predators. Martyrs are only mad hunters. Me – I see the trail everywhere
but never sight the prey.’
(315)

His choices, even as a child, about when to use his abilities are at times less than innocent:
he refrains from healing his aunt’s cancer at the behest of his sister (who is having an affair
with his uncle, the Reverend Omo); he protects his cousin’s inheritance of the Church
leadership by remaining silent about his own talent. But there is a morality of authenticity
upheld in the book, which, nonetheless, lionises Mayhew. His actual healing ability is
contrasted with his uncle’s pretended healing ability; his repeated choice to suffer for the
benefit of others casts him clearly in the martyr mould. That Knox has depicted this figure
in opposition to a Christian Church contributes to a (not unusual) construction of such
Churches as bastions of conservative authority, distinct from and in fact opposed to the
spiritual and moral transcendence of the Christ-figure.

Keene attempts to save her sister from the paedophilic attentions of an elderly neighbour. As in Treasure, the
roles of saviour and victim are significantly complexified in these works.
4
These symptoms are also experienced by Ido Idea/Walter Risk, of Knox’s Black Oxen, as he heals by magic
(333) suggesting that the two characters may be contiguous.
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Mayhew’s decision to swallow the disc, like Tia’s spontaneous physical regeneration of the
land, and Omelette’s life-giving songs, is an employment of his supernatural ability to a
degree and with effect beyond that which was possible in his childhood. It may also be seen
as an expression of autonomy which had not been available to Mayhew as a child; where
Tia had protected herself from exploitation through assumed ‘dumbness’, Mayhew’s
silence is required of him by characters who stand to gain through the control of his power.
Though his healing ability funds the expansion of his uncle’s ministry, he is denied any
open expression or acknowledgement that this is so. Yet the denial itself may have
protected him from further exploitation: his cousin’s pleas for him to rejoin the White
Steppes Bethesda as an adult (to ‘help him out’(328)) are indicative of his profound
usefulness to that institution.

Mayhew’s ingestion of the disc is in fact a response to those pleas. The act not only utilises
his ability to its fullest effect, but disqualifies any future possibility of the exploitation of
that ability. Mayhew’s last conscious moments indicate that he is fully aware of the effect
his ingestion will have (he puts the disc in his mouth, smiles, lies down and folds his hands
on his chest, then swallows(329)); it is a reversal of the conditions his ability is subject to in
his childhood.

It is difficult to associate Knox’s novel with any statement of national character; the
location of Mayhew’s childhood in North America would seem to evade any such
projection. Furthermore, Knox has indicated that she herself doesn’t consider her work in
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terms of nationhood; in an interview in Spiritcarvers, she asserts she is ‘writing about the
world in a larger sense’ rather than (as the interviewer suggests) ‘giving New Zealand an
identity’ (107). Lydia Wevers observes that while ‘one of the joys of [Treasure] is its
precise evocation of a familiar city [Wellington],’ the location ‘does not act to enclose the
narrative’. Indeed,

The presence of larger than life Mayhew Quitman in Wellington changes both
landscapes, connects, deepens and defamiliarizes, so that the narrative as a whole
moves out of the pleasures of the comfortable, the known, and into the
indecipherable… into a kind of deconstruction of its own significance by removing it
from the accessibilities of conventional meaning.
(83)

It is possible to read the clear associations of the textual worlds created by McAlpine and
Farrell with their social contexts as among ‘the accessibilities of conventional meaning’;
nonetheless, the thematic parallels that can be found between Knox’s work and other New
Zealand works of this period suggest that it is not entirely removed from such meanings.

The economic internationalisation mentioned by Jones is a presence in this text, too;
particularly in those sections of the book set in the National Museum. The Museum, it
seems, is no longer ‘a family’;

The administrators are trying to remake the world in the image of Japanese and
American management manuals. They’ve joined the priesthood of middle
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management, the cult of external consultancy. Their jargon is as exclusive as a Latin
church service. Empire builders, the lot of them.
(139)

The language of the description suggests a connection between economic trends of the time
and the progress of the cultish White Steppes Church in New Zealand. The impression of
cultural colonization is strengthened when one of the primary New Zealand characters,
Kath, says after speaking to Mayhew that ‘she wanted to be an American.’

The vernacular! How resolved they could sound. ‘I’m sick of the frontier – and this is
the frontier. The frontier’s become the cheap seats, the stalls. We’re craning up at a
forty-foot screen, from fifteen feet off, with the elderly cleavage of the New World
shoved in our faces.’
(152)

Yet if Mayhew represents to Kath the face of an inevitable influx of foreign cultural
material, elsewhere in the text he becomes a martyr against the inauthenticity associated
with that cultural influx. Though a member of the Wellington chapter of the White Steppes
Bethesda, he takes frequent opportunities to criticise their theology and mode of operation.
His association of martyrdom with predatory behaviour is given concrete meaning when he
is described confronting a Bethesda leader for sexual predation; despite the content of the
conversation, it is Mayhew who is the aggressor:
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Carl had never seen him look happier, at once intoxicated and as focused as a stalking
cat. Mayhew turned full-on to Carl and said, ‘I know you belong to the convert them
and fuck them school….’
…
[Carl] knew that he and Mayhew disliked each other, but this contempt – it was like
being picked up between the jaws of a powerful predator.
(142)

If predation and martyrdom are close to synonymous, as Mayhew suggests, then Mayhew’s
martyrdom is for the cause of authenticity – a cause which he himself has limited claim to,
having accepted the ‘dummy’ of Church parentage. The Church provides cover for
Mayhew’s use – or lack of use – of his healing ability; he comments in a Bethesda meeting
that

If Christ was a man who could raise the dead he’d find it easier to step up off the earth
and on to the cross than to live out his life having to exercise discrimination – not pity
– discrimination in making his miracles.
(157)

Mayhew is such a man, but it is only in his final martyrdom that he in fact exercises that
discrimination as an adult, outside the mutual protection and hypocrisy that he knows as the
Church.

Kath quotes Bleak House on page 164:
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“Whenever a person proclaims to you ‘In worldly matters I am a child’ you consider
that person is only crying off from being held accountable, and that you have got that
person’s number, and that it is Number One.”

In accepting the nullifying disc, Mayhew halts the entropic spread of what Knox establishes
through persistent parallels as a deadly and inauthentic paternalistic authority. He also acts
as an adult, suggesting that mature identity may be formed only when the protections of
childhood are foregone. That this suggestion has implications in the realm of a national
culture is supported by two comments by Knox in the Spiritcarvers interview:

As for Mayhew, he doesn’t want to be responsible for his gift, he wants somebody
else to manage it for him.
(99)

A lot is made of that idea of Kiwi uprootedness. It’s there, certainly, but it’s turning
itself into a sort of niggling, youngest-child-seeking-attention thing….
(104)

In order to achieve a mature identity, New Zealand must, like Mayhew, accept the
challenges and sacrifices of enacting ‘the duty we owe to our gifts’ (99) as ‘part of the rest
of the world, with our specific, not entirely translatable peculiarity’ (104).
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The emphasis on maturity in these novels is taken further by Reidy’s novel, which leaves
the redemptive act it foreshadows – the revision of Papal edicts on contraception –
unfulfilled. Despite the supernatural premise of the story, the resolution undermines any
impression of omniscience or omnipotence that the presence of the Virgin might have
created. Although Mary is under God’s directive, her mission has gone ‘sadly astray’ (139).
It is not surprising that, given this level of fallibility at divine levels, the children had been
unable to fulfil her directive. Ultimately, the responsibility for this directive is taken on by
Mary herself, who works through human channels to effect social change. The mythology
of the child as redemptive through martyrdom (as enacted in the novels of the previous
chapter) is found to be an inadequate response to the requirements of contemporary social
and religious realities, which are met not only by an adult, but by an adult of divine origin.
The notion of New Zealand as leading the way to world peace might also, by implication,
be somewhat comically deflated by the failure of the mission.

It may be the presence of maternal protection which allows this emphasis on maturity; the
complications created within maternal relationships in the books of the chapter to follow
certainly uphold this impression.
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6: Te Kore and the Wheiao: the Child Under Threat

Witi Ihimaera’s The Matriarch (1986) and its sequel The Dream Swimmer (1997),
Patricia Grace’s Cousins (1992) and Baby No-Eyes (1998).

6.1 Overview

In Chapter Four we saw children threatened by the presence of a maternally inscribed
ocean, which endangered their lives as much as it supported them. Overcoming this peril,
they were then engaged to combat the threat of cultural and environmental annihilation, a
task they were marked for in part by their magical skills. In the novels to be discussed in
this chapter, the oceanic trope has evolved into variations on a liminal or void state that
retains maternal connotations, and is similarly linked to the insecurity of the child's
personal and cultural identity. At the same time, Ihimaera’s Te Kore, and the wheiao
(limbo) state that appears in Grace’s novels, are written as functions of a specifically Maori
cosmology; they are complex in being simultaneously a representation of cultural threat
(both internal and external), and of a unique cultural identity.

Where the children of Chapters Four and Five were equipped with magical abilities or
insight that distinguished them as 'meant' for the task of combating destructive forces, the
children in this chapter are magical almost exclusively as expressed by their engagement
with, or existence within, the void or limbo as a destructive or nullifying force in itself.
While negotiation of the dangers of this state has, in Ihimaera's novels, some of the heroic
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connotations found in The Whale Rider, none of the children discussed in this chapter are
drawn so clearly as the kinds of messianic figures that featured in the previous chapters.
Survival of, or liberation from, Te Kore or the wheiao is in these novels an intimate task,
rife with ambiguity and dangerous to the core of personal identity; while cultural readings
of aspects of this task can and should be made, the novels do not reach as surely towards a
narrative of cultural and national rebirth as a number of those already considered. In these
works the struggles of the child are not, consequently, the key to the greater good. Rather
their depiction evokes an extremely close, and extremely early, coupling of identity
formation and destabilisation.

The children of this chapter acquire their magical status largely through their connection to
metaphysical void or limbo states. The protagonist of Witi Ihimaera's The Matriarch, and
its sequel The Dream Swimmer, attains his supernatural abilities in part through his noble
lineage, and in part through his grandmother's training of him to spiritually enter Te Kore
or the Void, a metaphysical entity based on the void of classical Maori cosmology. The two
books pit the survival of the child against the incursions of adults who seek to dominate,
colonise or even destroy childhood identity. These incursions are frequently expressed
through the figure of Te Kore. While survival of them is attained through assertions of
identity, the books do not establish a stable separation between the independent child
identity and the identity of the child as annexed by the adult.

Patricia Grace's novels, Cousins and Baby No-Eyes, employ child characters who exist
entirely on a liminal plane, or wheiao, between life and death; though this plane is not
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cosmologically identical to Ihimaera's Te Kore, it is related in signifying the potential
annihilation of child identity. Cousins is in part narrated by the spirit of a foetus who had
not survived gestation, and whose existence had been denied at birth. The contradiction of
the spirit’s existence (he mourns his loss of identity through a narration which
simultaneously records his presence) is reflected in the construction of the other children in
the novel, who are variously affirmed and damaged by the recognition, or lack of
recognition, afforded them by their elders. In Baby No-Eyes, the presence of a spirit child,
who exists through the consciousness of her living sibling, also asserts a powerful child
identity which is constructed in and around the condition of its own loss. Baby No-Eyes is
the first of a group of children discussed in this thesis to demonstrate a pattern of
problematic overgrowth, which will be explored further in the next chapter.

6.2 Construction of Child Characters

The construction of child characters in The Matriarch and The Dream Swimmer reflects, in
numerous respects, the construction of child characters elsewhere in Ihimaera's fiction. As
in The Whale Rider (and elsewhere in Ihimaera's work), preordained patterns of succession
govern tribal and community leadership, and disturbances to these patterns come at great
cost. Tama is a child with an apparently unique genealogical heritage; he is prized by his
grandmother Riripeti or Artemis as her material and spiritual heir apparent, and she grooms
him to take over her role as the chief and spiritual leader of their clan. This grooming
includes training in metaphysical matters, so that he too may develop the magical powers
that supplement her own leadership. Tama faces, through the two novels, numerous
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challenges to his apparent birthright to leadership and the privileges of status and land
which attend that role. It seems throughout most of the narrative (as it is developed over the
two novels) that the ability of his iwi to transcend hardship and successfully negotiate
future challenges will depend on Tama’s assuming his inherited role.

The events the two novels depict are not restricted to Tama's childhood, but cover a certain
amount of his adult life as well, and it is as an adult that he narrates. However, his
childhood experiences of magical events occur as a refrain throughout his narrative, and it
is this period of his life which provides our focus. While the theme of succession remains
strongly in evidence in these texts, the depiction of Tama and other child characters as they
grow towards adulthood introduces or reveals significant complications and textual
indeterminacies; these are a strong contrast to the noted simplicities of Kahu as a character,
and require further consideration.

The characterisation of Tama in the novels is somewhat confounded by what seem to be
two contradictory narrative moments at work within them. The narrative appears to be
constructed on the basis of the movement towards epic triumph, the heroic reclamation of
culture, as had been the case with The Whale Rider. Instead, the books offer – perhaps
without the author’s permission, certainly without the narrator’s full awareness – the
revelation of the psychological narrative of damage and lost (perhaps nonexistent) origins.
On The Matriarch’s release, Alex Calder (Landfall) pointed out that ‘one of the most
interesting things about modern epics is the necessity of their failure’ (82), yet ‘the ethical
concerns of the novel partly rely’ (83) on the successful execution of its epic endeavours.
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Tamatea has the same kind of relationship to an epic past as someone in
psychoanalysis has to the lost world of childhood. There is a road back, in dreams, in
mythology, but Tamatea can no more recover the harmony and unity of epic time
than he can win back the imaginary wholeness of childhood experience. Artemis
says, ‘I have made him into a likeness as unto me,’ but as Tamatea explores his
memories of childhood for the source and import of that likeness, he finds not
identity but the murder of identity, not the guarantee and solace of an origin but the
frightening displacement of origins.
…
Tamatea is driven to repair a sense of personal and communal disinheritance, but what
blocks him from the matriarch and the past she represents is part of what has made him
this person, a condition of being rather than a gap that allows bridging.
(83)

Tama’s childhood is constructed around his grandmother’s intention to make him her
likeness; her aggressive moulding of his personality seems accepted by both the child and
the adult Tama – it does not appear to damage her presentation as ‘a figure of power, light,
mystery, fortitude, cunning and beauty’ (C. K. Stead, 333): her preparation of the boy for
his future (as determined by her) is perhaps necessary, if he is to liberate his people as she
intends. In keeping with this heroic destiny, Tama is born surrounded by signs and portents:
as his grandmother had, he emerges with his hands around his neck and 'one eye swimming
in blood'. At the same time, the symbolic value of these signs suggests deep conflict at the
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core of this identity; Tama as an individual is negated by the conflicts which his ‘destiny’
foists upon him.

As a result of his grandmother’s conviction of his destiny, Tama is in childhood separated
from his birth parents to go into the care of his grandmother, at her request; her adoption of
the child serves her intention to train him as her successor. As in the novels previously
discussed, the separation serves a number of narrative purposes; it demonstrates the
functioning of whangai traditions in the extended Maori family, and here it also
distinguishes Tama from his siblings, and provides the basis for a breach between Tama
and his birth parents which will later develop into serious conflict.

This conflict is one of several ways in which the favour Tama finds with his grandmother
proves to be double edged. The privilege she invests in him is exclusive, manifested in her
will (later overturned), which bequeaths all family lands and wealth to the boy, apparently
making the rest of the family dependent upon him. The inheritance of the family’s material
goods is but a counterpart of the prestige and power Riripeti gives the child by bestowing
her ‘mantle’ upon him, this too to the exclusion of all others: ‘she gave you our souls’,
rails one of Tama’s cousins (DS 403), indicating the alienation felt by many of the iwi at
their matriarch's choices.

If Riripeti’s patronage of Tama alienates him from his extended family, her conflict with
Tama’s mother, Tiana, suggests a more fundamental annihilation of his autonomy; they
battle over who ‘owns’ the boy, based on Riripeti’s claim to have ‘made’ him in her
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‘likeness’. In his grandmother’s care, Tama is essentially a vessel for the function she
prepares him for – on a surface level, this function is to assume leadership of the clan and
liberate his people. Riripeti’s more personal and partisan motives are suggested throughout
– she uses Tama to help her maintain control of the clan to the exclusion of her husband,
children and Tiana.

Riripeti's training of Tama to fulfil her particular needs involves numerous apparent
violations of what we might assume to be the boundaries of his personality, including her
sexual abuse or initiation of him, which is construed as a blow in the matriarch’s feud with
her husband. Ihaka complains that ‘[h]e has taken you away from me, he whose boy-cock is
match for that of a full-grown man’ (367). Shortly afterwards, Riripeti joins Tama in her
bed, ‘her voice … deep with desire and longing,’ and ‘embraced him totally in the
darkness’ (369). This aspect of their relationship is considered directly as formative of
Tama’s personality by Tama’s psychologist friend, who observes something of its
problematic nature: ‘She, I suspect, was adept at using sexual politics to make you love
her,’ he comments (409).

If the sexual content of this relationship is considered an invasion of Tama’s identity1, then
a parallel might be drawn between this and the encounters with Te Kore that Tama
experiences under his grandmother’s tutelage. Drawn into the Void, Tama begins to ‘spiral
out beyond the reach of gods’.

1

The text does not make a clear construction of it as such. The psychologist focuses on Tama’s ‘sexual
jealousy’ of his grandfather, rather than on Riripeti’s actions as abusive or damaging.
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He did not know how long he was in the Void. He thought he was going to die, for the
feeling that he had was like he thought death must be. He could not cry because he had
no tears to weep. He could not call out in fear because he had no voice. He could not
reach out because he had no form.
(M 109)

Though the experience is followed by a witnessing of creation, the Void experience is a
central evocation of powerlessness and the loss of stable identity, and in The Dream
Swimmer it becomes a motif connected to the abusive treatment of Tama’s sisters.

Riripeti's colonisation of Tama’s identity is one of several presentations of the maltreatment
of children in the two books. Tama and his siblings are starved, cut and terrorised with
knives by Tiana; the children’s fear that they will be lost in Te Kore, their mother unable to
find them, is a frequent refrain of the The Dream Swimmer. The dramatic climax of the
novel involves Tama saving his sisters from Tiana, who has left them tied in a dog kennel
for days, while threatening to take them to Te Kore and leave them there; again the
prospect of metaphysical nullification is used as allegory for the physical and emotional
experience of the child.

That Ihimaera intends to invoke classical images of the victimised child is further
confirmed by his referencing of the Oresteia; the tale, with its multiple child sacrifices, is
invoked as Tama considers himself in reference to Orestes, pondering which of his mother
or father he owes loyalty, and which he owes vengeance. Unlike the Oresteia, Ihimaera’s
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novels do not end with the establishment of a template for justice; rather the reader is left
with the problematic questions of to what degree Tama’s identity may be a product of the
abuses of his caregivers, and whether the child’s magical ability and experience is
extricable from those abuses.

Tiana's own childhood is also presented in The Dream Swimmer; it shares essential themes
with the lives of her children: abandonment, abuse and neglect, and, as with Tama, the
ability to traverse magical realms. Tiana is the eponymous 'dream swimmer', descendant of
a tribe who have swum to earth from a star in their dreams; the habit of swimming in Te
Kore remains with Tiana through her life as a response to trauma or difficulty. As a child
Tiana also shows signs of being marked for a unique destiny. She has a birthmark which
reveals that she is a dream swimmer, and her behaviour is quite remarkable: as a two-yearold she is capable of nursing influenza patients, walking long distances alone, finding
herself a guardian, and articulating clear statements of her circumstances. Such unusual and
possibly even magical qualities serve to emphasise her apparently fated role in events – not
in her own right, but as the mother of Tama: it is in this capacity that her magical powers
have impact on the development of the narrative.

Tama's own children make few, but noteworthy, appearances in the novels; their
description exemplifies aspects of the idealised child. The scene that describes them most
fully emphasises their 'golden innocence' (DS 50-51), and immediately subjects them to
their father's unwarranted fury. Again, it is unclear whether the intention is to invest in this
idealism as part of a heroic narrative progression, or to undermine it as part of the
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explication of a deeply problematised character. In an adjacent passage the showering girls
are surprised by their father’s presence:

Bianca yelled, 'Go away, Dad!'
Miranda picked up a sponge and held it in front of her.
The girls had grown up so fast. My six-year-old Bianca still had the complexion of a
golden apricot but the air of a young woman, and four-year-old Miranda, although
dangerously cute, was no longer a baby.
(50)

The passage, perhaps intentionally, suggests a faint sexualization of the children that recalls
Tama’s sexual exploitation by his grandmother. Despite the discomfort evoked by the
suggestion2, the theme is not further developed; the hint that Tama may be a much more
deeply problematic character than is evinced on the surface of the text is not explored in
this direction.

The convergence in these books of the images of the victimised child, and of the child
endowed with special powers (the ‘golden innocence’ of Tama’s daughters contributes at
least to the latter) leads, to a point, to the familiar construction of the child as a messianic
figure. In consideration of individual scenes, this expectation is, to a certain degree,
fulfilled. In the marae scene fragmented through The Matriarch, Tama is able to save his

2

This discomfort is perhaps sharpened by Ihimaera’s persistent emphasis of autobiographical threads in this
work; in interview with Paul Sharrad, he states that ‘My daughter Jessica always describes my work as yet
another of Daddy’s autobiographies masquerading as fiction….[W]hatever I do is always sourced from my
family.’
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grandmother, and himself, from metaphysical annihilation through a reassertion of identity;
he does so by singing the story of their lineage from gods (115-116). In The Dream
Swimmer, Tama is able to retrieve his younger sisters from their mother’s murderous
clutches, after he receives a psychic perception, during a basketball game, of their distress
(295).

Yet on the greater scale, the redemptive expectations set up by the texts are not fulfilled.
Tama is considered, by his grandmother and by other members of his iwi, to be a potential
saviour of his people, who will liberate them from bondage as 'slaves' under the rule of the
'Pharoah': colonialist power. This expectation largely bears on Tama as an adult, rather than
as a child, and is offset by the appearance of numerous other characters, both historical and
fictional, in messianic roles. The books variously describe the Maori prophets Te Kooti and
Rua Kenana, the politician Wi Pere Halbert, Riripeti, and Tama's child cousin Eretra
(believed by some in the story to be a new Christ child) in similar terms; the millennial
expectation passes from protagonist to protagonist without ultimate fulfilment.

The inability of the narrative to fulfil this expectation is ambiguously treated: on the one
hand it seems that the author intends the expectation itself to be considered critically; on the
other he continues to open opportunities for that expectation. It is a source of considerable
frustration to Tama that he does not save his people by securing the return of their land; this
failure he attributes to a curse, and to various family members interfering with his ability to
assume leadership of the clan. The Dream Swimmer concludes with his reflection that 'the
days of the charismatic leader with supernatural powers to aid him or her have gone' (418),
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yet he continues to say 'Toroa may yet prove me wrong', and, portentously, 'Then, of
course, there is Eretra' (418). Whether Tama has failed or been thwarted in his appointed
mission as saviour of his people, or whether the appointment itself was ill-conceived, his
people are not awarded the resurrective outcomes experienced by the families of many of
the books discussed thus far.

Grace's novels Cousins and Baby No Eyes share with Ihimaera's diptych a limited
evocation of the figure of the saviour child; neither novel, however, depicts its children on
the kind of nationalist scale of reference that Ihimaera uses, and again the note of millennial
triumph which the saviour child has previously afforded in denouement is evaded. Cousins
and Baby No-Eyes both have as their focus the struggle of child characters to secure an
individual identity and existence, and the presence of ghost children represents in some
senses the loss of that struggle.

Cousins begins with the childhoods of Makareta, Missy and Mata; as in the Ihimaera novels
there is some stress on the different treatments awarded these children by their elders.
Makareta has an upbringing of privilege in the care of her grandmother (Keita) and greatgrandmother (Kui Hinemate), and like Tama is trained to inherit the weight of tribal
knowledge and responsibility for her generation. Her cousins, however, are raised in
material deprivation, in part due to the marriage choices of their mothers, which had lost
them favour with their family's matriarch, Keita. Mata's circumstances are the polar
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opposite of Makareta's; after the death of her mother, she is raised in material and
emotional poverty in an orphanage, receiving almost no contact from the family her mother
was estranged from, and living a disturbingly disengaged life in consequence. The
opposition of Makareta's and Mata's experience pairs them in the narrative, and their stories
evolve in parallel. In later years their differences bring them together; as children, however,
the disparity emphasises the lack of control they have over their circumstances.

The third cousin depicted, Missy, is also raised in poverty, but like Makareta, experiences
the emotional benefits of a life with her immediate and extended family. Though Keita also
disapproves of Missy's mother's marriage, her family are allowed to live in a shack on iwi
land, and Missy has a reasonably secure, if poor, upbringing. As Makareta and Mata are
paired by the opposition of their experiences, Missy has her own twin – a ghost child who
narrates her story. The chapters which tell of Missy’s experiences are narrated in the second
person by her twin, who had died in the womb, and been denied acknowledgement by Kui
Hinemate. Kui recognises the signs of the twin in Missy's placenta, but does not speak of
his existence. As with Makareta and Mata, the contrast between Missy and her kehua twin
emphasises the vulnerability of childhood as absolute; the kehua is not only denied a
physical life, but, because of Kui's silence, is denied a life in family narrative, an even
greater nullification.

Yet in narrating his sister's story the kehua does claim a voice and role for himself – just as
Tama had secured his identity by the recitation of his lineage. The kehua’s narrating role,
taken on by an entity who would seem on numerous levels to represent silence (by his pre-
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birth 'age', his lack of life, his being denied) is in keeping with the axiom which emerges on
more than one occasion in this novel, as it does in Grace's other works: that 'a baby is old.
A baby knows' (103). Not all children in this narrative are endowed with 'knowing',
however; Mata is characterised largely by her deprivation of knowledge of any sort, and is
evidence that the kind of ‘knowing’ demonstrated by the kehua (who narrates significant
episodes of family history, as well as scenes of Missy’s birth and life) is neither a general
condition of childhood, nor a requisite feature of the suffering or denied child as written by
Grace. The characterisation of the kehua does, however, repeat the pattern of Potiki, where
such ‘knowing’ is the province of a particular supernaturally endowed child. Courtney
Bates (Taki Toru) suggests that the kehua of Cousins is simply a variation of Potiki’s Toko;
certainly both characters are marked by their connection with the numinous, figured in part
as an ability to speak from 'beyond the grave'.

The kehua protests his lack of visibility as a grievance: 'If Kui had spoken,' he says, 'there
could have been a tear for me perhaps, at least a word or two' (157). As it is, he expresses
his existence (or the lack of it) through interjections in his narration of Missy's story: 'You
walked with Makareta in your new clothes on your first day of school... . I would've walked
with you, would've had new clothes' (160); 'I would have had a name, Pirgos or Platanius,
if I'd squeaked, if there'd been enough blood for me' (161). Confined to his non-existence,
'Pirgos or Platanius' is a cipher of unfilled, and unfillable, potential; though he has
similarities with Toko, he is unable to impact the lives of his family, and cannot catalyse
the kind of change that accompanies the construction of magical children in the saviour
mode.
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Yet there are aspects of the depiction of Makareta which, albeit faintly, suggest the role of
saviour. Though Makareta has no magical properties, these intimations are visible in the
way that she, like Ihimaera's Tama, is prepared by her elders for the role of cultural leader.
Makareta is cherished by her grandmother and great-grandmother as the eldest child of her
generation, and the daughter of their dead eldest (grand)son. She is expected to remain in
the care of her grandparents after the departure of her mother for the city; she is taken to iwi
meetings and taught iwi history; and is expected to enter a taumau (arranged) marriage for
iwi purposes when she comes of age. At the point of her engagement, however, Makareta
rebels, and her cousin Missy takes her place in the marriage. Missy fulfils the immediate
political need for the alliance that the taumau marriage creates, and Makareta goes on to use
her cultural knowledge for the advancement of her people, but according to her own wishes
and in her own time. Rather than depending on the gifts or sacrifices of a particular,
supernaturally unique individual (as Ihimaera's novels tend to), the resolution of Cousins
therefore depends the advancement of a community on the efforts of several. It would seem
the mechanisms of birthright and ordained leadership are inadequate solutions to the social
difficulties Grace presents in this text.

Baby No-Eyes, like Cousins, features a ghost child, but as a central and active character,
rather than in the narratorial role to which the kehua of Cousins is confined. Tawera is
accompanied through his childhood by the spirit of his older sister, killed as a foetus in a
car accident before his birth. The reasons for the continued presence of this spirit are made
explicit: the body of the foetus had been tampered with, and inappropriately disposed of, by
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medical authorities after the accident. As the child’s great-grandfather says to her mother,
Te Paania:

She got to hang around for a while so we know she’s a mokopuna, not a rubbish, not a
kai. How do we know she not a fish if she don’t hang around for a while – or a blind
eel or old newspaper or rat shit. Huh. You don’t expect her to go away, join her
ancestors, foof, just like that. …Not after all that business.
(83)

It had been discovered when Te Paania’s relatives attempted to claim the baby from the
hospital that her eyes had been removed, for an unknown purpose, and her body placed in a
waste disposal bin. The body is returned without eyes, and when the family demand their
restoration, the eyes are turned over in what appears to be a takeaway food container. These
circumstances constitute a pronounced violation of tapu, and are textually connected to a
history of institutionalised racism, including the repression of Maori language, described in
part through the childhood experiences of Baby No-Eyes' great-grandmother. Where Gran
Kura responds to her traumatic experience of this racism with silence and disengagement
from her culture (portrayed as a death of her spirit), Baby No-Eyes responds to her own
physical death through vigorous participation in a spiritual half-life.

The presence of Baby No-Eyes as a kehua emerges for motives of service, a principle
connected to the child persistently in Grace’s work (as in Makareta’s role, or Toko’s fishing
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for his family). Baby No-Eyes has remained a presence in her family's life in order to ease
the grief resulting from the mistreatment of her remains:

I was on loan…. Although our mother didn’t miss me at first, she later heard words that
changed that. After my welcome ceremony [to the realm of the dead], the woman who
felt sorry for our mother [one of the ancestors] sent me back. I was only on loan
because Mum needed me, but it was meant to be just for a few years.
(251)

Baby No-Eyes exists initially through the perceptions of her grieving mother, Te Paania,
and later through the consciousness of Te Paania's second child, Tawera – to the degree that
in later years Te Paania perceives Baby’s actions only through the reactions of her son.
Tawera, a child conceived as his mother's response to her grief, becomes a conduit for the
kehua, at a certain price to himself. Tawera becomes Baby's 'eyes', sharing his sensory
perceptions with her, as well as aspects of his physical experience (to the degree of making
room for her on his chair and in his bed). The arrangement alienates Tawera somewhat
from his peers and family, and at times he suffers physically, acquiring minor bruises as a
result of Baby's aggressive unwillingness to be left out. The role of the child as active
contributor to the well-being of the family, discernable in Potiki, here takes on a
specifically metaphysical rendering. Tawera serves not only his his mother, by relieving the
burden of her grief, but Baby herself, by becoming her ‘eyes’ to the physical world.
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Nelson Wattie points out that there is a ‘hidden’ myth contributing to the structure of this
novel, one that adds another dimension to the service role that Grace’s child characters
enact. Tawera (and Baby) perform as the mythical character Tawhaki in a school play, in an
episode which is significant for the negotiation it requires between the children of their dual
identity – a negotiation which they successfully complete. Wattie notes that ‘the Tawhaki
myth which is best known is not actually mentioned here, but is perhaps the most relevant
all the same’ (15); he refers to a story in which Tawhaki restores the sight of his blind
grandmother ‘by giving her the eyes of his dead brother’.

Similarly, Granny Kura has been metaphorically restored to sight by the death of her
grandson (Shane, Baby’s father) and great-granddaughter in the car accident. Shane had
earlier accused Granny Kura of denying him his Maori heritage, and obscuring his history;
after his death, she sees that she has become ‘evil’ through ‘too much goodness’, that is,
through compliance with a systematic annihilation of Maori identity wrought by Pakeha
establishments. Following the events surrounding Shane and Baby’s deaths, she renounces
the English language, and is restored to a more constructive ‘vision’ of her identity. The
very presence of Baby, through Tawera, is an affirmation of this identity, for it is a reality
dependent on a specifically Maori spiritual viewpoint. Thus Baby, by her presence, and
Tawera, by his hosting of this presence, have central roles in the cultural and emotional
well-being of their elders and caregivers.

It is worth noting that these child characters perform their services to other characters
through mutual and willing exchange; there is not the atmosphere of coercion which
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surrounds Tama’s contribution to his community, as determined by his grandmother.
Though the contributory acts of children in Grace’s novels at times involve self-sacrifice, in
this novel such sacrifice is present as largely benign and self-elected. When Baby tells a
very young Tawera that ‘she didn’t need to see because she had [him] to be her eyes’ (75)
he becomes ‘so excited that I had to hold my raho…. The biggest thing of my life so far
was to be my sister’s eyes’ (75). When Baby’s presence seems to be becoming restrictive,
and possibly dangerous, to Tawera, his mother and Gran Kura encourage him to let her
move on to the realm of the dead, and Gran Kura facilitates this departure through the
process of her own death.

6.3 Construction of the Void

The presence of void or limbo states in each of these four novels is to some extent a literal
expression of their approach to realism. The 'other' realms inhabited by Grace's kehua
characters, and visited by various of Ihimaera's characters, exist in parallel to a largely
realist realm; breaches of this realism are often in reference to the liminal or void states.

Wendy B. Faris notes that in magical realist fiction ‘we experience the closeness or nearmerging of two realms, two worlds. …The magical realist vision exists at the intersection
of two worlds, at an imaginary point inside a double-sided mirror that reflects in both
directions’ (172). Similarly, Rawdon Wilson describes the genre ‘as copresence, as duality
and mutual tolerance, as different geometries at work constructing a double space’ (210). In
each of these novels, a physical world, accessible to all characters, co-exists with a
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metaphysical world, only accessible to some. It is not difficult to associate the choice of
this model of reality with the social model of biculturalism within which the characters of
these books exist; characters such as Tama and Makareta participate in two different
versions of reality, differently constructed according to the cultural base of those realities.

Te Kore and the wheiao, as they appear in these texts, are specifically Maori modes of
existence or non-existence. Te Kore, in traditional Maori cosmology, precedes all other
existence. It is effectively summarised by D.R Simmons (Iconography of New Zealand
Maori Religion) as the state

in which there is originally no life yet all things are in potential... . It is a state of unity
with a presence which has no regard to time, place, extent or majesty. Nothing has been
divided or parted, all things are. The life force, present in Te Kore, is the original
twitch of life – that is all life in the Universe.
(8)3

As Cleve Barlow notes in Tikanga Whakaaro: Key Concepts in Maori Culture, despite the
'unlimited potential for 'being'' in Te Kore, this potential has 'no organised form' (55).
Although Ihimaera's descriptions of Te Kore in his novels superficially complies with this

3

Simmon's sources for this particular material include E. Shortland's Traditions and Superstitions of the New
Zealanders (London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longman and Roberts, 1856) and Te Matorohanga's
manuscript He Korero whakapapa o Te Po mai, copied by Best, E. and M. Stowell (Tanenui Committee,
1911).
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cosmology, his fictional use of it requires that it admit 'organised forms' of life, namely the
consciousnesses of certain characters.

Ihimaera has the matriarch describe Te Kore in traditional terms, as 'the Void, the
Nothingness' which precedes 'Te Po, the Night' (M 2). Tama's experience of entering Te
Kore is one of disembodiment, yet he does not cease to exist in this version of Te Kore,
though he states at one point that 'nothing can live there' (DS 207). Though Te Kore is
temporally and spatially very distinct from the realm he and other characters usually
inhabit, it is accessible from that realm; characters enter it willingly through supernatural
prowess (Artemis, Tiana, Tama and Tiana's mermaid ancestress Hine Te Ariki) or are
unwillingly confined to it (Tama and his uncle) by other characters. Usually the experience
of Te Kore occupies a character's consciousness while their physical body remains (often in
a trance state) in the corporeal world; Tama's Uncle Alexis, however, is confined there as a
spirit after his death, and remains visible in a mirror. Most characters Ihimaera describes in
Te Kore emerge after a period likened to 'eternity': either they are rescued by another
character, or, as in Tama's case, they spontaneously travel back to the present day through a
potted version of the Maori creation mythology.

The liminal state presented in Cousins and Baby No Eyes through their kehua characters is
distinct from Ihimaera's Te Kore, though they have elements in common. The realm which
the kehua children inhabit is a transitional realm, or wheiao; their perceptions of it are not,
for the most part, drawn directly, but the reader is given to know that, much like Tama's
Uncle Alexis, they are suspended in this space due to a disruption of the natural progression
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of the soul from the realm of the living to the realm of the dead. In both Cousins and Baby
No Eyes the disruption is due to incompletions or violations of accepted ritual process,
namely in the function of acknowledging and giving due respect to all life, no matter how
embryonic. Barlow describes the wheiao as 'that state between the world of darkness and
the world of light' (184); the state encompasses a number of earthly and supernatural
occurrences, including both the birth process (from the onset of labour to the child's first
breath) and the process of death (from the departure of the spirit to its arrival in the spirit
world).

The kehua child of Cousins tells us very little of his existence or the realm he inhabits,
beyond that he remains as 'a spritish trace' that has 'curled itself into' Missy (159). It is clear
from his narration of Missy's life that his awareness is largely of the world of the living,
though he is not a physical part of that world. Baby No Eyes is a much more distinct
personality, and though she too participates in mundane life through her living sibling's
consciousness, she also offers some description of supernatural realms. She describes the
experience of the 'nearly dead' for Tawera:

There's a road. If you were nearly dead you'd see it.... You'd be walking along the
roadway and you'd see all the different people gathered at their houses, all the different
houses – people gossiping, laughing, playing games, laying out cards, decorating
themselves while they waited. You'd hear singing and see dancing. There'd be people
having turns up in the lookouts where they keep watch day and night – except that
there's no day and night, there's perfumed light and weightless air.
(222)
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Yet this description is not of the reality current to Baby No Eyes throughout most of the
story. She describes how at the point of her death (while still in Te Paania's womb) she had
followed calling voices down this road to a welcome ceremony, from which she was turned
back by the relative who had felt pity for Te Paania. Lodged first in her mother's
consciousness, then her brother's, Baby's experience beyond this 'turning back' until the
point of her final departure to the spiritual realm is a limited, neophytic version of the
reality her 'host' characters experience. She struggles to participate more fully in that
reality, but as she grows (the development of her consciousness is a shadow version of the
normal development of a living child) feels the limitations of her ethereal state more
acutely, until her existence in the realm of the living is no longer tenable and she finally
departs for the spirit world.

The wheiao state inhabited by the kehua of Cousins and by Baby No-Eyes is closely related
to Ihimaera's Te Kore in having as at least some of its function the symbolic representation
of the invalidated identity of both culture and individual. Ihimaera's child characters largely
enter Te Kore under duress, and their experience there tends to be of a traumatic state of
disembodiment; Grace's kehua characters are frozen in that state of disembodiment as a
result of traumas which overwhelm their embryonic hold on physical life and
simultaneously damage (without extinguishing) the development of their identities. Yet
both Grace novels also represent other versions of a void state, which reinforce its symbolic
role.
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The character Mata is described in Bates' thesis as symbolically situated in Te Kore
because 'her whole life has effectively been one of unrealised potential' (30). Bates also
refers to the wheiao state in describing Mata's situation, suggesting that 'the dark road
through which Mata must travel is a metaphor for the birth canal' (31), while her final
reunion with her family represents her emergence into the world of light. If a symbolic (or
cosmological) distinction is to be maintained between the two states, the alignment of Mata
with the wheiao is perhaps more accurate than with Te Kore; Mata has a past, and it is the
disconnection from her original identity that this past has imposed which arrests her in her
liminal state. Rather than a being of purely unrealised potential, Mata is, much like the
kehua children, a being whose potential has been misdirected by circumstance, and thus
remains embryonic.

A more direct and symbolically 'pure' reference to Te Kore occurs during the epilogue of
Baby No-Eyes, when as a teenager Tawera grapples, through his artwork, with the absence
of his kehua sister, recently departed for the spirit realm. Tawera's artwork expresses Baby's
absence through the painful appearance of emptiness:

...each of these sketches, drawings, paintings, holds a missing piece, a section of paper
that is blank. Not one is complete. In each one, space pushes itself outward, and in
doing so brings the eye towards it. Or on closed eyes it imprints on the retina, a patch
that is dark and trembling, the size and shape of an egg.
(292)
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Tawera struggles without success to fill the space in his pictures, until he is prompted by a
sign on a door to 'Try Opposite':

...now, instead of trying to shrink the egg of space, I begin to enlarge it. Instead of
ending with that little unbreachable gap I begin with it, embrace it, let it be there,
make it be there, pushing my drawing further and further to the outskirts. I persist with
this, night after night, until one night everything's gone, fallen from the edges of the
paper.
Spaze.
Te Kore, the nothing.
(293)

Te Kore remains, in this reference, symbolic; what appears on Tawera's paper is a
representation of a state (whether emotional or mystical) rather than the state itself. Its
symbolic function is conveyed by its original egg-shape, and by the function it performs:
the empty space that replaces Tawera's usual artwork is the seedbed for something entirely
new – the visual representation of a sister who had barely had physical form.

The representation of Te Kore as an 'egg of space' also makes clear the symbolic
relationship between that state and the child characters it so frequently appears in
conjunction with; both are representative of potential, particularly creative potential and the
inception of life.
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6.4 Te Kore and the Mother

There can be little question that these books use the presence of a metaphysical limbo or
void state in analogy to negations of identity, both individual and cultural, that occur in the
realist realm. These novels are deeply concerned with the survival of Maori identity within
the colonised world, as had been the novels of Chapter Four. The struggle for land rights is
regularly foregrounded, as is concern for the maintenance of cultural heritage; these actions
are in response to cultural conditions which are seen to bear negative impacts on individual
children, as when Mata is denied access to her Maori family and Maori name by her Pakeha
guardian, or when Gran Kura's sister dies as a child after prolonged abuse within a Pakeha
school, or when Tawera is knocked out by a deliberately thrown bottle during a peaceful
land protest. The confinement of the individual, particularly the child, to a dimension in
which they are denied embodiment, identity and an acknowledged presence in the physical
world is strongly correlative to the experiences of Maori dispossession told within these
stories.

The figure of the void or limbo state, however, cannot be read as a simple expression of the
threat to Maori identity posed by external forces of colonialism and its racist
manifestations. Both Te Kore and the wheiao are symbolically maternal states, a point
which is reinforced by their treatment in these texts. Te Kore is experienced by Tama in
moments of close association with the two overwhelmingly powerful matriarch figures the
books present – his grandmother and mother – and is referred to at one point as 'that
neverending womb' (M 365), in which the child may remain bound to the mother by 'some
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invisible birthcord ' (DS 309). Both of Grace's kehua children died physically while still in
the womb; their subsequent suspension in a wheiao state is suggestive of a prolonged
gestation, out of which they may be 'born' into the afterlife. Tama, too, escapes Te Kore via
a birth-like experience; he travels from the Void through every stage of creation to be
greeted by his grandmother, 'with a madonna smile' welcoming him to 'the world of Man'
(M 221). In those passages where he secures his metaphysical safety through the recitation
of lineage, there is a parallel ‘birth’ of identity.

The combination of life-giving and life-threatening characteristics found in Te Kore is also
found in the maternal characters the Ihimaera books describe; as noted, Tiana's physical
and emotional abuse of her children is matched by Artemis's spiritual and sexual invasion
of her grandson's identity. The matriarchal figures of Cousins and Baby No-Eyes are also
culpable in the negation of child identity, though they do not share Tiana and Artemis's
apparent violence of intent. In Cousins, this theme is expressed through the failure of Kui
Hinemate to acknowledge evidence of her great-grandson, and through Keita disowning her
daughters when their choice of partners does not meet her standards. Keita's failure to
afford her offspring independence from her ideals is repeated in her treatment of her
granddaughter Makareta, for whom she arranges a taumau marriage which serves iwi
purposes but does not take account of Makareta's own wishes. If Keita fails her descendents
by a rigid compliance with tradition, Baby No-Eyes' Gran Kura fails hers by a fearful
rejection of her culture – the 'goodness and silence' which she comes to identify as 'evil'.
Although she recognises the circumstances which had engendered that evil – 'People
became more and more silent, because if they spoke they would harm their children' – the
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strongest attribution of fault she makes is to herself and those like her, who 'had stolen their
grandchildren's lives' (116). Such comments might be read, on the one hand, as
symptomatic of an internalised racism which has the victims of colonialism shoulder the
blame for its negative effects; on the other hand, Kura's interpretation is consistent with
pattern of representation which appears in all four of these books, in which mother figures
are neither victims nor innocents; though they may provide life and support for life, they
are often also a source of damage to their children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

Thus all four of these novels anchor their thematics in images of a matriarchal force of
great destructive potency, represented both through female characters and through the
presences of Te Kore and the wheiao as maternal symbols. It would be erroneous to see
these women and their symbolic correlatives primarily as agents of an external force; their
roles are broad, and embedded in the complex networks of Maori creation mythology and
subsequent geneologies. Early in The Matriarch, Ihimaera invokes the figure of Hine
titama, daughter of the first mortal man and woman, incestuous mate of her father, and,
consequently, guardian of the underworld, where (in Ihimaera's words), she

[took] a position at the doorway through which all of her earthly descendants would
pass. This was woman as Death, whom the demi-god, Maui, tried to conquer by
entering her vagina. She crushed him with her thighs and thus death and destruction
were brought permanently into the world. The female reproductive organs were termed
'whare o aitua or whare o mate' [sic], the house of misfortune and disaster.
(23)
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Ihimaera goes on to reflect that tikanga Maori consequently assigned women as 'non-sacred
and destructive. Many of women's activities, both prescribed and proscribed,' he writes,
'emerged from this belief' (23). This account of the female role in Maori culture as noa
rather than tapu is challenged by Atareta Poananga (‘Tahia Wahine Toa: Trample on Strong
Women’) who claims that it is ‘patently false’ (27), a creation of proscribed roles, rather
than a reflection of them. Nonetheless, the well-documented Hine titama story, in its
proposition of the female generative organs as a site of birth and death, reinforces the
thematics surrounding Te Kore and the wheiao.

Ihimaera's reflections on the origins of female roles in Maori culture are supported, by his
own construction of women characters in The Matriarch and The Dream Swimmer.
Artemis and Tiana as characters reinforce the association of destructive force with female
progenitive function; these women are also, however, imbued with massive spiritual
potency, and counter assumptions of their profane state with violent displays of mystical
prowess. In contrast, Grace's maternal figures are anchored in realism, and cannot be seen
to assume the same mythical proportions; yet there are traces of the Hine titama mythos in
the child's experience of the gestating body, where the wheiao becomes a potentially
inescapable trap between the realms of life and death.

This vein of imagery may be read as, to some degree, socially symbolic; depictions of the
dangerous mother and the endangered child then may represent the individual not only as a
colonial subject, but as a subject of their own 'mother' culture. The double-binds
experienced by the individual who inhabits both Te Ao Maori and a contemporary world
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determined by Pakeha conventions are repeatedly considered in these novels. Characters
are faced with choices between realms which seem, to a degree, mutually exclusive; the
demands of both worlds variously occur to characters as requiring a sacrifice of individual
identity. Thus Makareta rebels against her taumau engagement though she values her Maori
heritage, while Tama is repeatedly forced to choose between fulfilment of his
grandmother's plans towards Maori liberation, and a 'Pakeha' life satisfying the demands of
his wife, children and career. In each text there are moments when the demands of the
mother culture occur to the protagonist as at least restrictive, perhaps even invasive or
damaging. The imagery of the dangerous mother may also reflect the failure of the mother
(individual or iconic) to protect the subject from the incursions of colonialism (as suggested
by Shane’s anger and Gran Kura’s guilt); if so, then it is interesting that this should be
perceived as a maternal responsibility.

Baby No-Eyes also warrants separate discussion in that Baby herself is for part of the novel
a somewhat antagonistic presence, suggesting a character type which will be visible in
novels of the following chapter. Retained in the wheiao beyond a period which is normal
for the departing spirit, she evolves into an unsustainably intrusive presence in Tawera's
life, prompting her family to encourage her departure into the spirit world. Baby's position
as an invited entity in her brother's 'host' consciousness is complicated by her frustration at
not having an independent existence; as the children grow, Tawera realises that Baby is at
times mistreating him, 'trying to hurt me, ...bullying and blackmailing me' (192). Concerned
for Tawera, and the bruises he has begun to sustain in his interactions with Baby, Gran
Kura gives him instructions for sending her away, 'because it goes on too long and it goes
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too far' (239). Gran Kura's instructions are interesting in that they appear to dehumanise
Baby, who has previously been considered in the text as a family member:

'You can't be soft about it, ...because it's your life and your self.... You have to open
your mouth and swear... your worst. Tell it to get out, tell it off properly, that's what
you do.'
(239)

The impression is fleeting, however; Tawera insists that his sister is a “her”, not an “it”, and
Gran Kura explains that she had only meant not to offend Baby by speaking of her
particularly. Yet the feeling that Baby's presence is becoming dangerous remains; Gran
comments that her presence 'could mean [Tawera's] life. Ultimately, Baby leaves willingly,
out of her desire to have an independent existence, albeit in death, and to allow Tawera his
own independence. Her departure is concurrent with Gran Kura's own death, immediately
before which she is described swearing into Tawera's ear.

6.5 Conclusion

Each of these texts presents a situation where the formation of the child’s identity is
inextricably bound with the damage of the child’s identity. The child’s magic is not
evidenced through transformative action, such as Kahu’s communication with the whales,
Mayhew’s healing or Tia’s renewing micturation; rather it is evidenced through the child’s
access of and presence within metaphysical realms that are deeply challenging of the
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child’s identity. Where the primary threat to the child had, in the novels of Chapter Five,
been a crisis of external environment (with literal as well as symbolic significance), here
the crisis is internal, recording the child’s loss as personal and vital. Where the magical
character in Chapters Four and Five was called upon to protect or renew the maternal
environment, in these novels the child does not survive the maternal environment intact; the
challenge of the symbolic womb, which threatened Simon, Toko and Kahu in the form of
the ocean yet allowed their transcendent rebirths, is here injurious or even fatal, as it is in
the final narrative of Maui’s death.

Witi Ihimaera comments, in interview with Paul Sharrad, on the question of the role of
magic realism in his texts:
[Ihimaera: Lawrence Jones asks the question] “Is Ihimaera proposing a supernatural or
magic realism resolution for the dilemma of the Maori?” Obviously, I’m not. Magic
realism won’t provide the answer for the condition of being Maori in the future. [But]
magic realist elements are part of our history, and I cannot say that they’re folktales
because I believe [them] too.
[Interviewer:] So is it fair to say that magic realism may not be a political situation for
the future, but it is a way of keeping hold of the past?
[Ihimaera:] It was seen as a way of dealing with the future. Te Kooti Rikirangi
established the Ringatu church and the sense of Old Testament Biblicism as a response
to the question of what to do in terms of being invaded. It’s been the same with the
Ratana and other messianic movements on New Zealand… . [Te Kooti said] that we
have to look beyond this time to the future when the Maori will triumph. I think that
what we are doing today is plumbing all those opportunities to tap into a wider world,
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and that wider world stretches into spiritual beliefs and into computerization – into the
prophetic sayings of someone like Te Kooti.
(104)

There is a certain ambiguity in Ihimaera’s comments; he suggests a role for spiritual or
magical beliefs as part of a broad range of approaches to the contemporary world. He stops
short of suggesting magic realism as a solution for social problems, while acknowledging
that such solutions are part of the messianic belief systems he suggests as useful. This
ambiguity comes to the fore in The Matriarch and The Dream Swimmer, where the
simplicity of the magic realist solution, as offered in The Whale Rider, is evaded. In novels
which present pathologically complex characters in heroic roles, it is difficult to determine
to what degree their goals – including the messianic solution – and the failure or
postponement of those goals are symptoms of their pathology.

Regardless, the shift in the role of the magical child may suggest pessimism about the
possible transformative impact of the individual on society. Both Ihimaera and Grace
present children so equivocated at the basis of their identities that their interactions with the
external world are deeply problematic. Tiana reproduces the abuse she suffered as a child;
to some degree, at least, Tama’s actions (perhaps including his failure to redeem his people)
are the dysfunctional product of his own compromised upbringing. In Grace’s novels, the
kehua child, Baby No Eyes and Mata live half-lives that are a record of personal
invalidation and cultural violation.
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Yet to say that these children do not perform a redemptive function is not to suggest that
their magic is not functional within the texts. Tama’s voyages into the Void are part of a
grand-scale exploration of the mythology and history of Maori existence; these explorations
are essential to the dimension of spirituality that is created in Tama as a Maori character
and in Maori identity itself, as it is represented in the narrative. Similarly, Grace’s kehua
characters create a record of loss, but one which actually subverts loss by expanding the
terms of community beyond the boundaries of physical life. Storytelling is an essential
mechanism for the transmission of life in Grace’s work; to the degree that these characters
are registered in their own speech acts, in the stories of other characters and in the broader
narratives, they have a life which transcends the conditions of their deaths. In terms of a
narrative of nationhood, these texts may represent identity formed under the condition of
loss, yet which transcends the restrictions of imposed realities even through (though not
exclusively through) the experience and articulation of that loss.
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7: The Endangering Child

John Cranna’s Arena (1992), Anne Kennedy’s A Boy and His Uncle (1998), Anthony
McCarten’s Spinners (1998), Peter Hawes’s The Dream of Nikau Jam (2000).

7.1 Overview

We have seen throughout the books discussed in this thesis a relatively stable depiction of
the child as acting (or being aligned with forces which act) towards social change, in some
cases creating redemptive impacts on personal, cultural and environmental conditions. In
the novels of this chapter, we see significant and sustained disruptions to that alliance, and
repeated representations are made of the child as potentially threatening entity, particularly
to the mother. This threat is first visible through a focus on unnatural or dangerous
pregnancy, which emphasises the child as unknowable and alien, even parasitic. Deviance
in the development of pregnancy is, in two of these four novels, followed by the unnatural
overgrowth of the child; in all four novels, the distinctions between adult and child are
uneasily disturbed.

Arena and A Boy and His Uncle present their magical material as symptomatic of social or
familial dysfunction; they have this in common with some of the other texts discussed in
this thesis: the presences of Grace’s kehua children, for example, are a direct consequence
of incomplete or violated ritual, while in The Visitation, the appearance of the Virgin Mary
to the Flynn girls is divinely intended as a social corrective. In Arena and A Boy and His
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Uncle the child’s origins specifically signify disruptions to the usual biological and social
patterns of reproduction, and these disruptions lead to a radical revision of the nature of the
child, who is here constructed as having, in the one case, innately negative potential, and in
the other, an emptiness which acts as the seedground for malignant behaviour.

Glimmers of threat have been seen in earlier children; Simon expressed occasional
destructive tendencies as a result of emotional disturbance in the bone people; Daisy in The
Limits of Green is destructive as a result of ‘growing up too fast’; and Baby No Eyes
becomes a danger to her brother when she outgrows her childhood position. In Arena,
overgrowth in the child is connected to expressions of evil which are stronger and more
explicit than any seen before. This child is deliberately and consciously malicious,
provoking suffering in others because, it seems, it is in her nature to do so. A Boy and His
Uncle effects an equally pronounced revision through its child character; Maurice’s
childhood is marked by intellectual and emotional vacancy, and he is devoid of the benign
vitality that has been an unspoken feature of the child’s representation. As he grows older
(and unusually large, though remaining, in affect, a child), the emptiness that characterises
him enables his rape of his sister. The emphasis on these children as enacting or holding the
potential for malevolence suggests a breakdown of the regenerative myth that had been so
strongly connected to New Zealand’s magical children in earlier works.

The children of Spinners and The Dream of Nikau Jam are not connoted as evil, though
each holds the potential to harm its mother. The construction of these characters seems in
some respects to reassert the figure of the life-giving magical child, yet elements such as a
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revision of apparently magical content within a realist framework, and a revision of the
alignment between the child figure and the social ideals it has previously represented,
suggests that these books also record a weakening of the magical child mythology.
Spinners constructs the redemptive child character self-consciously, drawing attention to its
constructedness, while also creating a subtext in which the child is the product and
evidence of exploitation and abuse. The notion of the child as redeemer is supported by the
mother’s belief in its supernatural origins, while the realist interpretation of events, holding
potentially devastating psychological consequences for the mother, is overridden by the
investment in a magical interpretation made by her and partially supported by the narration.
In The Dream of Nikau Jam, physiological childhood appears primarily, and only briefly, in
the nascent form of pregnancy. While Feefi, like Kennedy’s Maurice, remains a child in
affect and in intellectual ability through his adulthood, his gigantism and prematuration
make him a danger to his mother before birth, and create an anachronous meld of
characteristics in his adulthood. His origins are suggested as magical, yet so are those of
other townspeople born at the same time; little substance is provided for the suggestion, and
it does not presage his performing a redemptive function. Indeed, while the question of
environmental sustainability is raised in Hawes’ book, Feefi is depicted in conflict with
advocates of this aim. Both the validity of the environmental cause and the thematic
consistency of the magical child type are challenged. I classify Feefi as a ‘magical child’
only speculatively; while the specifications of the type are evoked (his mental childhood,
the suggestion of a magical conception) each is challenged – an eventuality which, like the
portrayal of the other children detailed in this chapter, may signal a distinct shift in the
social need which the magical child figure is created to fulfil.
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7.2 Conceptions

The children in each of these four novels are conceived under circumstances which evoke
the supernatural. In Arena, the actual conception of the girl-child cannot be described as
magical, yet it has symbolic associations which lay the ground for the supernatural qualities
that the child will exhibit during gestation and after birth. In the first paragraph of the
novel, the protagonist describes the conception of his child in terms of an incestuous
overreach of paternal influence:

[Jan and I]… made love and talked of how to exorcise her father, who lived, she said,
in both of us, although to my knowledge I had never met the man. Sometimes she made
love to her father in me, and sometimes I made love to her father in her, and afterwards
we lay in the cool earth and listened to the slow kick of new life in her belly.
(9)

To the degree that this conception is unnatural, and that may be the implication of the
suggested violation of incest taboos, it may be seen as inviting monstrous consequence. It is
also worth recalling here Marie-Helene Huet’s observations about traditions concerning the
influence of maternal imaging during conception and gestation; if the contents of the
mother’s imagination are understood to imprint on the child, then this paragraph is properly
read as constructive of the character of the child.
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Discussion of that construction must first gloss the relative social positions of these
characters. Cranna describes a post-apocalyptic society in which New Zealand is ‘host’ to,
and controlled by, the sadistic and mysterious ‘Guests.’ There is a privileged symbiosis
between Hosts and Guests which absorbs scanty resources; excluded from social and
economic transactions are ‘marginals,’ such as the protagonist and his lover, Jan, who live
in hiding under a stadium grandstand, scavenging food from the garden of the stadium’s
caretaker.

It later emerges that Jan herself is a Guest; her obsession with her father’s image during the
moments of her child’s conception suggest a displacement of the protagonist’s influence
over the formation of the child, so that the child herself will be entirely Guest – the product
of an imaginative union between her mother and her mother’s father. This suggestion is
borne out in the child’s later behaviour; her sadistic and parasitic behaviours are closely
aligned with those of the Guests.

Huet describes a (largely Romantic) literary tendency, following from the ontogenic beliefs
of the Renaissance, in which monstrous (unusual or unnatural) children are understood as
bearing witness to

the violent desires that moved the mother at the time of conception or during
pregnancy. The resulting offspring carried the marks of her whims and fancies rather
than the recognizable features of its legitimate genitor. The monster thus erased
paternity and proclaimed the dangerous power of the female imagination.
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(1)

Yet the female imagination is here subject to a higher level of paternal authority: the
authority of the colonising father, an authority of state with the power to nullify identities
which do not fall within the boundaries of its (self-regenerating) self. The narrator’s status
as marginal to Guest society is replicated in the marginalisation of his identity in the
composition of his child’s.

There is a strong parallel between the social and familial configuration: the child is a guest
in the host body of her mother; the father is marginal to both the familial and the social
structure. This is a significant disruption of the traditional alliance of the child with the
oppressed; rather than being a representative of the vulnerable and alienated individual, the
child here is the agent of oppression. Furthermore, where fathers have often in these books
been representatives of a controlling paternalism, here the father is displaced and
disempowered by the child’s aggressive colonisation of the maternal body.

The appearance of incest as the source of magical conception is overt in Anne Kennedy’s A
Boy and His Uncle. Lex McGahan’s mother Dympna, concerned she is losing control over
her adult son, concocts a love spell for him. The wife she intends he will find under the
spell’s influence will be, she imagines, both an extension of her own power and a relief of
the burden of her care for him. Yet this imagined woman is also a threat to Dympna’s
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authority; Dympna, for whom the possibility of Lex’s leaving home to pursue such a
relationship is unimaginable, pictures Lex and the wife taking her own place in the ‘master
bedroom’ while she, ‘reduced to the status of a child’, would have to take the ‘smaller,
inferior bedroom’ (77). When Dympna, whether by design or accident, interposes herself as
the spell’s object, it becomes apparent that she will achieve the desired extension of control
not through the agency of a dangerous third party, but by effecting a shift from her own
position as mother (with diminishing hold on her aging off-spring) to that of lover.

The link between magic and incest in this text may be understood in terms of the breach of
personal boundaries that that magic represents. The resort to witchcraft by Dympna (which
will be replicated later in the book by her daughter, Honor, with Honor’s adopted son
Maurice) is a function of her desire to extend her maternal powers beyond what is allowed
for within conventional family structures. The connection recalls Nietzsche’s interpretation
of the Oedipal tragedy:

…[W]herever soothsaying and magical powers have broken the spell of present and
future, the rigid law of individuation, the magic circle of nature, extreme unnaturalness
– in this case incest – is the necessary antecedent; for how should man force nature to
yield up her secrets but by successfully resisting her, that is to say, by unnatural acts?
(The Birth of Tragedy, 61)

Here incest follows as a cost of the transgression of boundaries, both personal and natural,
that Dympna’s spell represents. The child Maurice, conceived as a result of the love-spell,
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is thus the product of several violations: the violation of individuality that has Dympna
attempt to control her adult son’s love-life by illicit means; the violation of ‘nature’ that the
use of magic represents in an otherwise realist text; and the violation of the incest taboo.
These combined transgressions are enough to invert the physicalities of gender to the
degree that the manifestations of maternal and paternal roles are magically inverted;
Dympna ‘fathers’ the child her son will gestate and bear. As in the Oedipal drama, the
appearance of magic is here the forerunner of family tragedy.

The conceptions of the children in Spinners are ascribed to more overtly supernatural
causes; Opunake’s three pregnant teenagers all claim their children to be the products of
alien abductions. For Delia, the protagonist, the conception is a product of a vague but
benign experience; she remembers little of her time in the spaceship, but is sure that the
aliens ‘didn’t hurt her at all’ (58). McCarten later associates the pregnancy with
Nietzschean reflections on the coming of a redemptive superman, overtly connecting the
alien impregnations with the history of the saviour child. For Delia, and the other pregnant
teenagers, the coming children are indeed saviours; destined to lift them from the
mundanities of small-town life.

Other explanations for each pregnancy are revealed late in the novel, creating a second and
much darker set of symbolic associations for the conceptions; Delia has in fact been raped
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by a local mechanic, who had generated the illusion of the alien abduction through
hypnosis; in the novel’s subplots, Yvonne has become pregnant through her clandestine
affair with the local priest, and adopted the abduction story to protect their relationship;
Lucinda, hungry for publicity, has claimed pregnancy falsely, and deliberately fulfilled the
claim some months later by becoming pregnant to a journalist.

These revelations take the novel, and its children, out of the realm of magic, in that an
acceptable realist explanation for events is provided. While this explanation is likely to
supplant the magical explanation in the reader’s intellectual understanding of events, the
resolution of the novel depends on the tone maintained by a continued investment in the far
more benign implications of the magical interpretation of Delia’s pregnancy; McCarten
retains the symbolic effect of this as a magical conception through the point of view of
Delia herself. Delia maintains her belief in the alien origins of her child, and is thus able to
enjoy the redemptive promise it holds, at the same time as she avoids the traumatic impact
of the actual events. When a realist construction of events is painstakingly established, it is
apparently confirmed by evidence and then presented to Delia by her friend Phillip. Yet
even this is weakened by Delia’s conviction: she easily presents a counter-argument, and
her ‘effortless dismissal of his theory undermined his certainty’ (238).

The actual moment of conception, as it is most likely to be understood by the reader, is
therefore erased. Delia’s response to her child entirely excludes any reference to, or
acknowledgement of, the realist version: her rape under hypnosis by Gilbert Haines. This
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response has a parallel in the conclusion to the novel, where she finds and reads in her
lover’s journal lines from Yeats’ ‘A Second Coming’:

And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,
Slouches toward Bethlehem to be born?
(263)

The lines might be considered reminiscent of the child’s traumatic origins and uncertain
future. Yet in this quote and others that Delia reads, the meaning she finds is ‘not
necessarily their intended one, but a meaning all the same’ (263). The statement seems to
suggest that through a certain naivety of intended meaning, Delia is able to transcend the
disturbances created by damaging interpretations of both events and texts. The notion that
this transcendence may not be entirely naïve is suggested by an earlier passage, in which
Delia considers her conflicting memories of the night of the child’s conception. Unable to
resolve the flashbacks of physical distress she experiences with her benign memories of the
spaceship encounter, she

…lit another cigarette, and thought about living everything twice: once happily, once
not, with the ability to choose which one to remember, which to forget.
(128)

It seems that her ‘ability to choose’ is a privilege which allows her, despite momentary
flashbacks, to predominantly inhabit the reality in which her child is a saviour of a much
more benign, or at least familiar, sort than that suggested by the Yeats quote, and by the
child’s own violent origins.
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Yet if we read against the optimism of the resolution offered by the text, considering the
content of the actual events described independent of Delia’s investment in a benign
reading of them, we see a relationship between the conception of her child and that of
Maurice in A Boy and His Uncle; Delia’s conception is evidence of the degree to which she
has lost control of her own body to an exploitative other. Where Dympna had impregnated
her son with the aid of a love-spell, Gilbert Haines uses hypnotism to facilitate his rape of
Delia; even her belief in the alien experience, and the comfort she derives from it, are a
function of the rape itself. The imagery with which the traumatic experience is replaced –
that of alien contact (including abduction and impregnation) – is in popular culture strongly
associated with invasive threat; despite Delia’s lack of distress at the events, her experience
has a highly unpleasant subtext.

Thus the text suggests a reality underlying the magical child mythology far different, and
far more worrying than the mythology itself; yet that mythology is functional and adequate
to the task of supplanting the reality. The text ends at the moment when Delia establishes a
maternal bond with her newborn son; she

closed her eyes and was able to rest, optimistic and reassured that, in an esoteric
language, she had at least received a tacit agreement from her child that he would soon
be ready to confirm his glorious presence on this planet.
(264)
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The question of what life will be like for Delia and her child (she as sixteen-year-old single
parent with no familial support), or how her understanding of her child’s origins will affect
their lives, remains unaddressed. In the optimism of this ending, the questions seem to
vanish.

Simon ‘Feefi’ Fyfe’s origins appear mystical – he is one of the products of a spate of
synchronised pregnancies in the small town of Westport. Much like those in McCarten’s
Spinners, Westport’s pregnancies are connected to an apparently supernatural event, which
raises talk of miracles, and creates (at least in the reader) certain millennial expectations of
the imminent children. Feefi, in suffering from gigantism, does turn out to be unusual. Like
Maurice, he grows up to be a ‘boy in a man’s body’: a physical giant and an intellectual
child. Also like Maurice, Feefi’s relationship with his mother is a defining force in the
novel, and one which has at its beginning the now familiar image of gestation as threat;
again, the resolution of the maternal relationship is a central theme.

Feefi’s birth is connected to the sighting of a ghost in Westport: that of a miner who had
died a year earlier in an explosion. Four of Westport’s women give birth nine months after
the sighting; Feefi is born a month after the other births, and a month overdue. The births
are considered miraculous not only because of their concurrence, but because of their
unlikeliness; one of the mothers is understood by the townspeople to be infertile, one of the
fathers impotent, and it is considered generally unlikely that Feefi’s parents might have had
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sex. Again the attribution of an unnatural child to the power of the maternal imagination is
suggested, in an account of the conception of one of the children. Though the child is her
husband’s, Bev had been thinking of another man ‘and had whispered his name’ while the
child was conceived. Bev

knew it was silly, and she knew all this miracle stuff was rubbish, but there was a bit of
her mind that kept wondering whether Doddy Wold had a child after all. By
transference.
(135)

Bev’s child Terry is, like most of the children born at this time, perfectly normal, and
beyond the speculative material offered above, there is little other information, either
magical or realist, given about the conceptions. Yet the collection of mystical signification
serves to create the impression of magical influence around the conceptions, and, by
implication, around Feefi’s gigantism.

The notion that Feefi has a special role among these children is suggested, albeit
lightheartedly, in discussion of the conceptions; while the town engages in fierce debate
over whether the conceptions are an exclusively Catholic event, Feefi (the only to be born
to Protestant parents) appears as a ‘symbol of reunification’ (79). Though Feefi’s
construction evades the model of the magical child in some respects, the model is not
discarded, but is evoked in a tentative fashion.
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7.3 Gestation and Birth

The period of gestation and birth in these novels is associated in each case with a tone of
anxiety and disturbance.

The child that Jan carries bears traits in common with the Guests from the start. As a foetus
she demands food with ‘an appetite as big as the already born’ (12), causing the narrator
some anxiety as to whether enough can be found to support the three lives. The need to
provide for her threatens the security of the couple as they take increasing risks to find
adequate food. The unborn child’s prodigious physical growth is accompanied by an
unnerving ability to project her consciousness and will into the minds of her parents, an
ability which reveals her as having a Guest’s appetite for control and violence, as we begin
to see in the passage below:

I placed my hand on my lover’s belly.
‘How is it?’ …
‘Restless. She won’t lie still.’
‘She?’ My lover nodded. I wondered how long she had known the sex of the creature.
‘Perhaps she wants some music.’ Jan shook her head.
‘It’s too late for that,’ she said and looked at me in surprise…
‘She’s too old now,’ she went on. ‘She’s tired of being carried around, of having
tunes played to her. She wants to be out here running things.’
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And in that moment I saw a child with eyes of startling green. She stood at the heart of
the arena and regarded me with a deep, steady gaze, without blinking, as though
watching the moment of her own birth. In her hand she held a toy, a carving made of
straw-coloured wood, and beside her, his head bowed like a captive, stood our
keeper….
(44)

The narrator’s vision continues with an image of the child, ‘in a ritual movement… free of
aggression’ striking the keeper repeatedly with a blade.

Jan’s identity is revealed on the day she goes into labour, when a Guest identifies the child
as ‘the new generation’. His words suggest a future in which the permanency of the Guest
presence belies their name. The narrator ‘involuntarily’ acknowledges, in response to this
assertion, that his lover shares with the man a Guest’s ‘smile and even teeth’. This
revelation confirms an invalidation of the narrator’s paternity of the child, who is instead
claimed by the Guests through force of will and imagination.

The unborn child, synecdochic of Guest traits and intentions, is doubly evocative of the
parasite anxieties which may accompany images of pregnancy. The maternal body is host
to an unknown life which grows uncontrollably within it, the threat to her own existence
most vivid at the point of birth. Jan, though a Guest herself, is in relation to the child a
‘colonised’ space; it is unclear whether the passenger entity can be excised without the loss
of the host’s life. Jan does in fact survive the birth, but for much of the labour her death
seems imminent. She is eventually saved by the groundkeeper, who removes the overgrown
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infant with his carving knife. The separation has been effected by the aid of a host
character, yet one in the employ of the Guests – an ‘Uncle Tom’ figure, whose alliances are
suspect throughout. In operating he effects the successful separation of the fused lives.
Though this seems an act of sympathy with Jan as (in this situation) an endangered host, it
in fact releases her from her host role to return to her Guest origins (though she remains for
a period to nurse the child), and unleashes whatever threat the child poses onto the external
world. No longer contained by the maternal body, the child develops quickly into a
frighteningly independent entity.

The gestation and birth of the child in Arena represents a reordering of roles abstracted
from the social situation of the world Cranna creates, which are in turn abstractions of roles
identifiable in the phenomenal world1. In A Boy and His Uncle, Lex’s pregnancy signifies
the disruption of very familiar gender roles – a familiarity which is exaggerated to the point
of caricature.

Lex is sent away to the country for the period of his confinement. The women of the family
he stays with

brushed aside the fact that Lex’s circumstances were not ideal, that he wasn’t married
and that he was, well, a man. They took him into their hearts because he was joining
that joyous and universal club of motherhood. The best thing, they seemed to be

1

A reading of Arena as a racial allegory for contemporary New Zealand will be provided later in this chapter.
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saying, was being able to put yourself second. It was one hell of a strain to always have
to put yourself first, said the girls, in a roundabout fashion.
(87-88)

If ‘the girls’ are untroubled by the disruption of gender that his condition represents, this is
not indicative of a broader flexibility about gender constraints. They teach Lex the
apparently inflexible systems through which they determine gender in their own babies: he
learns that the cravings of his pregnancy reveal his child’s sex, because ‘food fell
absolutely into a binary system, boy food or girl food, every food was designated one way
or another’. Variations to this rule ‘could never happen’ (90). Their own babies are
described by ‘the girls’ as (male) ‘frontrowers’ or (female) ‘little dolls’, in a system which
Lex has trouble understanding because he ‘could tell no difference between the frontrowers
and the dolls’ (87).

The jarring circumstance of these lessons in binary clarity – that their student is pregnant
Lex in his newly sewn smocks – is countered by the profound understatement of ‘the girls’’
response to him. Their ability to overlook the depth of the challenge to their gender system
that he presents suggests an insight to the mechanism of that system: it is made viable
precisely by the functional blindness which allows all girl-babies to be considered ‘little
dolls’ and all boy-babies future ‘frontrowers’. There is here an interesting connection
between these women’s approach to gender and the text’s approach to its own magical
material; both function through a lack of acknowledgement that allows two contradictory
systems to be present simultaneously, with minimal articulated integration of the systems.
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‘The girls’ can accept pregnant Lex and admit him to their fold without any apparent
disturbance to the gender system that he logically contradicts. Likewise there is no direct
acknowledgement within the novel that the event of a pregnant man is contrary to the
realist realm that most of the narrative exists within.

Typical of the text’s treatment of these contradictions is the girls’ ‘brushing aside’ of the
fact that Lex is ‘…well, a man’. Their simultaneous recognition and denial of the disruption
to their understood reality is reflected in the text’s description of the birth itself. The
passages that describe the birth push against the boundary between the magical and the real:
the text seems on the verge of integrating the transgressive event within its narrative
framework by revealing how a man, in this possible world, might give birth. But the only
answer given to the question, in the event, is the coy ‘painfully’; the narrative veers into a
reassertion of the status quo as understood by ‘the girls’.

The baby began with a few drops of blood which alarmed Lex but which QuincinellaAnne said was nothing to worry about.
‘That’s quite normal,’ she said brusquely. Normality was the standard to aim for in
cases of birth, as in all things.
(91)

‘As for the baby, he was born agonisingly and perfect. …
‘He’s absolutely normal,’ Lex heard Quincinella-Anne tell her girls as they came in
succession to visit.’
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(92)

Though Maurice’s conception and birth are never identified within the text as magical
events, there is some recognition of their oddity provided through the viewpoint of Lex. He
alone notes the fissure between what is accepted as reality and what has actually transpired,
but he also chooses to maintain the pretence as it is invested in by other characters, and
articulates the dangers that the loss of such a pretence may pose:

‘He thinks it best that the boy never know the strange circumstances of his birth. Later
it occurs to him that perhaps there were strange circumstances attached to his own
birth, that all of us are protected by convention from the knowledge of strangenesses
that, if uncovered, would destroy us; or worse, become the norm.’
(97)

Thus the interplay of the magical and the real in the text is contextualised as a figure for the
function of denial. The link between the appearance of incest as the text’s core event, and
magic as the breeding ground of incest is essential; both, for these characters, exist outside
the bounds of the articulable.

As we have seen, denial also has a significant role in Spinners, and the period of the
protagonists’ pregnancies sees the further operation of this denial. Despite the fact that the
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foetuses are suspected to be the progeny of aliens, the relatively low-key disgruntlement
and surprise that surrounds their advent is barely related to the fear of the alien that
surrounds the girl-child of Arena. There is an acknowledgement of the link between images
of foetuses and stock images of aliens:

She flicked through [a book] and found a picture of an alien, one of the common
renderings as adult in size but with the head and hands of a five-month-old foetus....

but there is little trace of the anxieties of the unknown and parasitic that usually accompany
this association: Delia considers that the picture ‘didn’t correlate at all with her own
experiences…’ (133).

Indeed, Delia defends her child as the wanted product of what she is sure was a beautiful
and loving experience with the ‘spacemen’. The foetus thus becomes invested with the
positive, even resurrective imagery that frequently surrounds children in the Romantic
model – and not only for Delia. Even those who are hostile to the idea of Delia’s pregnancy
respond to the presence of the foetus as a life-force, rather than a threat. Delia’s father,
when she refuses his direction to have an abortion, finds his anger interrupted by the
presence of the child:

Two hours of silent meditation over tactics and subtle ploys evaporated. But as he
raised his arm to hit her, he was struck motionless. He froze, finding mercy within him,
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his hand arrested in mid-air. Delia saw that in protecting her unborn child, she, in turn,
was suddenly protected: the baby was her unborn saviour.
(158)

Delia’s perception of the child as a saviour figure is not unique to her; the town priest
makes a more explicitly religious association in his discussion with Delia of her pregnancy:

Paraphrasing an obscure theme from one of his own sermons, he asked Delia to try
replacing for a moment the word ‘Spaceman’ with the word ‘God’, and see how it felt.
‘After all, it’s about who we look to for answers, isn’t it? Isn’t that all?’
And if she could do this, just for a moment, and see how in this television age, one
had virtually become a substitute for the other, then she and her friends, with their
extraordinary conceptions, were simply re-inventing the nativity story.
‘To make contact with God, or in this case a Spaceman, you have simply imagined
that you are having his child.’
(192)

Though Delia has experienced her own child as an agent of salvation, she does not concede
Father O’Brien’s point, and maintains her assertion of the child’s alien paternity as actually,
rather than metaphorically, valid.
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Feefi’s perception of himself as a kind of monster is visible in his reflections on his own
gestation and birth. Like the girl-child in Cranna’s Arena, foetal Feefi had been a
threatening entity to his mother, a fact he is acutely aware of after her death in his
adulthood:

The terrible thing that Feefi had had to live with all his life, was that, without the
operation, he would have killed his mother. He knew that. He knew the first thing he
ever did even before he was born, was nearly kill his mother. They reckoned this
wasn’t the case. They reckoned he’d started breathing in there, an’ would have
drowned if they hadn’t got him out. But that wasn’t right; his mother wouldn’t have
drowned him. She would have been crushed from inside, because he was inevitable.
(35)

The idea that the growth of the child may threaten the survival of the parent reflects a fear
of dependents that was also visible in Cranna’s and Kennedy’s novels. Feefi’s mother,
however, remains unafraid, despite the threat to her well-being:

[S]he had every reason to hate him, or be scared of him, but do you know what she did
instead, while he was in there, growing – growing bigger than she was? She was
singing to him. He could hear her through the walls.
(35)
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An acceptance that Feefi’s life might necessarily damage or end her own is reflected
elsewhere in the novel’s themes, where environmental damage is presented as a necessary
cost of human health.

Yet Feefi’s gestation has been problematic in other ways, as his conflicted feelings over a
developing sexual awareness reveal. His prospective girlfriend kisses him, and

[a] giddy joy spun in his head but then spun on, into sickliness and he struggled out of a
new sort of blackness shouting, ‘No! I was overdue! I stayed inside my mother and
when I came out…’ Eland was waiting, no more than a breath away from his face… ‘I
had hairs on my puberty. I was having a premature puberty inside my mother.’
(94)

The abnormalities of Simon’s pre-natal experience are disturbing to him because of the
suggestion of a sexual intimacy between mother and child before birth. Not only is the
incest taboo threatened, but individuation is endangered by the paradoxical appearance of
the possibility of desire before physical separation has even occurred. If desire is the lack
which constitutes the subject, then the appearance of Feefi’s pre-natal pubic hairs eliminate
the idea of the Edenic time before that constitution. Feefi has had no childhood, it seems –
not even in the womb. The irony of this is that he remains a child throughout, as
constructed by his language and his relationships with other characters. It seems that the
strength of the bond he has formed with his mother, of which some significant component
is his anxiety over the sexual and more general physical threat he had posed to her during
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his gestation, is to keep him in the role of a child throughout his life. His early failure to
possess an essential requirement of childhood – physical innocence – creates a paradox in
which he is unable to progress into physiological maturity, as signified by emotional and
sexual independence.

Each of the children in these four books represents a potentially devastating violation of
normality. The threat of the child is perhaps most clearly drawn in Arena, where adults
persistently show a fear of the child. In the other texts, normality is kept intact by various
tactics of denial, elision and even (in the case of Feefi’s mother) acceptance exercised by
other characters and in the narration. In each case, however, the notion of pregnancy and
birth as a physically and socially dangerous experience is ineradicable from the text.

7.4 The Child and Language

Like the archetype of the enigmatic child Kuhn describes, the child in Arena seems
‘ageless’; her face has ‘a waxen immobility that conveyed the impression of someone many
years older’ (86). She is also a hieratic figure; other characters seem repeatedly to follow
her unspoken directions, and her violence (she cuts the Aborigine with a piece of obsidian)
elicits a description of her as ‘a young priestess… practising for her first sacrifice’.

This sense of enigma is greatly reinforced by her relationship to language. Like all
characters in the book except Jan, she remains unnamed; the narrator refers to her
throughout as ‘the child’ or ‘the girl-child’. This is reflective of an almost relentless use of
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elision as a narrative tactic in the novel. Rarely is the reader given information about
anything beyond the immediate events portrayed; rarely is enough information given to
make comprehensive meaning of those events. This emphasis on the unspoken removes the
sense of historicity and political context, though these elements are clearly essential to our
understanding of the difference between the reality of the novel and our own. It also creates
the sense that the regime the characters operate under is supported by strong language
taboos, an impression which is strengthened by the appearance of occasional Guest-funded
slogans, such as ‘There is Only One Past’ (114) ‘The Guest looks after his Host’ (27) and
‘Youth First’ (36) (the last of which affirms the alliance between Guest and child).

Silence as a trope finds apt embodiment in the child. For her infancy she is entirely silent,
even in communicating her need for food, though she seems to absorb the communications
the adults offer her. The Aborigine who joins the group after Jan’s departure speaks to her
in his own language, ‘a tongue with an unpronounceable name,’ explaining that ‘language
had its own music that was separate from meaning, and that such music was as important to
a child as the music of instruments’ (92). This gesture towards the semiotic is offered by a
character whose own language has lost currency in the controlling regime; of all the
marginal characters in the book, the Aborigine bears the worst scars of that regime. The
semiotic is offered as an alternative system to the social realm which surrounds and
marginalises these characters, and it appears to have a soothing affect on her, lulling her
towards sleep at one stage.
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Yet the child’s own entry into language is abrupt, evading aspects of the semiotic
associated with more usual linguistic development – there is no evidence of language
experienced as sound, rhythm, tone. It has a dramatic effect on the narrator:

‘I’m thirsty,’ she said.
The phrase fell into a deep silence in the room, a silence that seemed to press
violently against my ears so that I wondered whether I had imagined her words. The
onward movement of time had stopped. …
I thought: The child has come to speak to us, a gathering has been arranged, the
audience is assembled. The phrase ‘audience is assembled’ kept repeating itself in the
way that a parasitic phrase cannot be removed from the mind. Except for the recurring
words in my head, the onward movement of time had stopped.
(96)

The child has sidestepped the usual progression of language initiation, and thus seems to
perhaps be speaking from the other side of the thetic divide. The act of her speaking is thus
portentous to the narrator, who waits to hear a speech – which will perhaps contain the
elided material of his own narrative, and restore the progression of time, which has been
frozen by silence and the silence of the repetitive phrase or slogan.

Of course, as in Frame’s Scented Gardens, no satisfying elocution is forthcoming. The child
enquires as to how long the Aborigine will be staying, a question which definitively places
her within the social order which already governs the other characters. Furthermore, the
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child has already established a powerful position within this order; the Aborigine responds,
‘With your permission…’. Following this exchange, however, ‘as though satisfied with the
proof of her new ability to speak, the child return[s] [for a time] to silence’ (100).

Though her speech does not fulfil the narrator’s expectations of revelatory performance, the
child does indeed step into a performative role. An assortment of other children make their
way to the arena (one of these, literally a messenger boy, but on behalf of the Guest
regime), and they join the girl-child in a series of ritualised masked performances, which
they compel the narrator to watch.

The caretaker describes the Guests as ‘great art-lovers’, who take great pleasure in the
choreography and preparation of their performances; the children wear the masks kept in
storage for the Guests’ Games, they perform in the Guests’ arena – and thus their
performances are miniatures of the Guests’ own rituals, just as the girl-child has been (and
continues to be) a representative of the Guests. As with the performances arranged by the
Guests, however, there is a dynamic of coerced participation and witness in the children’s
performances; the first occurs when the narrator finds himself locked in a room in the
stadium by a masked figure he cannot identify. The figure, which turns out to be one child
on another’s shoulders, explains to the narrator his role:

‘Is this a game?’
‘No,’ said the mask.
‘What is it?’
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‘A performance.’…
‘How can it be? You haven’t done anything except stand there.’ My own voice
sounded thin and unconvincing.
‘That’s because we need a narrator.’ …There was a tightness in my head. I found
myself speaking to a void in which a solitary star shone as a distant point of light.
‘Where will you get one?’
‘We want you,’ said the mask. My words came back to me across the void, as though
spoken by someone else.
‘But I don’t know the story.’
(128)

The children summon the narrator several times to witness their performances. Despite
their initial request for his services as a narrator, he never speaks in the performances, or of
them. As a self-reflexive device this draws attention to the incompleteness of the narrative
offered to the reader, and suggests the performances themselves as the events which
complete both the internal and external story. The significance of these stories is suggested
by the narrator himself, as he speaks about the arena as the site of a national narrative, and
emphasises again the unspoken aspects of the tale he tells:

‘It’s been standing here for decades, gathering the past around it…Think of the sights
it’s seen. The spectacles! Year in, year out, the population have come here to celebrate
their way of life – to understand themselves. Places like this are a kind of monument to
the nation. A museum of our history, but without exhibits.’…
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One day the history of our nation would become clearer to her. When the time was
right I would try to explain a few things…
(141)

The children’s performances are both non-verbal and essentially narrative. Their wordless
physicality is at times based around the stillness or repetitive dance-like motions of the
performers, at others on frenzied displays of animalism, and is expressive of ‘stories that
were half-finished and stories that had not yet been told’ (154). They thus occupy the blank
spaces at the heart of the narrator’s story, yet the narrator’s revelation of their content is
barely more specific than the rest of his story, (though it suggests the performances
themselves as self-reflexive):

The play spoke now of suffering and loss, of innocence and faith, of fallen priests and
transcending angels. It told of the blighted years, of empty halls and abandoned
theatres, of official truths and partial histories, of a crabbed and listless populace. And
it spoke of the crucible of performance, the refuge and mystery of the dance, and of the
struggle to carve out form from the chaos of the times.
(161)

If the actual content of the performances is indistinct, their effect on the narrator-asaudience is not. He is repeatedly left shocked and sickened, as if physically assaulted, and
is desperate to escape the hypnotic sway of what he has seen. He is unable, as designated
narrator, to add a verbal interpretation to what he sees which will overcome or make
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meaning of his horror – or he is unable to do so without being made complicit in what he
witnesses. In this manner the violence of the Guests and the child, and the performances
which represent that violence, are made an unspeakable domain; they exist in the province
of silence.

Language acquisition is a notable issue in Kennedy’s novel, where Maurice’s childhood
silence is, like that of Cranna’s girl-child, a source of unease in the text. As an infant
Maurice fails to pass his Plunket milestones, and it ‘gradually transpires that he is… slow’
(122). Beginning high school he is ‘plump, dishevelled, dull, unconfident’ (188); at sixteen,
a ‘boy in a man’s body’, he is taken to a psychiatrist because ‘he does not speak; he hardly
speaks at all’ (189). His silence is the typical sign of a protracted childhood and a resistance
to adult socialisation that we have seen in other child characters, but in Maurice’s case this
silence does not seem to provide for the heightened artistic sensibility it has in other
characters. Where Simon sings and sculpts, Tia sings and draws, and the girl-child dances
and mimes, Maurice’s dullness seems to cancel such possibilities out. His quietness is an
inconvenience that rouses his mother’s ire – perhaps she fears the hidden judgement
suspected by Frame’s Vera of her daughter Erlene – but there is no accompanying promise
of redemption offered.

In fact, his character is constructed with a deliberate superficiality; attempts by other
characters to establish what lies behind the veil of his silence are largely thwarted by the
impenetrability of his surface. His observation of an inkspot offered to him by the
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psychiatrist is that ‘[s]ome ink was spilt’ (195); a second inkspot: ‘[s]ome more ink was
spilt’ (196). He appears an almost entirely inert and childlike quantity until his adopted
sister Heeny finds him a job at a pub (while he is watching ‘Kimba the White Lion’); the
addition of alcohol seems to complete his character, for ‘[i]t was as if something had
always been missing from Maurice, and the missing ingredient was alcohol’ (214). It is
only when this completion has taken place (recalling Kincaid’s definition of the child as an
entity essentially incomplete) that Maurice finds a voice: he argues with Honor for the first
time while drunk, and says ‘crazy things. That’s what’s in there, in his head, thinks
[Heeny]’ (215).

Maurice’s sudden completion as an alcoholic, and, perhaps, an adult, also provides him
with a written voice. He now acquires and meticulously keeps a diary, writing in it ‘every
event that occurred’ (217). Though the narrator protests to keep the contents of the diary
private, ‘as was always [Maurice’s] intention’ (218), the reader is given enough to know
that Maurice’s perceptions remain with surfaces:

The slant of the rain, the pressure of the wind, the lateness of the bus and the precise
angle at which it approached the curb due to road works. The temperature in the cellar,
which rose towards midday. Lex would have said it rose like a cake, but Maurice’s
concern was with the facts. He could have been a newspaperman, had things been
different.
(217)
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Despite his new means for articulation, Maurice remains inexplicable – unarticulated - to
those around him. Heeny describes him as ‘the dead centre of the family’ (295) and both
the psychiatrist and Lex suspect him of ‘alexithymia, the inability to express feelings’
(273). Though the psychiatrist maintains that this doesn’t mean Maurice ‘doesn’t have any
said feelings’ (200), the descriptions of Maurice’s internal world are of an entirely passive,
receptive process, as though he does not exist beyond the sensory data he receives:

Maurice is not thinking of anything but he lets all thought in. It is as if he has his eyes
open and so might see anything but could just as well see nothing. He is in a state
which might admit ecstasy, if ecstasy would care to visit him. It does not. That is all
right. He will just be.
(258)

Maurice’s emptiness is closely related to Honor’s desire to keep him a child, and within the
sphere of her emotional control – as Dympna had with Lex, she discourages him from any
attempt at independence, and thus he never quite separates from her influence: the boy in
him ‘is going… but he must not let go’ (219). Perhaps revealingly, the I Ching reading Lex
throws for Maurice is “The Abysmal (Water)” (‘the abyss is dangerous…’)(283); the
physical manifestation of this abyss is the moral and emotional abyss of Maurice’s abuse of
Heeny, a direct response to Honor’s attempt to keep him within her influence.

Honor’s use of her mother’s spell has the desired effect of awakening Maurice’s sexual
drives, and thus in one sense takes him closer to the state of adulthood. But his fixation on
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twelve-year-old Heeny, as the accidental object of the passion that the spell induces, creates
unexpected effects. His molestation of his sister emphasises a complex inversion of their
roles: though Maurice is older by seven years, physically larger and the transgressor, Heeny
tolerates his actions out of a sense of his frailty: she ‘doesn’t want to make him feel stupid’
(234), for he is ‘younger than she is, […] she is the adult….she always has been’ (241). Yet
it is this premature adulthood which now threatens her:

She holds her body tight so it will take up as little space as possible, so that it will not
be like a woman’s body but like a tiny, ugly girl or an unappealing toy, a toy left in the
sun.
(234)

Maurice’s entrance to sexuality – conducted as it is in silence (his own, Heeny’s, Honor’s)
is thus a reaffirmation of his childishness, and a fulfilment of the monstrous potential of his
unnatural origins.

Heeny’s response to these events takes her closer to certain familiar child archetypes than
Maurice himself has been. Much like Jimmy of Ian Cross’s The God Boy, Heeny embarks
on a quest for help from Catholic authorities; like Jimmy, her requests for help for the
person(s) threatening her welfare are met by exhortations that the problem is not hers to
worry about, and that the best she can do is pray. Heeny has some success in enlisting her
uncle Lex to help Maurice, but is ultimately ‘too late with her mission of mercy’ (251). The
bond between Honor and Maurice, which has created and supports Heeny’s predicament
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(Honor has ‘maintained the humid atmosphere which has allowed the culture of Maurice
and Heeny to grow’ (234)) is strengthened against Heeny’s efforts to ‘save’ her brother,
and herself.

[She] tried to save him, but he would not be saved, he wanted his mother and now he
has, again, his mother. Heeny can see this. Also that there is no room for herself there,
any more, with the mother and Maurice.
(295)

Heeny has become, in her inability to be her brother’s saviour, not only his victim, but a
sacrificial figure excised from the trinity of their family (‘a triangle… in the shape of the
sexual organs of women’ (234)) in order to preserve the bond between mother and son. In
the obliteration of Heeny as the third term intervening between son and mother, Maurice
himself falls, into the ‘Hell, or perhaps joy’ (304) of diadic union, from which there is no
release:

[H]e fell and he fell, but in the end did not fall, he hung there suspended for what
seemed like an eternity.’
(304)

The silence of the child or quasi-child in both Arena and A Boy and His Uncle reveals
something entirely different to what is promised by the children considered in Chapters
Four and Five of this thesis. Where the silence of figures such as Simon and Tia, and even
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of Mayhew Quitman, is a veil for an entirely positive transcendent power, in these later
novels, the redemptive possibility is all but vanished. The harm done by these children is a
function of problematic regimes; the violent control of the colonising culture in Arena, and
an unrelenting maternal control of the familial sphere in A Boy and His Uncle. In both
novels the child, inasmuch as the child is a threat, is conceived as a willing agent of those
regimes, rather than as an oppositional relief to them.

In Spinners and A Dream of Nikau Jam, the child reemerges as a potentially benign force;
the silence of the unborn child in the former and the child language of the adult in the latter
allow each to be constructed according to terms much more in keeping with social
expectations of the benign child. Yet the clearly definable binary operating in the texts of
Chapters Four and Five is not reconstructed, and there is no clear social critique in
operation which the child might be seen as an agent of. Perhaps as a result, the child does
not resume its earlier position as a transcendent and unequivocated magical force.

7.5 The Child in Society

Arena, in positing a version of New Zealand overcome by a coercive colonising force,
invites allegorical interpretation. Without overtly addressing the conditions of MaoriPakeha relations in any given period, the roles of various characters are relatively easily
aligned with those of the post-colonial state2. The Guests, as colonisers, control; the

2

An example of Cranna’s terminology as used within the discussion of Maori/Pakeha relations occurs in
Atareta Poananga’s review of The Matriarch: ‘This inextricable relationship between Maori and Pakeha is a
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colonised are divided into two categories: those who cooperate with the Guests are Hosts,
and may enjoy certain privileges, and those who have nothing to offer the Guests or refuse
cooperation are marginals, excluded from privileges (which seem to include basic life
requirements such as food and shelter). Suffering the extreme of Guest exploitation are
Aborigines, who it seems are routinely tortured, treated as animals and used for violent
sport in gladiatorial ‘games’. In signifying the worst consequences of colonisation, the
Aborigine is a figure who crosses from the indeterminate social landscape of the text into a
cultural and racial landscape recognisable to the reader.

The caretaker or ‘keeper’, as he is known, is of interest in enacting transactions between the
marginals and Guests. As a legitimised member of the Guest regime, the costs for the
keeper seem high; he lives under Guest control and suffers violence from the marginals.
The trap with which the narrator and Jan cripple the keeper seems at once an emblem of his
compromised position, and of the contempt which they, as marginals, hold him in. At the
same time, the narrator as a marginal seems closely related to the keeper; he dreams he is
the keeper’s son, a suggestion which clarifies his textual role: though a marginal, and not in
legitimate receipt of Guest privilege, he is implicated in the compromises which support the
Guest regime – and whatever corruption or weaknesses they signify. The terms by which
this suggestion is made are familiar to postcolonial discourse; the keeper chants that

[t]he sins of the father shall be visited upon the sons. Honour thy father and thy mother
that thy days shall be long in the land that the lord giveth thee.

parasitical one, blandly called biculturalism, but in reality the visitor feeding off the host’ (27).
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(126)

If the child in earlier novels had offered the hope of transformation of the post-colonial
scenario, no such hope is available here, where the child is very much a product of the new
realm. The insatiability of that realm in a situation of diminished resources is emphasised;
once born, the child grows with ‘unnatural rapidity’ (71), and threatens her parents’ foodsupply with exhaustion. While nursing Jan develops an obsession with the bear-trap which
had earlier threatened the keeper’s life: as if speaking about her own ravenous child, Jan
shouts that the bear-trap ‘must be fed’; like the child, the bear-trap cannot be satisfied. The
brutality of the device reinforces the sense of threat that emanates from the child, who, like
her mother, fixes her gaze unwaveringly on the trap.

Though the child is constructed throughout as aligned with the Guests, there is a note of
reconciliation in the final passage, where the narrator, brutalised by Guests, has his wounds
tended by the girl child and her companions. In these final passages the narrator catches
‘the scent of end-of-summer orchards’ (174), and fantasises that ‘[o]ne day we would get
away from this place, the children and I, and I would show them rivers, open fields, a wide
pacific sea’ (173). The catalyst for this change in tone seems to be the narrator’s
recognition that he loves the child, despite her Guest origins; he finally answers her
question to that effect, which she had posed twice earlier in the novel.
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Yet the change in tone seems slight and somewhat unconvincing, against the desolation of
the world described in the text, including mentions of ‘refugees from the south’ (43), empty
country towns (31) and other suggestions of widespread environmental and social
decimation. In considering what the story might offer in terms of reconciling the burdens of
colonisation, the passages which accompany the narrator’s confrontation with the Guests
seem more substantial:

In that expanded moment of terror, my past and the past of the nation telescoped into
one. I saw clearly, and almost understood, the intractable truth of the times, the
predatory pasts that are half-dead but rise again to reclaim you, and the inescapable lure
of our masters.
(170)

It was clear to me…that those who sought to escape their history did so briefly, their
lives pitched only temporarily in freedom.
I saw then the struggle to wrest new stories from the times, and I felt the inevitability
of defeat.
(171)

Whatever tonal relief is to be found in the narrator’s acceptance of his child – and thus of
his own role in the national narrative of colonisation – is based on this assertion of the
impossibility of finding ‘new stories’ (171). The magic of the child in this narrative
represents only the penetrative power of the coloniser, and reconciliation occurs only in
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terms of an acceptance of the subject’s participation in, and perhaps even collusion with,
the colonising narrative.

Arena invites a reading of textual events in terms of the socio-political realities of
colonisation; in A Boy and His Uncle, the foregrounding of issues of gender is similarly
inviting of a socio-political reading. Kennedy’s vision is distinctly post-feminist; it presents
its female characters as determinant, and its male characters as alienated and marginalised
by the actions of those females – as the protagonist had been in Cranna’s Arena. Many of
the texts examined here have positioned maternal figures as potential sources of threat to
the child; usually this has been within a broader context of a patriarchal society which also
threatens and constricts the child and the mother-as-environment. Yet there is no grander
structure of patriarchal power presented in A Boy and His Uncle; no Dollarman, Pharoah,
Reverend Omo or Pope appears, and indeed the fathers in the novel are made all but
invisible.

Willy McGahan, after his introduction as Dympna’s husband, appears only in the context of
his work at the Dead Letters office. The futility of the job is coupled by a linguistic
negation. Willy and Lex, who takes up a job in the same office when he leaves school, must
master a language of slang, swearing and flattened vowels in order to fit in at the office;
this language is abandoned on the domestic front, as they know it will irritate Dympna (Lex
later observes that the women at the office ‘spoke the same way in the mail room as they
did at home’ (58)). In fact, Willy isn’t depicted in the domestic context at all, and even his
death ‘was hardly noticed among the black-edged telegrams of sympathy’ (56). Similarly,
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Honor’s husband Ignatius becomes ‘less and less visible’ when Honor becomes pregnant
with Heeny (131); he too diminishes into an identity that exists only in his working life.

This is how Ignatius, his faint outline, left: Having replaced himself, like an insect or a
Jungian, he shimmered off, gradually. Not with a student or even a secretary, but to his
office at the university and the world contained there. As he retreated he looked back
and smiled by way of apology.
(132-133)

These diminished fatherhoods are minor versions of Lex’s removal from Maurice’s life
after his birth. Maurice is adopted by Honor on the agreement of Honor and Dympna; Lex,
who wants to keep his child, is not involved in the decision. From that point on he is
entirely excluded from Maurice’s life; ‘It was generally agreed that Lex should not have
regular contact with Maurice. Honor thought, in general, that it was far better not to open
the wound that Maurice had gouged’ (102)3.

The systematic removal of paternal influence, orchestrated by the mothers in the book and
complied with by the fathers, is closely related to Heeny’s abuse by Maurice; here, too, the
action may lie with the male character, but the conditions are created by Honor and
Dympna. When the book is read as offering a fictive rendition of a real social landscape,
the difference in the presentation of gendered power is significantly different to that

3

The denial or diminishment of paternity in the novel may be related to the operation of cultural denial; the
women of the McGahan family attempt to erase or conceal their Irish ancestry, feeling, as Cross’s Mr Sullivan
had, that traces of peatbog are to be ashamed of.
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presented in earlier works, in that there is little trace of a patriarchal structure exerting any
limiting influence or control over these very matriarchal family systems. The scenario
Kennedy depicts is no more fulfilling for its characters than than, for example, the
patriarchal regimes endured by Ihimaera’s Kahu or Reidy’s Flynn sisters.

Yet here, just as in Arena, the child figure offers little prospect of relief from its
environment’s governing structures. Maurice is a product of his environment as the girl
child of Arena has been, and no structured opposition is created between that environment
and its product. Signalling the change is a pessimism in the language surrounding birth; on
the novel’s first page Dympna is described as ‘the mother, who was flummoxed when the
phone rang, who expected disaster, birth, or at least death…’ (5). A description of Maurice
at the point of his adoption suggests that the transformative power held by children in other
texts has other significance here:

The baby instinctively went silent as if he knew his enormous power, the power to
ruffle feathers, was being overridden by the power of Dympna and his own terrifying
age. If he had not been a baby, they might have kept him.
(95)

Neither the magical circumstances of his conception and birth, nor the suffering connected
with those circumstances, lead to any redemptive impact on the individuals and situations
Kennedy’s book describes.
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Despite the emphasis on the child as redeemer in Spinners, here too there is a dislocation
between that capacity and the possibility of social change. Instead, there are repeated
suggestions of that mythology used as a screen for problematic social realities, as we have
seen in the use of the child saviour concept to replace the knowledge of Delia’s rape. The
pattern is further visible in the relationships of each of the three pregnant teenage girls with
those around them – relationships in which the youth of the girls is emphasised. The
parents of Delia and Yvonne (both sixteen) react to their daughters’ pregnancies by
punishing them and giving them orders, as though they were indeed children. Other
characters also assume parental roles with the girls, such as the childless and recently
vasectomised town police officer, Harvey Watson, who coaches the netball team that the
girls play in, and considers them his ‘daughters’.

There is a significant age difference between the girls and their romantic interests, which
emphasises the perception of them as youthful, if not childish, in the eyes of those around
them. The moral ambiguity of these relationships is encapsulated in a passage which Father
O’Brien reads, and leaves marked with a tear, in Thomas Aquinas:

‘The renunciation of one’s sexuality led one down a path of sublimations, naturally
resulting more and more in an increased interest in the young.’ Such renuncios, he
read, often became our priests, teachers, masters. They acquired the character of
‘father’ to everyone’s children, and their role was that of paideia, in the Greek sense.’
(214)
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The passage takes on further significance when it is revealed that Father O’Brien is the
father of sixteen-year-old Yvonne’s child. The passage is discovered and noted down by the
new town librarian, Phillip, who is pursuing a relationship with Delia. Phillip, at age
twenty-nine, is like the priest, significantly older and more accomplished than the object of
his affections, who looks to him for philosophical and practical guidance. His offer to claim
paternity of Delia’s child is perhaps a displacement of the fatherly feelings he has for Delia
onto a more acceptable object, but the earliest stages of his attraction to her are telling;
visiting her house in her absence (ostensibly to collect library books), he pays a clandestine
visit to her bedroom and finds it

that most romantic of rooms: the room of somebody in the final stage of leaving
behind the toys of childhood in favour of the paraphernalia of an adult, a brief
twilight that might last only until the next spring-clean.

He sees her ‘infantile’ handwriting, and a photo of her playing netball:

Her face was young and bright. These were the best faces, he thought, bright and
innocent ones, with a purity about them. These were the only faces which gave back to
you the emotions and the sense of relief that made life bearable.
(85)
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Phillip’s attraction to Delia’s youth is replicated in that of Gilbert Haines, Delia’s rapist.
Though Gilbert does not seem significantly older than Delia, it is still her apparent youth
which attracts him:

…to a young man as coated in sump residue and axle grease as Gilbert was, Delia
Chapman was a glowing vestal beauty, one vowed to chastity, a shining and pure
mirage, as uncontaminated as a newborn baby.
(76)

Similarly Vic Young, the journalist who arrives at Opunake to investigate Delia’s story, is
captivated by the photo of the twelve-year-old Delia he finds in a school magazine – and
disturbed by the implications of his own attraction:

He admitted he’d had passing sexual obsessions with very young women before, but he
could not believe he was developing feelings for this young girl on the basis of a
pubescent snapshot.
(142)

Vic does not develop a relationship with Delia, but instead with the eighteen-year-old
Lucinda, in whom he seeks ‘a filter through which he could screen out his own polluted
past’ (211). The theme is pronounced; what each of these men finds in their young lovers is
temporary entry into a pre-lapsarian state of purity. Like the renuncio who seeks a state
prior to the corruption of sexual desire, Father O’Brien, Phillip, Gilbert, Vic and even
Harvey Watson (the ‘Hugh Hefner of netball coaches’, who is ‘intoxicated’ by the ‘aroma
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of sweat and damp cotton’ surrounding his ‘daughters’ (117)) find in the youth that attracts
them the potential of their own salvation.

But it is a salvation that allows them to retain and exercise sexual desire, and even to find
satisfaction of that desire in the ‘pure’ objects of their lust. The liminality of the girls’ ages
allows them to represent the edge of what is sexually accessible in the child, and the edge
of what is childlike (pure and innocent) in the woman. What they seem to offer to these
men is a miraculous transportation beyond desire in two contradicting yet simultaneous
directions – both to the childlike state that exists before desire, and to the relief that awaits
after that desire’s satisfaction. The young women, or the fantasies that they represent for the
texts’ male characters, do not offer redemption as the transformation of problematic social
structures; rather, as with the image of Delia’s baby, they offer the promise of an alternative
reality, disconnected from lived experience and available to the willing fantasist.

Spinners presents social critique inasmuch as the social scenario it presents is
unwelcoming; Opunake is on the verge of being crippled by the closure of its main
employer, the freezing works, and the best defence it can erect for itself is a non-functional
hydroslide. In contrast, A Dream of Nikau Jam offers a portrait of small-town New
Zealand life (and the majority of novels studied in this thesis are set in small-town or rural
locations) as remarkably peaceful and socially cohesive. There is no sense of impending
social or economic disaster; and if the nation is in the grip of cultural change, there is no
sign of it in this novel.
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The primary conflict in A Dream of Nikau Jam is over the ‘desecration’ of a chain of
endangered nikau palms, a plot point which would seem to connect this tale to others that
have suggested environmental degradation or disaster. Yet the damage is isolated; the text
is otherwise replete with images of untouched native forest (usually connected to depictions
of Feefi’s transcendent viewpoint). Despite Feefi’s connection to nature, he is accused of
damaging the trees by a band of environmentalists. Feefi’s good intentions are never for a
moment made questionable by the narrative, though other characters misunderstand them;
rather the effect of the accusation is to make the motives of environmental protectionism
questionable.

The characters who argue for Feefi’s prosecution are portrayed in an overwhelmingly
negative light throughout the novel. This characterisation is considered overtly through the
point of view of the judge in Feefi’s case, who knows that the ‘honest folk of Westport’
will see the environmentalists as ‘the villains of the piece’ (84). The judge is aware that the
worst of these characters, Megan-Beth Baragwanath, has positive traits as well, but this
awareness doesn’t, for the most part, impact the text’s presentation of her: she is, in the
narrator’s terms, a ‘thick-necked, small-faced harridan’ (84) with ‘little features, gathered
closely in the centre of her face like the holes in a button’ (85). She and her companions are
distinguished as ‘educated beyond their intelligence’ (137), factually misinformed, and
dishonest in their attempts to protect the trees.

In contrast, Feefi is justified in his use of the fruit of the tree – this, it turns out, does not
damage them at all. The tree deaths had been caused by his mother’s use of the tree hearts
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for medicinal purposes, to help her through her pregnancy with Feefi and her own final
illness. This use, then, is also sympathetically presented, and in fact the judge in the case
orders that another tree heart be taken to ease Feefi’s own stomach pain. The images of
widespread environmental danger that had been present in many of the earlier works have
vanished; the only sense of urgency on matters of environment comes from the exaggerated
claims of the environmentalists.

It would seem, then, that the millennial moment has passed. While Feefi has the potential to
be the transformative figure by virtue of his mystified birth and unique physique, he is very
clearly aligned with the community he exists within, who are as a rule protective and
accepting of him. Though there are elements presented in the book external to the
community, and antipathetic to that community – such as the environmentalists, and
Eland’s abusive ex-boyfriend – none of these have any overriding impact on the
community’s structure, or could be considered a significant threat. There is no need,
therefore, for Feefi to use the transformative powers that his characterisation might
conceivably have afforded him, and the only reappearance of any remotely magical
material are Feefi’s visions of universal unity prior to his death.

7.6 Conclusion

In the novels of Chapters Four and Five, the presence of magic in connection to the figure
of the child signified the possibility of transcendence of restrictive social and cultural
circumstances, whether that transcendence occurred through magical means or not. In
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Chapter Six, the presence of magical realms recorded loss or failure (to redeem, to exist or
to be afforded existence); at the same time, the evidence of magical realms was the
evidence of an alternative to those conditions which created loss.

In the novels of this chapter, magic is present as a symptom of, rather than an alternative to,
presiding cultural conditions. The incestuous unions of Arena and A Boy and His Uncle
create the child as a product and reproduction of the repressive social and familial regimes
they occur within; the child emerges as an agent of threat. In Spinners and A Dream of
Nikau Jam, strong traces of this threat remain in the problematised relationship between
mother and child. Where in earlier novels the child was in danger of being subsumed by the
amniotic element, each of these final novels suggests the child as physically and/or
psychologically dangerous to the maternal figure. Read allegorically, these children suggest
the persistence, rather than the rejection or replacement of current social structures; to the
degree that those social structures are represented as problematic, the child-as-future
becomes endangering, rather than endangered.

Though the children of this chapter evidence magic in their conceptions and gestations, the
presence of this magic is significantly undermined as the narratives progress. Once born,
the girl child of Arena is magical only in her growth and language acquisition; Maurice and
Feefi show no evidence of magical ability or perception beyond their births. Spinners and A
Dream of Nikau Jam present a magical interpretation of events only as a possibility; there is
by no means the investment in those interpretations that has been present in earlier texts.
The disappearance of magic in these novels suggests an integration or disintegration of
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whatever has been ‘other’ to the social realms presented. The narrator of Arena ceases to
perceive his daughter as alien, suggesting a recognition that he and she are both complicit
in the dystopia that surrounds them. In Kennedy’s novel, the radical possibility of paternal
filiation suggested by Lex’s pregnancy and the birth of Maurice disappears as Lex and then
Maurice succumb to the exclusive and exploitative intimacies of their mothers – in other
words, they are normalised by the prevailing environment. Even the ‘alien’ fantasies
presented in Spinners are eventually integrated as offering the least tonal disturbance to the
narrative, while the realist alternative yet remains to create an intellectual acceptance of
events portrayed. In A Dream of Nikau Jam, the magical suggestions surrounding Feefi’s
birth add little more than texture to the portrayal of a character who is ultimately upheld as
a scion of a comfortable and largely unchallenged community.

Read as an allegory of nationhood, these texts contrast significantly with many of those
which precede them. The normalisation of these children as their texts progress does not
suggest the evolution of their social contexts, or their transcendence of those contexts, but
the erosion of the perception of possible difference.
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8: Conclusion

To consider novels in terms of national identity is problematic; in New Zealand, it is
sometimes considered a limiting compulsion, as might be suggested by Knox’s point that
she is ‘writing about the world in a larger sense’, rather than ‘giving New Zealand an
identity’ (Spiritcarvers, 107). Many novels respond to issues of nationhood only
incidentally, if at all. Any novel, no matter how slight, expresses more than the conditions
of the geopolitical state from which it emerges; and no one novel can constitute a complete
response – nor even in most cases a direct response – to those conditions. An emphasis on
aspects of texts which do support a reading relating to nationhood can lead to a distortion of
the true concerns of the text, and an overemphasis in the critical literature on this point of
interest; how New Zealand defines itself as a country is not always the most important or
interesting feature of texts which are written here.

Yet the coincidences of content and theme in the works discussed here suggest an area of
symbolic concern which stretches beyond the personal; in reading these novels as
contributing to collective patterns it has been important to balance the discretion of
individual texts against the significance of those coincidences. The strong history of the
child as a figure of nationhood, particularly within the definitions and self-definitions of
colonies, and the past and present eminence of the child figure in New Zealand’s literature,
reinforce the suggestion that the figure embodies a sense of collective identity which relates
to the conditions of state. Furthermore, several of these novels directly engage themes of
nationhood; Stuart Murray notes that ‘[t]exts such as Keri Hulme’s the bone people and
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Witi Ihimaera’s The Matriarch… carry with them the sense that the nation is a special
space, [and] that it needs to be rethought…’ (248). The magical child has been a conduit, in
many of these texts, for their authors’ rethinking of the nation.

The child’s suitability for this role created in part by the substance of its historical use in
New Zealand literature. As a metaphor first for colonial experience, and later for the
experience of Maori, the child has provided an important vehicle for the expressions of the
nation’s writers throughout most of the twentieth century. Building on the traditions of the
child figure in Western literature, Pakeha writers from Mansfield to Frame variously
created the child as a haven from social ills and a victim of them, a repository of adult fears
and, more often, hopes (which various narratives at times invested in and at others
deflated), a historical answer for the present and an emissary of the future.

The child becomes magical in close association with the entry of Maori voices to the
nation’s literature in English. In many respects the emergence of magical child within a
Maori mythopoesis can be seen as continuing certain well-established threads of the
tradition of New Zealand’s literary child, such as the child as victim, potential saviour, and
the child as a narrative position from which social critique can be made. Yet the rendering
of the child as a magical being in the Maori text is also something new: an embodiment of
Maori reality as present experience and future possibility, offered as a resistance and an
alternative to the restrictions of Pakeha social structure.
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Thus, in the bone people, Potiki and The Whale Rider, the magical child leads his or her
people against cultural and environmental erosion, restoring Maori cultural heritage,
including certain principles of communalism and ecological conservationism, as founding
structures of a reborn society. The sea-change these children effect has as its catalyst the
child’s suffering more than the child’s magic: in the model of Christ, they must undergo
physical and emotional trauma before the world around them can repent and reform itself.
The texts oppose these children to social structures that are hegemonic, patriarchal and
culturally repressive; the child’s suffering, as evidence of his or her innocence and
vulnerability, accompanies the child’s supernatural gifts to present an alternative to those
governing structures, affording transcendent social change as the resolution of these
narratives.

In the bone people, Potiki and The Whale Rider, isolationism, cultural decay, violence,
sexism and disengagement from the struggle against oppression are cooperative with
external forces of cultural and economic colonisation to limit and endanger individuals and
communities; individual atonement (prompted by endangerment of the child) and the
reconstruction of the communities presented allows the involved characters to overcome
both internal and external limitations. Yet the significance of these victories is not limited
to the communities in which they occur – in each case there is an immediate (and in the
bone people and The Whale Rider, magical) effect on the endangered physical
environment, suggesting that the social changes enacted by the characters has a widereaching, perhaps universal impact.
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The magical children of The Limits of Green, The Skinny Louie Book, Treasure and The
Visitation are similarly opposed to power structures (here patriarchal, Christian and
economically driven) that threaten both them and their environments. Damage to the child
occurs, particularly where religious and paternal authority is evoked, but only in Treasure is
this damage a direct source of transformation. Elsewhere the child’s suffering, where it
appears, draws attention to the failings of their familial and social surroundings, without the
redemptive results that Hulme, Grace and Ihimaera had earlier suggested.

Yet the characters of this second group have the power to divert the world around them
from its destructive trajectory, and where they do, they do so through magical means. In
each case this task is deferred to the adulthood of the magical characters. There are
variations: Omelette is assisted by the infant twins; Catherine and Theresa, in The
Visitation, never fulfill the task that was charged to them. Repeatedly, however, the
redemptive task is performed by adults who have retained the tropes of the child, and the
child’s separation from the adult world. The deferral to adulthood circumvents or alleviates
the impression of child sacrifice, while preserving the use of the child figure as an
oppositional ‘haven’ from adult wrongs.

In the novels of Chapter Four, the child survived and transcended oceanic voids to perform
their redemptive tasks, while in Chapter Five magical action was the intended solution to
impending annihilation, figured both as a personal and environmental danger. In Chapter
Six the figure of the void came into direct focus again as an entity closely bound to the
construction of the child identity. In Ihimaera’s The Matriarch and The Dream Swimmer,
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and Grace’s Cousins and Baby No Eyes, Te Kore and the wheiao are definitive of the
child’s experience; transcendence of those states is a deeply challenging task. While the
possibility of social transcendence is suggested in the Ihimaera novels, it is not secured, as
it had been in earlier works; the child, caught in a basic struggle to form a functional and
autonomous identity, is unable to catalyse significant change in either society or
environment. In all four novels, rather than being a source of resistance to problematic
social structures, the child’s magical essence – the connection with the void itself – is
evidence of the extent of the wounds the child may sustain in the attempt to secure a
functional personal and cultural identity; again, the limitations of the surrounding social
structures are emphasised by the sufferings of the child. Yet the child’s inhabitance of other
realms also represents an expansion of the terms of reality beyond the bounds of restrictive
hegemony; these children record specifically Maori realities even as they signify loss. In
doing so, they perform a function very like that of the children considered in Chapters Four
and Five; they are repositories of a social and cultural alternative, even in their inability to
individually transcend the conditions of their environments.

The majority of children considered in this thesis are representative of such alternatives –
whether the child and their powers are supported by their immediate communities (as in
Potiki and The Limits of Green) or not (as in Treasure and Cousins). Yet the texts
considered in Chapter Seven present the magical child not as alternative or oppositional to
the social environment, but as that environment’s product, reflecting its flaws or strengths
according to the vision of the text. The child’s affiliation with the reformist social
movements it had represented earlier in the period covered by this thesis has all but
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disappeared; in Arena, A Boy and His Uncle, Spinners and A Dream of Nikau Jam, the
child does not herald an era of greater freedom or safety for Maori, women, the
environment or the individual, but reproduces the conditions of the broader social
structures.

Yet the protagonists of Cranna’s, Kennedy’s and McCarten’s novels are in many ways
victims of social environments as repressive as those depicted in earlier works.
Where the magical child had in those earlier works suggested resistance or transcendence,
such possibilities are very much equivocated in these final four novels. Maurice and
Arena’s girl child enact harm as a consequence of the regimes from which they emerge,
Delia’s baby allows a problematised tolerance of a disturbing situation, while Feefi is
integrated within a social structure which, in terms of narrative development, needs and
sustains no change. The comparatively diminished presence of magic in these texts
represents the disintegration of polarity as the distinguishing feature of the relationship
between the child and society, and the recession of either the perceived need for or the
possibility of transformative change.

The presence of the magical child as a potential saviour figure raises questions about the
expectations novelists have of national direction and future. Lyman Tower Sargent suggests
that ‘…it is hard to avoid the conclusion that the need for someone to save New Zealand
reflects pessimism about the country’s future’ (“New Zealand Utopian Literature: A Short
History,” 178). Yet it is sometimes the business of the novelist to render ideas and
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principles as individual events and characters; a consideration of the saviour figure as the
embodiment of necessary values, rather than of a necessary ‘someone’, may suggest a
somewhat more optimistic viewpoint in that the integration of such values is a theme
translatable into a social aim, where the saviour as deus ex machina is not.

Thus we might read many of these children as evoking the possibility of more inclusive
social structures through humility, the atonement and healing of past wrongs, the
recuperation and celebration of culture, the resistance of deadening or restrictive authority.
The child’s awareness and access of magical realities represents a sensitivity to what is
‘other’ to the overriding social structures of the individual narratives. For example, Kahu
communicates with whales while the world around her undervalues, and therefore
threatens, ecology, and Mayhew heals against the backdrop of punitive religious authority.
The presence of magic itself in most cases suggests an alternative to the (often prohibitively
rational) status quo, an alternative founded on imagination and cultural expansiveness.

Such a reading interprets the novels as socially prescriptive, which is in some respects a
limited response, but one encouraged by utopian aspects of a number of the texts, and by
the futurity of the child figure. Sargent remarks that

[a] standard mode of utopian writing is one that directly connects the future vision with
the current reality; … the perceived fit between present and future is unusually close in
New Zealand. New Zealand authors tend to believe that New Zealand can become
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utopia or dystopia, and soon, as a direct result of action or inaction by living New
Zealanders.
(170)

This tendency is particularly visible in those novels (The Limits of Green and The Skinny
Louie Book) which begin with an apparently familiar rendering of New Zealand, then move
into projected futures. However, the use of magical child characters to embody qualities
shown as harmfully lacking in the rational adult realms around them performs a similar
narrative function in many of the novels. Response to the child and the qualities it offers
promises a transformative effect, from the immediate and familiar adult world, to the
utopian scenarios promised (if not actualised) by the child’s powers, and by the child itself
as an apparent representative of the future.

Critical difficulties can arise when the problems presented by a text are familiar, tangible
and specific, while resolution is available only through magic, even if that magic is
translated into the abstracted terms of metaphor (leaving aside the question of whether
metaphoric translation is appropriate for Maori mythological material). The question of
whether these novels, in Benediktsson’s terms, offer ‘fantasy solutions for problems that
cannot be solved in “real life,” but which can be solved literarily by disrupting mimesis’
(126) is one which needs some further discussion.

Only in a handful of these novels does the child’s powers have direct bearing on the
narrative resolution; this pattern would seem apparent in The Whale Rider, The Limits of
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Green, The Skinny Louie Book and Treasure. Yet Treasure depicts Mayhew ingesting the
entropic disc primarily as the resolution of magical plot content: the disc’s ingestion solves
first and foremost the physical problem of the disc, and its magical encroachment on the
known world. There is a symbolic reading of Mayhew’s sacrificial act available which
correlates with the symbolic reading of the disc itself, as established in Chapter Five – there
is no crossing of generic boundaries in order to create resolution, and in this sense
Mayhew’s eating the disc is akin to Baby No Eyes’ progress to the world of the dead: it is a
magical solution to a magical problem.

None of the magical resolutions provided in these novels are empty of metaphoric
significance – the values of love, community, creativity and activism are stressed by each
of the magical resolutions. It is true, though, that the terms of question and answer are
sometimes markedly different; the consequences of a global economic field on local
ecology, for example, is a problem that might be answered with song rainbows or lifegiving urine only in fiction, and even there, only by the author releasing characters from the
social and phenomenal limitations which originally created the problem. The question of
how a hopeful resolution might have been achieved in McAlpine’s and Farrell’s novels
without recourse to magic may therefore lead one to conclude that such depictions are
indeed, at base, open to the charge of pessimism.

Yet cultural context must also be considered in evaluation of this difficulty. The
reclamation of lost cultural material is a very realistic response to the problems of cultural
disinheritance; to critique such material as flaws in, or supplementary to, the expected
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responses of critical realism to actual social problems, may simply reproduce the
mechanisms which had interrupted the transmission of cultural material in the first place.
The repeated presentation of the child’s magical qualities and associations as signs of
vulnerability, rather than of transcendent power, is evidence that whatever solution magic
may offer to the cultural binds experienced by these characters lies in magic as an end in
itself, rather than a means to an end. The recognition of an extra-rational reality is, in most
cases, not important because it offers supernatural power or strength to solve a given
problem, but because the extension of the known reality is itself a solution to the paucity of
a phenomenal world determined through the cultural limitations of a hegemonic viewpoint.

Nor is this argument pertinent only to works by Maori – each of the texts poses as a
thematic concern the question of whether known phenomenal limitations are real or are
products of a limited world-view. At the same time, they make such questions curiously
irrelevant, simply because they are fictions – any resolution offered to proposed social
difficulties is operative only within the world of the particular text.

The child’s symbolic counterpart in denoting the potential of a world-view extended
beyond the known is, in many of these novels, a void-like entity. The emergence of the
child from the sea in the novels of Chapter Four suggested this entity as a Jungian or
Kristevan figure of identity formation; the figure of Maui as a nation-forming character
connected this theme to the question of national identity. The chaotic and life-taking
properties of the choric ocean embody the possibility that the child and whatever it
represents is in danger, even at the moment of coming into general consciousness, of being
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subsumed, so that it becomes once again an unknown or unregistered presence. The
possibilities of community that these children variously represent (bicultural, equitable,
environmentally sustaining, non-hierarchical) are conceived with a clear sense of
vulnerability, which does not diminish as the period progresses. Though the children of
Chapter Five survive to maturity, there they encounter the void as a physical ennui, entropic
darkness and/or the ‘Darkness’ of environmental collapse – it loses none of its power. In
Chapter Six, the void figure is much closer to the child’s process of identity formation;
conceived as Te Kore or the wheiao, it challenges the child’s ability to exist at all.

If the extent of this challenge suggests a world where the magical child itself might recede
into the subconscious, such that the awareness of the possibilities it presented is lost, this
notion is to some extent upheld by the works of Chapter Seven, where the figure of the
magical child is in a number of ways inverted, undermined or normalised. The void appears
once more in The Boy and His Uncle, again associated with the maternal presence, to
subsume the child and his attempts at an independent identity. Elsewhere there is no void to
challenge the child’s existence, but the child itself becomes a challenging entity, enacting
or representing threat to the maternal body. Though the child may be integrated as a
generally benign presence, this initial bodily threat represents a radical shift in the
symbolism attached to the child, which aligns with the child’s new role as an agent of the
social status quo. The challenge to the maternal body is akin to that made by the
environmentally destructive elements present in earlier works; in this sense we may see the
child moving into a role previously associated with patriarchal figures, where it had
formerly offered defence for the maternal environment against such figures. In its repeated
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association with emptiness, appetite, and destruction, the child may be seen as
incorporating some of the qualities which had previously lain in the domain of the void.

The emptiness and incompletion of the child in such constructions – and the potential that
the girl-child, Maurice and Delia’s baby hold to take on meanings destructive to their
environments – is not unconnected to the redemptive potential of earlier child figures.
Indeed, the full scope of these constructions, and their intimate connection, is presaged by
Frame’s Erlene – the child as a figure which can contain all the fear and hope adults may
experience in consideration of the future. The availability of such a construction to adult
needs is suggested in scenarios in which the child and its powers solve, or are expected to
solve, problems of the adult world – problems which are not of the child’s making, and are
of a scale which the ordinary child would generally not impact (such as the decline of the
whale population, an adult’s sickness, or Papal contraceptive policy). Such children may be
seen as offering fulfilment of the needs of the adult realm, but the ‘bad’ child is no less
bound up with adult expectations: Arena’s girl child is violent as a product and agent of the
Guest state, Maurice abuses his sister as a function of the maternal sexual exploitation
which has characterised his family.

All characters, whether adult or child, are created to fulfil the purposes of their authors. The
significant phenomenon in this body of literature is the choice of the child to play a critical
role in dramas of adult scope, often with a bearing on the formation of a national cultural
identity and with associations which broaden that scope into the supernatural. As we have
seen, the child’s rejuvenative qualities, as well as its vulnerability and position as Other to
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the adult subject, made it a potent figure in a period in which Maori and women secured (to
some degree) new voices and positions in a society which had operated on their exclusion.

Yet, as Derrida found of Rousseau’s Emile, the child in this literature operates as an
originary myth, and its iconic role is inextricably bound up with its inherent weakness. Here
the very vulnerability which allows the child figure to point up the flaws of the dominant
culture also limits the child’s ability to function and catalyse change within that culture; this
is apparent in the deaths and debilitations which befall Simon, Toko, and the kehua
children, among others. While these limitations may not necessarily end the child (the
kehua children, as an example, have an existence after death), they do close down the
means by which the child may interact with, affect, and eventually integrate into, the adult
world.

Furthermore, it is important to acknowledge that any innate power held by the child
character depends, by definition, on newness rather than maturity. Its ability to effect
change tends to be emotive and cataclysmic, rather than sustained, systemic or
sophisticated. It is not accidental that where the child survives into adulthood, the
possibility of redemption is deferred, abandoned or deeply equivocated – the child’s power
seems to rely on the quick denouement, perhaps echoing the inevitability of the end of
childhood itself, and the intensifying effect of that impending end.

The works examined in this thesis evidence a new, and perhaps already complete phase in
the substantial history of the child figure in New Zealand literature, constituting one thread
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of literary response to significant social changes. If the utility of this figure has evolved
over the period covered, it can only continue to do so – even if that evolution includes the
recession of the magical child, as a figure of redemptive change, back into the amniotic
subconscious. The works considered here are particular to a social moment, and in a sense
also record the passing of that moment. Nonetheless, as we have seen throughout this
thesis, the child is nothing if not adaptable in its uses. With a number of the authors
discussed here committed to magical realism as part of the continued recuperation and
evolution of the nation’s cultural assets, it seems unlikely that we have seen the last of the
magical child.
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